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Preface

… and their judgement was based more upon blind wishing than upon any sound prevision;
for it is a habit of mankind to entrust to careless hope what they long for and to use
sovereign reason to thrust aside what they do not fancy. Thucydides 420 BC

Little did the Greek Historian Thucydides know that he was describing, what is
essentially conﬁrmation bias, almost 2500 years ago. People were making poor
decisions then and still are … and at least some of these are due to cognitive biases
and are not necessarily their fault. It’s only since the 1970s that the term cognitive
bias has been used to describe “errors in judgment“ or “irrational choices”.
Hundreds of cognitive biases have been described in terms of people’s
decision-making behavior in particular situations, however there has been limited
progress in mitigating the impact of cognitive biases and hence improving judgements. Some ﬁve years ago, whilst working on a project concerned with cognitive
biases, I speculated whether people’s decision-making, whilst using visualisation
applications, are subject to cognitive biases, and if so, can we adapt such applications to lessen their impact and hence improve decisions. This lead to the 1st
DECISIVe workshop at IEEE 2014 in Paris, Dealing with Cognitive Biases in
Visualisations, with the aim of providing a forum for researchers and practitioners,
from a wide range of disciplines, to raise and discuss pertinent issues concerning
cognitive biases in visualizations. This raised awareness in the subject area and
kick-started research. The 2nd DECISIVe workshop took place at IEEE VIS 2017,
in Phoenix, USA with the aim to highlight ways in which cognitive biases have a
detrimental impact on users decision making when using visualisation and analytics
tools, and to explore practical ways to “measure” the occurrence of cognitive biases
and develop ways of reducing their potentially harmful effects. Accepted papers
from this workshop form the basis of this book.
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Chapter 1

So, What Are Cognitive Biases?
Geoffrey Ellis

1.1 Introduction
Decisions, decisions, decisions, we make them all the time, probably thousands each
day. Most are part of daily living, such as moving about our environment, others
need more thought, but are not particularly critical, such as what coffee to buy.
However, some decisions are important, even with life implications, from deciding
if it’s safe to cross the road, to a doctor deciding what cancer treatment to suggest
for a patient. We might imagine that all these decisions, whether trivial or not, are
based on sound reasoning using our senses and our experience stored in our memory.
However, it is generally agreed that the majority of decisions are made unconsciously
using heuristics - strategies that use only a fraction of the available information.
This makes sense in evolutionary terms [32], as to survive approaching danger, for
instance, decisions had to be made rapidly. Humans do not have the time or brain
processing power to do much else than use heuristics, and are, in fact, inherently lazy
in order to conserve precious energy resources [22]. Fortunately, most of the time
the result of using the very fast and automatic heuristic strategies are “good enough”,
however in certain situations they are not good enough, leading to poor judgments.
It is these “errors in judgment” or “irrational behavior” that are commonly referred
to as cognitive biases.
During this decade, interest in cognitive biases has increased markedly, with
several large research projects [38, 57] starting in 2012, as well as a few mentions in
popular on-line publications [8] and even in the press. In addition to an increase in
scholarly articles,1 the biggest change has been in media interest, especially in the
business world. A recent Google search for “cognitive bias” presents many business
orientated items which are either aimed at selling (e.g. Cognitive Biases : How to
1A
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Use Them to Sell More) or as a warning (e.g. Hidden Cognitive Biases That Cost
You Big Money). Other search results are generally pessimistic regarding cognitive
biases such as The 17 Worst Cognitive Biases Ruining Your Life!
More recently, implicit or unconscious bias has been in the media, in the context
of equality and anti-discrimination. This is often the result of stereotyping which is
influenced by our background, culture and experience. In this sense “unconscious”
means that humans make this judgment without realizing it, as with heuristic processing. And, if we think that cognitive biases only affect humans, then there are
studies on rats [6], sheep [69], bees [62], chicken [72] and many other animals which
use cognitive bias as an indicator of animal emotion [59]. However, these uses of the
term “cognitive bias” differ from the more traditional one which we are discussing
in this book.
Before considering cognitive biases (in humans) in the context of visualization
and visual analytics tools, the next sections, provide some examples of common
cognitive biases and a brief history of their ‘discovery’ and subsequent research.

1.1.1 Examples
A recent classification of cognitive biases, the Cognitive Bias Codex by Benson [47]
lists 187 biases.2 These have been added to since the 1970s and the trend seems to
be continuing, although sometimes just a bias by another name. There are, of course,
similarities which various classification schemes over the years have attempted to
tease out [3, 4, 9, 34, 37, 58, 66, 70] although most of the work has been in the
area of decision support. In Chap. 2, Calero Valdez et al. propose a framework,
specifically for the study of cognitive biases in visualization, and contrast this with
the aforementioned Cognitive Bias Codex.
For those readers, not familiar with cognitive biases, here are four examples of
common biases:
Familiarity/availability bias is where people tend to estimate the likelihood of
something to happen by how easy it is to recall similar events. For instance, people
will generally think that travel by airplane is significantly more dangerous in the
aftermath of a plane crash being reported in the media (see Chap. 6).
Confirmation bias is where people tend to search for confirming rather than for disconfirming evidence with regard to their own previous assumptions. For example, if
you think that eating chocolate makes you loose weight then a Google search “loose
weight by eating chocolate” will confirm this if you ignore article to the contrary
(see Chap. 5).
Representational bias in visualization involves constraints and salience. For example, a matrix representation is not good at showing network data (a constraint) but
can highlight missing relationships in its table view (salience) (see Chap. 10).

2 The

author’s own survey collected 288 distinct biases.
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Overconfidence bias is where people tend to assess the accuracy of their answers
or performance as greater than it actually is. There are many related cognitive biases
such as illusion of control and planning fallacy (see Chap. 9).

1.2 A Brief History of Cognitive Biases
Early research on decision-making was founded on the theory of rational choice,
where a person carefully assess all the alternatives and if they make errors these
would not be systematic. However, in the 1950s and 60s, experiments found that
people are generally poor at applying even basic probability rules and often make
sub-optimal judgments when measured against an ‘ideal’ standard derived from
Bayesian analysis [19]. Even experts, such as physicians, were found to make biased
judgments [48]. Simon proposed bounded rationality [63], suggesting that humans
are too limited in their data processing abilities to make truly rational decisions but
employ simplifying heuristics or rules to cope with the limitations.
In the early 70s, Tversky and Kahneman developed this idea with their heuristics–
biases program, with particular attention on judgments involving uncertainty. Systematic deviations from ‘normative’ behavior were referred to as cognitive biases
and this was backed up by a series of experiments which illustrated 15 biases [66].
Heuer [34] also promoted the idea of cognitive bias errors being due to irrationality in
human judgment with his work amongst intelligence analysts. Over the years many
more cognitive biases were proposed, based mostly on laboratory experiments. However in the 80s, researchers began to question the notion that people are error prone
and a lively debate has ensued over the years typified by the communication between
Gigerenzer [26], and Kahneman and Tversky [41]. One of the opposing arguments
poses the question “Are humans really so bad at making decisions, especially where
it involves uncertainty?”. Gigerenzer [28] suggests that the use of heuristics can in
fact make accurate judgments rather than producing cognitive biases and describes
such heuristics as “fast and frugal” (see Chap. 13).
It is suggested that the success of heuristics–biases program is partly due to the
persuasive nature of the experimental scenarios, often in the laboratory, which can
easily be imagined by the reader [42]. However, many of the studies have clearly
involved domain experts in the workplace. Another criticism of the heuristics–and–
biases approach is the resultant long list of biases and heuristics, with no unifying
concepts other than the methods used to discover them [4]. So the focus of later work
has been to propose decision making mechanisms rather than just looking for departures from normative (ideal) models [40]. To this end, dual process models have been
put forward, for example the two system theories of reasoning which feature System 1: involuntary/rapid/rule-based + System 2: conscious/slower/reasoning decision
making [22, 65]. Kahneman’s book “Thinking, Fast and Slow” [39] also adopts this
dual process model and gives a very readable account of heuristic and biases.
Other developments include the Swiss Army Knife approach [29] that proposes that
there are discrete modules in the brain performing specific functions, and deviations
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occur when an inappropriate module is chosen or where no such module exists, so the
next best one is used. Formalizing heuristics [27] and modeling cognitive biases [36]
are other approaches to understanding what is going on in our heads when we make
decisions. A useful discussion of the impact of Tversky and Kahnemans work can
be found in [24]. But as research continues in this area, Norman provides a word of
warning, especially in medical diagnosis, that there is bias in researching cognitive
bias [51].

1.3 Impact of Biases
Not withstanding the debate amongst researchers as to the underlying cognitive
processes, there is little doubt that in particular circumstances, systematic behavior
patterns can lead to worse decisions. Making a poor decision when buying a car by
overrating the opinion of a person you have recently met (vividness bias), is often
not a major problem, but in other realms such as medical judgments and intelligence
analysis, the implications can be damaging. For instance, a number of reports and
studies have implicated cognitive biases as having played a significant role in a
number of high-profile intelligence failures (see Chap. 9). Although uncertainty is a
factor, a person’s lack of knowledge or expertise is not the overriding consideration.
Cognitive biases such as overconfidence and confirmation are often associated with
poor judgments among people in senior roles, as in a realistic study where all the
twelve experienced intelligence analysts were led astray by confirmation bias, leaving
only the inexperienced analyst with the correct answer [5].
In addition to Chap. 9, which focuses on intelligence analysis, many of the chapters
in this book describe the impact of various cognitive biases, especially in relation to
interpreting visualizations or when using visualization tools. For instance, Chap. 6
details the impact of familiarity related biases, especially with experts from the
physical sciences and Chap. 10 discusses potential problems with representational
biases when viewing visualizations. The case study described in Chap. 12 reveals the
likelihood of numerous cognitive biases which can seriously affect decision making
in a college admissions process. Chapters 3 and 4 discuss the notion that various
aspects of computer systems, as well as humans, can also exhibit biases.

1.4 Cognitive Biases in Visualization
Interest in cognitive bias research has grown considerably at both the cognitive
science level and also in relation to the visual analytics and decision-making tools
that we build. The DECISIVe workshops3 have focused on two main issues related

3 Full

papers for DECISIVe 2014 are available [20].
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to visualization: (i) is the interpretation of visualizations subject to cognitive biases
and (ii) can we adapt visualization tools to reduce the impact of cognitive biases?

1.4.1 Interpretation of Visualizations
There is evidence from peoples’ susceptibility to optical illusions that systematic
errors can occur due to simplifying heuristics, such as grouping graphic items
together, as set out in the Gestalt principles [1, 53, 55, 67]. It has also been demonstrated that different visual representation of common abstract forms or appearance
of the visualization itself can affect the interpretation of the data [12, 16, 54, 74,
75, 77]. In relation to the comprehension of images, Fendley [23] discusses cognitive biases in detail and proposes a decision support system to mitigate a selection
of biases. Ellis and Dix [21] proposed that cognitive biases can occur in the process of viewing visualizations and present examples of situations where particular
cognitive biases could affect the user’s decision making. Recent studies into priming and anchoring [68], the curse of knowledge [73] and the attraction effect [17]
demonstrate these cognitive bias effects when interpreting visualizations, but as their
authors point out, much more work needs to be done in this area.

1.4.2 Visualization Tools
In visual analytics, user interaction plays a significant role in providing insightful
visual representations of data. As such, people interact with the systems to steer
and modify parameters of the visualization and the underlying analytical model.
While such human-in-the-loop systems have proven advantages over automated
approaches, there exists the potential that the innate biases of people could propagate through the analytic tools [61]. However, if the system is able to monitor the
actions of the user and their use of the data resources, then it may be possible to
guide them and reduce the impact of particular cognitive biases. This requires ways
to effectively detect and measure the occurrence of a range of cognitive biases in
users [10, 45, 46, 71]. Work towards this is the subject of Chaps. 5, 7 and 9 in particular. Researchers point out that novel corrective actions, ideally tailored to the user,
are then required.

1.5 Debiasing
Reducing the negative impact of cognitive biases is a challenge due to the inherent
nature of biases and the indirect ways in which they must be observed. Early work
generally focused on developing user training, typically scenario-based, in an attempt
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to mitigate the effect of a small number of cognitive biases. However, this approach
has met with little convincing generalizable and lasting success. Research shows that
even if users are made aware of a particular cognitive bias, they are often unwilling
to accept that their decisions could be affected by it, which itself constitutes bias
blind spot [56]. Structured analytical techniques (SATs) (as discussed in [35]), such
as ‘argument mapping’ and Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) have been
used in intelligence analysis to reduce the impact of cognitive biases. Few of these
techniques have been evaluated in empirical studies, apart from ACH, which, for
realistic complex problems, has proved unsatisfactory, often due to the time pressures
(see Chap. 9).
There has been appreciable effort in the medical field to identify cognitive
bias effects and reduce prevalent diagnostic errors [14, 15, 30] with interventions (checklists) to increase clinicians knowledge, improve clinical reasoning and
decision-making skills [11] or assist clinicians with selected tools. According to
Croskerry [13], progress is being made, but this is hindered by the general lack of
education in critical thinking amongst clinicians.
Bias-Reducing Analytic Techniques (BRATS) are another way of investigating
bias mitigation. They benefit from minimally intrusive cognitive interventions [44]
based on prior work on cognitive dis-fluency [33]. While results were mixed, opportunities for further research show promise. Another method involves the application
of serious games to improve critical thinking as in the MACBETH [18] and HEURISTICA [2], games developed as part of IARPA’s Sirius program [7].
A common challenge across all these methods is the difficulty to shape an individual’s cognitive behavior. Therefore, research is shifting toward modifying and
improving the decision environment (i.e. tools, etc.). Recent works investigate how
visualizations can reduce base-rate bias in probabilistic reasoning [43, 49]. Other
visualization research focuses on the cognitive biases that affect judgments under
uncertainty [78]: for example in finance, helping investors to overcome uncertainty
aversion and diversification bias [60] or loss aversion and conservatism [76]; assisting Fantasy baseball experts to mitigate the regression bias in their predictions [50];
or countering the anchoring and adjustment bias in decision support systems [25].
Researchers further propose frameworks, integrated into visual analytic systems,
that provide support for mitigating some cognitive biases through measures such as
the use of appropriate visualization types, uncertainty awareness, the use of statistical
information and feedback from evidence-based reasoning [52, 61]. Other approaches
attempt to “externalize the thinking” of the decision-maker [45] or improve hypothesis generation [31], in this case to avoid confirmation bias.

1.6 Conclusion
Cognitive biases are still somewhat intriguing. How humans actually make decisions
is still largely a mystery, but we do know that most of this goes on at an unconscious
level. Indeed, neuroscience experiments suggest that human decisions for physical
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movement are made well before the person is consciously aware of them [64]. From a
survival of the species point of view, the evolutionary argument is compelling for very
quick decisions and we often cannot say how we arrived at a particular judgement
other than say it was a ‘gut feeling’. The popular classification of cognitive biases as
errors brought about by heuristics - the unconscious decision-making processes in
the brain - is more a matter of academic than practical interest. The important point is
that better decisions can be made if we are more aware of the circumstances in which
cognitive biases can occur and devise ways of countering this unhelpful behaviour.
Both of these factors, bias detection and mitigation, pose serious challenges to the
research community, as apparent from the limited progress so far on both accounts.
However, the DECISIVe workshops have stimulated research into dealing with cognitive biases in visualization, and I hope that readers of this book will find help and
inspiration in its chapters.
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Part I

Bias Definitions, Perspectives
and Modeling

Chapter 2

Studying Biases in Visualization
Research: Framework and Methods
André Calero Valdez, Martina Ziefle and Michael Sedlmair

2.1 Introduction
“Look, the earth is flat. I can see it with my own eyes.” At sea-level, the curvature of
the earth is too small to be perceivable to the human eye. The illusion of a flat earth is
no hallucination. It is a limitation of the perceptual system. Yet, the realization that
our planet is (relatively) spherical dates back to the early Greek philosophers around
600 BC. And the realization did not occur due to paying more attention to the visual
impression, it came due to considering mathematical observations about the rotation
of the night-sky and bodies of water, through science.
The scientific method was devised to investigate natural phenomena that are hidden from human sight, either because they were too small, too large, too fast, too slow
or too rare for human perception. The human body and thus its perceptual system
was crafted by evolution to enable survival of a primate in the savanna. Capabilities
like objective measurement or accurate judgment of the external world are neither
necessary nor helpful for survival. Being able to make decisions quickly with limited information and limited resources could make the difference between death by
saber-tooth tiger or last-minute escape. Therefore, the human mind is equipped with
heuristics that help decision-making with the aim of survival.
Today’s world is drastically different! Yet, human perceptual and decision-making
processes remain largely unchanged. People nowadays have to deal with different
types of information, different amounts of information, and make much more delicate
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decisions. Decisions, such as quickly detecting a critical pattern in an x-ray image,
can make the difference between life and death. Decisions, such as stock-investments
derived from numbers displayed on a computer screen, can influence the global
economy. To gain trust in such decisions, visual inspection and communication of
the underlying data and models is often an essential component. Ideally, the data
and models are mapped to visual presentations that are easy to process and easy to
convert into mental representations. The visual presentations should be as accurate
as possible. Or as Edward Tufte put it: Keep the lie factor between 0.95 and 1.05
[34]. So in theory, accurately presenting information with respect to the visual system
should yield accurate decisions.
Still, our saber-tooth-fearing minds interfere. Not only is the visual system imperfect but our cognitive system also has its pitfalls. Even when a system provides information perfectly honest, human biases might distort our view of the information and
lead to imperfect or outright bad decisions. For example, a business person might
invest further into a project that had already cost more than expected, as the relative
prospective investment to finalize the project appears smaller than the retrospective
cost of not completing the project. This sunk cost fallacy is the reason why many
publicly funded projects cost more than previously anticipated. Nobody likes to tear
down the already overpriced 80%-complete 100 million dollar airport. We might
invest another 10 million dollars to complete it—and then another. Could an accurate visualization have helped the business person? Should it have overemphasized
the additional costs?
The body of research on such biases is extremely large. Since Kahneman received
a Nobel prize for their work on biases in 2002, research regarding biases has sprouted
into all kinds of fields. From distortions in perception to distortions of complex social
phenomena, the spectrum of biases is very wide. A systematic (reduced) overview of
the most prominent biases can be seen in Fig. 2.1. In this figure, biases are classified
in three levels of hierarchy. The first level separates the assumed high-level reasoning
behind the existence of the biases. All of them are rooted in the limited perceptual
and memory-related capabilities. There is either too much information available, too
little meaning in our model, too little time to integrate the information, or too much
information to memorize.
The second level of ordering describes strategies to cope with this reasoning. Each
strategy leads to several different distortions or biases. For example, the availability
heuristic (see Fig. 2.1 at I.a.1), describes the phenomenon that we assume things to
be more frequent or important depending on how easy, or how available our mental
recollection of them is [35]. It’s much easier remembering the 911 attack on the World
Trade Center, than a toddler drowning in a home swimming pool. This leads to a
misconception. People overestimate the risk of becoming a victim of a terrorist attack
and underestimate the risk of drowning in a swimming pool. Another example: The
Dunning Kruger effect (see Fig. 2.1 at III.a.12) describes the phenomenon that people
with little experience in a subject overestimate their knowledge in that subject, while
people with lots of experience underestimate their knowledge: “The more I learn, the
more I realize how much I don’t know". The anti-vaxxer thinks he has understood
the required field of medicine to evaluate the efficacy of vaccinations, while the
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Fig. 2.1 The Cognitive Bias Codex by Buster Benson maps biases according to cause and coping
strategy. This image contains hyperlinks to Wikipedia for easy look-ups. Simply click on the name
of any bias to open a browser and look-up the bias.

medical researcher carefully considers different explanations and possible errors in
their experimental setup. However, in such a scenario many other biases are at play.
These examples could easily benefit from visualizations depicting the real data.
But, even with high-quality visualizations, biases might still persist. There is little research on biases in the field of visualization [10, 12, 36], exception for the
DECISIVe workshops at VIS. Most of the aspects that have been addressed, relate
to perceptual or cognitive limitations (e.g. magic number 7 ± 2) that are familiar to
researchers in human-computer interaction. Other areas have been largely ignored
though.
In this chapter, we draft and discuss a simple conceptual framework that can be
used to guide research on biases in visualization. The framework proposes a 3-tier
model of perception, action and choice, where each tier corresponds to different
methods to study bias effects.
We hope that the framework will help us shed further light on the following
aspects: What are interesting research questions on biases in VIS, and how can we
methodologically address them? What has already happened in the cognitive sciences
and what can we learn from the results and pitfalls in this large body of research?
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This chapter is based on a workshop paper [6] presented the DECISIVe 2017
Workshop. It incorporates the discussions from the workshop and extends the suggestions regarding the use of certain methods for different levels of biases in our
framework.

2.2 A Framework to Study Biases
The field of research on cognitive biases is large, thus organizing biases has been
attempted in multiple ways. Buster Benson (see Fig. 2.1) ordered biases according to
causes and strategies. Ellis and Dix [12] propose categorizing biases that occur during
interpretation of visualization and those that occur later during reasoning. However
some biases may occur on lower levels of perception (e.g. spider-like shapes [23] or
word superiority [17]) and on higher levels of reasoning shaped by culture (e.g. the
belief of a just world [21]).
Our framework is inspired by Don Norman’s venerable Human Action Cycle [26].
His cycle describes seven steps that humans follow when interacting with computers.
The seven steps are further classified into three stages: (1) the goal formation stage,
when the user forms a goal for her/his interaction (2) the execution stage, in which a
user translates the goal into actions and executes them, and (3) the evaluation stage,
in which feedback from the UI is received, interpreted and compared to the user’s
expectations.
This model can be considered a “medium-level” model. The whole task of “perceiving” (see Fig. 2.2) is a lower-level loop on its own. On the other hand, the whole
action loop in itself can be considered a sub-step in a higher-level loop model of
bounded rational-choice. Naturally, these levels are not hard biological limits [1],
as the cross-talk between individual steps across layers do also occur. Specifically,
from a neuro-cognitive perspective, perception is less a “step-wise” open-loop procedure, but rather the convergence to a stable neural attractor state in a continuous
closed-loop [1]. Perception is an active process. However, methods exist to interrupt
the loop. By breaking the loop, individual steps can be studied to find step-based
effects.
The idea of our framework is to provide a frame of reference when investigating
a bias. In this frame of reference, different biases can occur on, or between different
levels. And different methods and methodologies might be necessary to investigate
biases on different levels.
Our framework differs from the categorization presented in Fig. 2.1 as it refers
to different levels of cognitive processing, whereas Buster Benson’s categorization
follows a “cause-strategy” logic. Our framework works orthogonally to the categorization as it provides a multi-scale model of cognitive processing. While the
categorization of Benson is helpful in organizing biases, it offers little insight into
how to analyze, measure and counter-act a bias methodologically. Our framework
aims to help in studying cognitive biases in visualization research by suggesting
methods for the different levels of cognitive processing where biases may occur.
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Fig. 2.2 Layered closed-loop perception, action and choice model. Since no hard boundaries exist
between layers, cross-talk is part of the closed loop model (see exemplary dashed arrows)
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For example, the clustering illusion is caused by a systematic tendency of the
pattern recognition step in the motor-sensory-motor loop (see Fig. 2.2). This step is
prone to overemphasizing possible patterns. Further, cross-talk is at play. When a
person is looking for a certain pattern (i.e. bounded rational-choice step: Intent), his
attention is directed towards such patterns (crosstalk). This attention pre-activates
the sensory systems and in turn, leads to biased evaluation and pattern recognition.
Identifying and understanding such a bias in visualization would require identifying
methods to isolate the steps. Other biases can be mapped similarly.

2.2.1 Perceptual Biases
Perceptual biases refer to biases that occur on a perceptual level. In our framework,
this layer is based on the motor-sensory-motor loop by Ahissar and Assa [1]. Examples of such biases are the clustering illusion, Weber-Fechner Law, or priming biases.
The perception itself is biased here. One cannot “unsee” the distortion caused by the
bias.
The clustering illusion [25, 32] is a bias that explains why people see patterns
in small sets of random data. People underestimate the consequence of variance and
how even little sets of random data might have clustered data. A typical example is,
that if you throw a dice three times and it turns out three sixes, people will assume
that the dice is unfair. And they might feel quite confident about it. However, the
sequence “1–2–3” is equally probable as the sequence “6–6–6”, since the throws
are statistically independent. This bias is important for visualization research, as
users of a visualization could over-interpret low-density scatter-plots and draw causal
conclusions were non exist. Creating proper null plots, that is, visualizations showing
simulated data from the null hypothesis, could be a remedy for this bias [3, 37].
The Weber-Fechner Law is a famous finding of early psychophysics indicating
that differences between stimuli are detected on a logarithmic scale. It takes more
additional millimeters of radius to discern two larger circles than two smaller circles
[16]. This type of bias is probably one of the most researched biases in visualization
research [15, 20].
Priming relates to findings from theories of associative memory. It refers to
the idea that concepts are more quickly activated after a similar concept has been
activated. The “prime” warms up the neural circuitry associated with the target, which
allows faster recognition of the target. The term “so_p” is more easily completed to
“soup” if you have heard terms like butter, bread, spoon. It’s more easily recognized
as “soap” when terms like shower, water, bath were heard before [24, 33]. This
could have effects on recognizing patterns or separability in visual perception if such
patterns or results have been pre-activated [7].
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2.2.2 Action Biases
Action biases refer to biases made in decision-making. That is, when the perception
is adequately mapped to a mental representation. Yet, the interpretation or evaluation
of the percept is distorted. These biases can be reduced by training. However, even
skilled people underestimate how much they are prone to biased decision-making—
as stated by the Bias Blind Spot [28]. These biases occur on the second loop in our
research framework—the human action loop [26].
Typical examples of action biases are the ostrich effect, illusory correlation,
anchoring effects and the aforementioned availability heuristic.
The ostrich effect [19] describes an individual’s tendency to overlook information
that is psychologically uncomfortable, like the proverbial ostrich that buries his head
in the sand. If you want to know why you tend to forget your full schedule, when
accepting reviewer invitations: Blame the ostrich effect. It is important to study this
bias in visualization research, as users might overlook information (such as a busy
schedule) and make decisions not in their best interest. Visualizations aware of risks
and consequences could try to compensate for such effects [11].
Illusory correlation refers to the tendency of humans to seek correlation in events
that occur contingently in time [14]. Humans seek meaning in things that occur at
the same time. This leads them to overestimate correlation of low-frequency events
with other less familiar high-frequency events. Giving your son the name “Osama”
seems inappropriate to a person inexperienced in Arabic naming frequencies, as their
association with this name might be most strongly with Osama bin Laden. However,
the name Timothy does not evoke such associations as it also occurs frequently
in other contexts (other than the Oklahoma City Bombing by Timothy McVeigh).
Illusory correlations also seem to be the reason for racial stereotyping. Such effects
could be countered in a visualization by emphasizing proportions of populations.
Good examples are absolute risk visualizations as Euler glyphs [5].

2.2.3 Social Biases
Social biases refer to biases that affect judgment on a social level. These effects
occur on the highest level, the bounded rational-choice loop, because of cumulative
effects on lower levels or because of imperfect memory. Social biases occur because
of systematic biases during socialization (e.g. limited linguistic capacity implies
limited cognitive capacity [29]). Famous biases in this category are the curse of
knowledge, the outgroup homogeneity bias, or the illusion of external agency. Social
biases should be affected by culture, while action biases should not.
The outgroup homogeneity bias refers to the phenomenon that people tend to
see people outside their own peer group to be more homogeneous than their own ingroup [27]. This is on the one hand caused by the availability heuristic—I have more
memories of individual differences among my friends than among others. It is, on
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the other hand, also caused by imperfect memory and stereotypical memories. That’s
why one might believe that foreigners are all “terrorists and free-loaders” and might
not be able to perceive the diversity of motivation in foreigners. It might be interesting
to investigate, for example, whether labeled data in a scatterplot visualization leads
to improved separability if one of the labels refers to a typical out-group and another
to an in-group of the user.
The curse of knowledge refers to the phenomenon that once a person has acquired
knowledge they may no longer be able to take the perspective of someone not having
that knowledge [4]. This is why teaching or writing is hard. You, always understand
what you intended to write, but everyone else might have a harder time grasping your
ideas. This is also relevant for visualization research. When designing a visualization
iteratively, it merges the collective knowledge of end users and developer [31]. In
the end, both believe the visualization is perfectly intuitive. They might, however,
overlook features that are based on their extensive knowledge from the development phase. New users might have a harder time understanding what your intricate
visualization design might mean.
The illusion of external agency [13] refers to the illusion that the quality of an
experience, that is explained to have been optimized for the recipient is rated as better
than an experience without such explanation. The external agent’s reality, however
random it might actually be, causes a differently constructed internal reality. This is
important in visualization as something that might be mistaken for a recommendation,
e.g. the first item on a list, is perceived to be a better solution than any other, even
if no such recommendation was ever planned. Visualizations should be careful in
depicting information first if there is no intention behind this choice.

2.3 Methodological Considerations When Studying Biases
It is important to understand how biases affect judgments, specifically as visualization
usually aims at providing objective information. However, studying such biases is not
as easy as it might seem. Some biases might counteract each other, and experiments
have to be meticulously planned to isolate the desired effect from other effects.
By identifying on which level of cognitive processing the bias occurs, it becomes
simpler to pick a method to identify and measure the strength of the bias in a given
scenario.

2.3.1 Perceptual Biases
Perceptual biases can be measured quite effectively using methods from psychophysics such as staircase procedures [8]. These procedures are designed to
measure detection thresholds or just-noticeable differences between stimuli, by adaptively approaching indiscernible small differences [2].
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Two examples of the bivariate uniform distribution U (0,10)
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Fig. 2.3 Clustering illusion in two scatterplots. Is there a pattern in the region with the question
mark?

If we take the clustering illusion (see Sect. 2.2.1) as an example, the bias reflects
the amount of non-existing patterns detected by a user. If we assume, that such
patterns are more readily detected (despite their absence) in smaller sample sizes,
we contrast two scatterplots side-by-side (as seen in Fig. 2.3) where either plot does
or does not contain patterns. We now ask participants, which plot shows patterns
and which does not. By adjusting the sample sizes on both plots, and randomizing
which of the two actually contains a pattern, we can determine the effect of sample
size on detecting patterns. However, since participants could also guess correctly, we
need to determine the threshold of detection using, for example, the aforementioned
staircase procedure [22]. For this purpose we decrease the sample size from a starting
value, by n samples (e.g. 1000 in a first step, n = 50,950 in a second step) until the
users start detecting patterns. We then start increasing the sample size by n until the
users stop detecting the patterns. At this point, we start decreasing the sample sizes
again (and repeat the whole process). The mean of the inflection points determines
the sample size where the bias starts working. By presenting more than two plots,
we can increase certainty by reducing the probability of guessing.
If we want to investigate the effect of priming in visualizations other methods can
be used. One approach aims at cutting the closed loop in the motor-sensory-motor
loop [1]. This can be achieved by subliminal activation of primes (<100 ms) and
backward masking (showing another stimulus), before the priming stimulus even
reaches higher levels of cognitive processing.
A suitable example for subliminal activation to detect the effect of priming could
be constructed as follows. Assuming that the previous exposure to a scatterplot with
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Fig. 2.4 Experimental procedure for subliminal activation. By masking the subliminal prime (either
negative of positive) with a non-subliminal mask, higher levels of cognition are prevented from
influencing the decision on the target stimulus

two classes, primes the separability of classes in a second visualization [7]. The
higher the separability in the first plot, the easier it is to detect the separability in the
second. To prevent the separability of the first plot causes an increase on the second
plot by higher levels of cognition, one must prevent the first plot from reaching
such levels (see Fig. 2.4). By merely exposing the first plot for less than 100 ms and
immediately showing a masking stimulus for a longer period (e.g. a masking cross),
the first plot is not evaluated on a higher cognitive level. Only the pre-activation of
lower-level neurons helps with increasing separability in the second plot.

2.3.2 Action Biases
Methods to measure action biases are already far more diverse and tailored to the
bias. For example, studies measuring anchoring effects explicitly try to minimize the
effect, by instructing participants to disregard the anchor. The anchoring effect refers
to the bias that any stimulus presented before an estimation task serves as an anchor
for this estimation. For example: If we tell you the number 14 and then ask you how
many species of penguins exist, your reply is going to be closer to 14 than if we had
told you the number 412. In this case, your reply would be closer to 412, even if we
told you this number should have no influence on the next question and instructed
you to ignore it. But, how do you map such a procedure to visualization research?
An anchoring effect can indirectly be caused by letting participants derive or
readnumeric outcomes from a serious of unrelated tasks. The numeric outcome
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Fig. 2.5 Participants first see either the upper text or the lower text, then the target is presented.
The results from the left column (either A r = 0.95 or B r = 0.5) should affect the estimation of
the target question on the right (where r = 0.4 is correct)

should affect later evaluation due to the aforementioned anchoring effect. As an
example, one could ask participants to first read a correlation coefficient, either large
(r = 0.95) or small (n = 0.05), and then let participants estimate correlation coefficients from bivariate scatterplots. Depending on the numeric value in two different
pre-conditions the correlation coefficient of the target stimulus should be shifted
upwards for large anchors and downwards for smaller anchors (see Fig. 2.5). In this
case, the estimated and reported correlation coefficient would be larger (e.g. r = 0.5
instead of the actual r = 0.4), if the larger correlation were shown to the participants.

2.3.3 Social Biases
If you address social biases, the methodology is even more dependent on the individual bias. If a bias is based on other biases, one must make an effort to estimate
the biases’ individual contributions to the overall effect and reduce additional systematic measurement errors. For instance, if you wanted to measure the outgroup
homogeneity bias in a visualization, one could imagine visualizing very similar or
even the same data but present it in different contexts. Similar data (i.e. same statistical properties) could be used to depict data of the participant’s ingroup and in another
case of the participant’s outgroup. Then the participant is asked to rate the similarity
of samples from the data (see Fig. 2.6). The challenge is to ensure that no lower-level
biases cause a measurable bias (e.g. anchoring, priming, and pattern illusion). To
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Fig. 2.6 Depending on the political orientation of the participant, different ratings of similarity
are expected for the lower two visualizations, although the distributions are exactly the same. The
colors are shown for comprehensibility. In a real experiment, no difference in color should be used

reduce such effects, one could run the exact same study in an abstract fashion, that
is, without the labels and tasks giving away the context for the respective groups.
As an example, one could imagine comparing politicians with respect to their
similarity in a given party. Voters are—if the bias is present—more likely to rate
the similarity of party members, if they would traditionally vote for the opposing
party (see Fig. 2.6).

2.3.4 Application of the Framework to Derive a Model
In order to utilize the framework when conceptualizing new research for a given
bias, one should identify where in the framework the bias is “active”. Where does
the “irrational behavior” occur. Then one must aim at finding ways to minimize error
from other processes in the framework.
If a bias works on the perceptual level, one must figure out a way to reduce the
influence of the bounded rational-choice loop and the action loop. Mostly this is
achieved, by applying methods from psychophysics research.
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On the other hand, if a social bias is at work one must make sure that no lower levels
of perception influence decision-making. For this reason, the data in our example
task were exactly the same preventing slight differences in the pattern recognition
step at a lower level. However, the choice of color could also affect the judgment.

2.3.5 Threats to Validity
In an open letter from Kahneman [18] published in Nature, the Nobel laureate asks
researchers in the field of social priming to be cautious to publish results quickly
without extensive consideration and replication. Inexperienced researchers might
overlook systematic errors in experimental setups that cause distorted data indicating bias effects where none are present. The replication crisis [30] has shown that
many social-psychological experiments were not reproducible. Therefore, measures
to enhance reproducibility must be undertaken. It is crucial to identify methods, their
benefits and pitfalls, to understand how reliable findings actually are.
To ensure that biases are measured to the highest of standards, the VIS community should also follow guidelines as presented in the open letter by Kahneman [18].
However, it makes sense to start with small setups and first gather hypotheses. The
guidelines should increase reproducibility and encompass rules such as reporting
confidence intervals for long-term meta-analytical research [9], open-data, preregistration of trials and publishing of negative findings. In summary, he suggests:
• Effects should be reported using confidence intervals to enable long-term metaanalytical cumulative research [9].
• Studies should provide all data as open data to allow other researchers to verify
findings or even look for other explanations. If possible, release all analysis code.
• If possible, trials should be pre-registered, e.g. in the Open-Science-Framework.
• Sample sizes should be large enough, to ensure sufficient statistical power to match
the expected effect size.
• Use technology to ensure all data is recorded.
• Publish negative findings.
• Several groups should try to validate the results of other groups. Kahneman proposed daisy chaining, where the results of each lab are replicated by the following
lab.
• Replication should be conducted on the five most robust effects, if five groups
participate in the daisy chain.
• Have guest researchers from within the daisy chain to ensure confident replication.
• Replication studies should have larger samples than original studies.
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2.4 Conclusion
We presented a lightweight framework that helps to classify bias research in visualization. Our framework provides a frame of reference for selecting research methods
when trying to identify a bias in visualization research. We believe that visual biases
are a fascinating area with ample opportunities for future work. Focusing on perceptual and action biases first seems a viable road to start this process, specifically
as higher-level biases are highly vulnerable to methodological flaws, apparent in the
many discussions about Kahneman’s famous work on “thinking fast and slow” [18].
However, carefully studying low-level perceptual and action biases will make up for
a good underpinning, not only for eventually a better understanding high-level phenomena, but also as a way to better understand decision-making with visualization
in general. Good practice, such as reproducibility through publishing all data, codes
and experimental setup, using confidence intervals to allow for meta-analysis and
reporting negative findings, will be essential in this process.
As soon as such effects are better understood in visualization, we also can start
to counteract them. However, this will raise important philosophical questions: How
far is it valid to correct for these biases? Challenging current views [34], should
a visualization “lie” to counteract biases and improve decision-making? While for
perceptual biases the answer might be quite clear, what about higher-level biases?
Should the visualization decide what is in the best interest of the user? For example,
may a visualization override the user’s preference to not know unpleasant information
and counteract the ostrich effect? A good amount of research will be needed to answer
these questions and to integrate the existence of biases into visualization research.
Acknowledgements The authors wish to thank the reviewers. This work was partly funded by
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Chapter 3

Four Perspectives on Human Bias
in Visual Analytics
Emily Wall, Leslie M. Blaha, Celeste Lyn Paul, Kristin Cook
and Alex Endert

3.1 Introduction
Visual analytic applications foster exploratory data analysis by combining
computational techniques with interactive visualizations. A critical aspect of visual
analytics is understanding how to incorporate user feedback. Such human-in-theloop approaches to analysis allow people to leverage their domain expertise and
reasoning abilities to make sense of data and gain insight. Particularly relevant to
mixed-initiative systems [22], the principles that frame our understanding of these
systems include a balance of responsibility between systems and people (i.e. an
understanding of who does which specific tasks). When successful, machines and
people work together to engage in a dialog about the data.
In visual analytics, we observe a trend in how user interaction is incorporated.
Firstly, systems can take direct input from users to change views, direct analytic
models and perform other analytic tasks. Secondly, we observe a rise in systems
that learn from people’s interactions and behaviors, build user models, and adapt the
system based on the system’s interpretation of the user’s interests, analytic process,
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etc. Generally, both approaches to incorporating user interaction result in people
guiding the analytic process by adapting the way data is computed, visualized and
otherwise transformed.
However, what if this human guidance is faulty? Whilst people have immense
sensemaking and reasoning abilities as well as valuable domain expertise, we also
know that people are susceptible to innate biases. In current system designs and
implementations, these biases can be incorporated and propagated throughout the
system. For example, if someone exhibits confirmation or anchoring bias while
analyzing data, the analytic models and views could amplify the bias and lead to
potentially biased recommendations or computational processes. How do we build
mixed-initiative visual analytic systems that are aware of this challenge and ideally
guard against it? Predominantly, current systems are agnostic to the quality and content of the guidance, operating in a reactive mode to human inputs and interactions.
Recent work has begun to address how bias materializes in visual analytics [8, 9, 18,
51, 52, 54], which can point toward ways to make systems adaptive or even proactive
about user biases.
An important first step toward understanding and leveraging bias is to review
how we might define and formalize human bias in the scope of mixed-initiative
visual analytics. Cognitive, behavioral, and social sciences have described many
ways bias can occur in people’s analytic processes [25, 40, 43], decision-making
strategies [3, 10] and other behaviors. Motivated by the overloaded use of the term
“bias” to describe different models and concepts, we thus present four perspectives
on human bias, including (1) bias as a cognitive processing error, (2) bias as a filter for
information, (3) bias as a preconception, and (4) bias as a model mechanism. These
perspectives represent four commonly adopted takes on the term “bias”. The four
perspectives are not mutually exclusive; rather, they present different, potentially
overlapping perspectives on bias relevant in the context of visual analytics.
To discuss how bias can affect visual analytics with a more concrete example,
consider the following. Suppose Susan is using a visual analytic tool to explore
possibilities for purchasing a new home. She uses the tool to browse photos, explore
different areas of the city, and refine her understanding of what features of a home are
important to her. From her exploration, she intends to view the homes in person and
ultimately make a purchasing decision. Throughout the following sections, we will
describe how each perspective on bias can impact Susan’s analysis process and visual
analytics in general. For each perspective, we provide a brief description, present an
example scenario, and discuss how these perspectives inform and influence visual
analytics.

3.2 Bias as a Cognitive Processing Error
Description: From heuristics and bias research, bias is an error resulting from an
unconscious deviation from rational behavior. Cognition is frequently conceptualized as a dual-process [7]. The two processes are often termed “intuition” and
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“reason” [24], the former being responsible for making quick, automatic decisions
and the latter being responsible for making deliberate, reflective decisions. It is one’s
quick judgments that are usually subject to errors.
Stanovich and West referred to the two cognitive processes as System 1 (intuition)
and System 2 (reason) [45]. In this analogy, System 1 is largely subconscious and
prone to making errors (bias), while System 2 is responsible for recognizing and
correcting errors through intentional deliberation. These types of errors result from
shortcuts in cognition, broadly referred to as heuristics [24]. Bias then is described
as the method or mechanism by which the error occurs. However, the process of
heuristic decision-making does not always lead to errors; it usually facilitates fast
decision-making.
Example: From this perspective, there are dozens of types of bias. One such example
is anchoring bias [50], which refers to the tendency to be heavily reliant on an
initial value or anchor. It is analogous to a center of mass: people are unlikely to
strongly deviate from their center. In Susan’s home-buying scenario, she will likely
be subject to anchoring bias during the price negotiation of her purchase. That is, the
home’s initial list price forms an anchor point and will thus subconsciously impact
the amount she is willing to offer. Susan’s offer for the home might have been very
different had she made an offer given a different initial list price. She might even pay
more money for the same home due to the tendency not to strongly deviate from the
anchor point. Systems apprised of probable cognitive errors like anchoring bias have
the potential to help users make better decisions by guarding against such errors,
providing appropriate counterexamples, or by suggesting other ranges of data values
that a user might consider.
Relevance to Visual Analytics: Common heuristic errors include confirmation
bias [35], which describes the way people tend to accept confirmatory evidence of a
pre-existing hypothesis and dismiss contrary information. Another common error is
availability bias [49], where people tend to rely more heavily on information that is
easily remembered (e.g. most recent). Similarly, the attraction effect [23] describes
the tendency for a decision to be influenced by an inferior alternative. Collectively,
these errors shape the way people search for and interpret information. Recently,
Dimara et al. [9] showed that the attraction effect is present in users of information
visualizations when interpreting scatterplots. Similarly, researchers have shown that
priming and anchoring effects can be replicated in visualizations and visual analytics [8, 52]. Hence, bias impacts users outside of laboratory decision-making studies
and can lead to incorrect decisions and inefficiencies in visualization-supported analytic processes.

3.3 Bias as a Filter for Information
Description: Bias acts as a filter through which we manage and perceive information. The challenge of information overload [32] motivates this analogy. Information
overload, now commonly leveraged in consumer research to influence purchasing
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behavior, refers to a point beyond people’s cognitive and perceptual limits where
performance and decision-making suffer [31]. Under overload conditions, people
selectively allocate attention and other mental resources to the tasks or information
of highest priority. One’s filter or bias thus determines what information is gathered
and how sensory information is distinguished and interpreted [16].
The literature on goal-directed attention and resource allocation posits that all
perception is guided by top-down influences, such as the allocation of endogenous
attention [11, 41, 46]. Top-down perception governs which sensory information
is identified in a scene based on goals. Bias does not make for a purely objective
filter for information, however. Heuer refers to perception as an “active” process
that “constructs” reality [20]; this is in contrast to a passive process that simply
records reality. Similarly, obvious or important information is sometimes filtered
out. For example, in one classic selective perception task, participants were shown
video footage of people wearing either white or black shirts passing a basketball.
Participants were asked to count how many times white-shirt basketball players on
a team passed the ball to each other [44]. Most participants count the appropriate
number of passes but about half fail to perceive a glaringly misfit player walk across
the court. The misfit player is in a black outfit and is consequently treated as part of the
task that is selectively ignored while attention is focused on the white-shirt players.
In contrast to top-down perception, bottom-up perception refers to the way external
factors influence attention [42]. When there is a loud noise or someone says your
name across the room, you notice despite top-down attentional and perceptual focus.
Visual attention can be similarly grabbed by flashing, movement or other visual cues
in a display.
Example: In our home-buying scenario, Susan may experience information overload [32] as she explores homes on the market in a visual analytic tool. She might see
hundreds of homes available in the area, each with dozens of attributes. Thus, her filter or bias will govern which information she perceives and which she dismisses. For
example, she may only select to view single-family homes, removing condominiums,
town homes, and apartments from the visualization. If removed, some options that
may be relevant to Susan’s other search criteria will not be visibly available, though
still in the underlying data and system. The system may want to make some of that
information known at an appropriate point in the analytic process. By leveraging
knowledge about people’s perceptual strengths and limitations, a mixed-initiative
system could present information in ways that are easy for users to understand and
at a time when mental resources are available.
Relevance to Visual Analytics: A great deal of research in perception has been
leveraged by researchers in information visualization and visual analytics to present
information in ways that are most perceptually accessible [13]. Pre-attentive processing theory [47], for example, describes the nature and limits of visual information
processing. In creating visual representations of data, this is often used by designers
as a guide to prevent overwhelming a user’s perceptual limitations. Similarly, Gestalt
principles [26] refer to the relationships inferred by the visual system based on proximity, groupings, symmetry, etc. between visual elements. Thus, understanding how
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people’s filters work can inform things like which visual widgets or elements to
place in close proximity to one another or which graph layout algorithm is most
appropriate. Indeed, Patterson et al. [39] listed supporting attention and user mental models as some of the key visualization leverage points for design grounded in
human cognition.

3.4 Bias as a Preconception
Description: Analysts approach mixed-initiative systems bringing all their experiences and internal influences that unconsciously shape their approaches to the
analysis process. This, in turn, influences the ways they interact with systems. The
consequence is that the user model within the system, the analytic products, and
provenance may be shaped by each individual’s unconscious biases. These types
of bias may seem to have little to do directly with the task at hand. Yet, because
they shape the person, there is a high likelihood they can influence mixed-initiative
sensemaking.
Unconscious biases arise in a number of ways. They derive from a person’s cultural
beliefs and traditions, which include their implicit assumptions and expectations
regarding stereotypes. Unconscious biases result from general self-confidence or
self-esteem, as well as comfort or familiarity level with the capabilities of a machine’s
analytics and interface functions. Related personality traits render some people more
risk seeking or risk averse, shaping how they push boundaries exploring a space of
hypotheses or push the capabilities of the computational system. These characteristics
are thus seen as a source of individual variability between people.
Example: Susan is avoiding listings for houses downtown in the city. Having lived in
the suburbs for many years, Susan assumes that neighborhoods near downtown have
higher crime rates and lower economic stability. She believes she should not make a
housing investment there. The availability of recent census results and police reports
within the real estate analytic tools enable Susan to explore her assumptions and
refine her thinking. A mixed-initiative system may detect her avoidance of downtown
properties and could prompt her to challenge her assumptions with the related data.
Relevance to Visual Analytics: Unconscious biases shape analysts’ assumptions and
stereotypes about analytical tools and mixed-initiative aids, and they shape assumptions and stereotypes about the data/analytical subjects (e.g. presumed reliability or
trustworthiness of certain sources). Implicit attitudes shape the formulation of hypotheses and the questions about the assumptions and the consequences of those
hypotheses. Klein et al. posited that the entire sensemaking process begins with a
practitioner framing the problem and the selected framework, however minimal, then
shapes what an analyst thinks about and what structure they think with [25]. Frames
reflect a perspective an analyst takes to make sense of data or to solve a problem.
As implicit attitudes shape an analyst’s perspective, they shape the analyst’s frames,
thereby shaping the sensemaking process.
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Use of the system is also influenced by the level of trust the user places in computational systems, which is shaped by the degree of machine autonomy the system
has together with its transparency about its capabilities and uncertainty [27]. Some
people are more pre-disposed to trust computational systems. This would manifest
in differences in the degree of reliance an analyst places on the machine’s results or
recommendations. Generally, the strategy for addressing differences in reliance and
trust is to either find a means of trust calibration or to help the user adjust expectations about machine capabilities [21]. It is possible that the preconceived biases that
might play into the analytic process could influence trust and reliance on the visual
analytic system. Consequently, the mixed-initiative interface should be providing
cues to enable the user to calibrate her/his trust in the machine as well.
Expertise, derived from general experience as well as explicit training, further
shapes the analytical process and is shaped by implicit biases. Expertise can impact
expectations and perceptions of a mixed-initiative system and the interpretations of
the information visualizations under consideration. Expertise in forensic analytics,
for example, may make analysts more conservative in their judgments, shaped in part
by their expert understanding of the consequences of their decisions. Often, expertise
also provides the user with a better understanding of the limitations of the analytical
tools or data collection practices, which can shape more nuanced interpretations
during the analysis process.
Because they are built to record a number of different types of user behaviors
throughout the analysis process, mixed-initiative systems may be particularly wellpositioned to aid in the assessment of unconscious biases of analysts. We argue that
it is possible for a mixed-initiative system to capture and integrate unconscious,
preconception biases into analytics through the user model, the systems model of
the users interest, and track those biases through user interactions and changes in the
user’s mental model over time.

3.5 Bias as a Model Mechanism
Description: Bias is the term often used in cognitive modeling to describe a decision
boundary or a tendency toward one response option over another. Cognitive models
are mathematical and computational approaches to formally describe mechanisms
supporting perception, memory, decision-making, and other cognitive functions [5].
A number of these models include a mechanism explicitly called bias, or they use
a combination of mechanisms to capture the ways the aforementioned types of bias
manifest in measurable behaviors, like response choice and speed. Models with explicit bias mechanisms often contain a bias parameter or measure bias as a relationship between parameters. Here, we will review two major perspectives on bias as a
model mechanism, one which formalizes bias within models of mental organization
and another which formalizes bias in models of decision-making dynamics. Both
types of behavior are necessary in visual analytics, as analysts work through their
sensemaking processes of organizing information and weighing evidence against
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potential hypotheses and interpretations. As interactive visual analytic systems aid
the externalization of analysts’ mental models, model mechanisms can help us interpret how bias is reflected in the patterns and dynamics of their interactions.
One approach to modeling bias addresses the question: where do people mentally “draw the line” between one response option and another when performing an
analytic task? Many models of perceptual choice or organization describe information representation with two mechanisms. One mechanism is spatial organization
that groups pieces of information by similarity/proximity; alike objects are close in
space or clustered together. The second mechanism is at least one boundary that
divides the space into response regions; object labels or choices are made according
to the response regions defined by the boundary. Examples of these models include
the theory of signal detection for finding signals in noise [19, 30] or categorization
models [29, 37] for clustering and labeling groups of objects. Bias in these models is
described by a weighting of boundary regions; if regions are not equally weighted,
the model represents bias toward certain responses. Other models might capture bias
as a feature weighting, representing how much the respondent emphasized certain
features over others.
Another major use of bias parameters is found in models of information processing
dynamics behind the time to make a decision. These dynamic decision models characterize the choice between two options as a stochastic process whereby information
about the options is incrementally sampled and accumulated, often in a random walk
fashion, until some threshold is reached for one of the response options [6]. The evidence accumulation process governs a person’s response speed and is influenced by
the salience and complexity of the choice options. Bias in these models is captured
by the relationship between the starting value of the evidence accumulators and the
response thresholds. If the accumulator starts at zero, then the process is not biased;
all responses are equally likely. If the bias parameter is non-zero, then the process is
biased toward the response threshold closer to the bias value. This bias mechanism
captures behaviors wherein some responses, correct or erroneous, are selected more
frequently or more quickly than others.
Example: Homes for sale are described by a large number of attributes drawn from
real estate descriptions. Susan is likely to have certain features along which she is organizing the options available on the market, such as the number of bedrooms, number
of bathrooms, basement square footage and proximity to schools. This forms a fourdimensional mental representation space into which the houses can be organized. If
she is weighing numbers of bedrooms and bathrooms equally, we can describe her
decision bias as equidistant from the category centroids or close to zero. However,
Susan has strong opinions about basement square footage and proximity to schools.
Based on how she organizes houses into desirable and undesirable categories, we
might use models to infer that she is biased toward liking houses that are within a 10
minute walk to schools but have small basements less than 400 square feet. A system
aware of these preferences might help quickly reorganize large amounts of data into
a representation consistent with the user’s mental representation.
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Relevance to Visual Analytics: Visual analytic systems designed to support data exploration capture an externalization of the analyst’s mental organization in the form
of interaction. By leveraging analytic provenance [36], researchers can better understand users’ strategies [10], processes that led to insights [17], and ultimately better
support the sensemaking process [55]. Different spatial layouts and data encodings
(including colors, shapes, etc.) reflect mental organization patterns, including the
perception of similarity between data points. Characterizing the biases in this mental
organization process provides a quantifiable way to describe the information representation space and decision boundaries. For example, we can use the perceptual
organization models to infer if the analyst is biased toward some data attributes or
certain clusters/labels. We could use the sequential sampling model to identify biases
in how analysts are weighing the relative utility or value of a piece of evidence.
From the perspective that bias is a model mechanism, we can also formally characterize bias from the other three perspectives described in Sects. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.
Although these models are implemented in a way that is rather agnostic to errors
in reasoning, the bias parameters enable inferences about how errors from decision
heuristics occur. For example, anchoring bias would be captured as a bias toward
one of the response thresholds close to the anchor value in a model of information
accumulation or decision dynamics. Bias as a filter can be formalized as a bias node
or parameter in a neural network or hierarchical model of vision [48]. This would
reflect the way information might be differently sampled by an analyst based on the
goal-related task they are performing. Preconception bias can be included in models
as latent factors or correlates of measurable behaviors. As latent factors, biases such
as gender or race stereotypes can modulate other mechanisms in the mental models,
such as the organization of similar objects or response preferences [53].

3.6 Discussion
These four perspectives of bias illustrate the diversity in how people process information and form a model of the world. Each is a valid perspective that greatly
shapes how bias is framed in visual analytics research. However, the multiplicity
of definitions sometimes leads to challenges in sharing and collaboration due to a
lack of common ground. One goal of this chapter is to present these definitions, so
that we as a community have a starting point for discussing how these perspectives
fit within the visual analytics research agenda. Additionally, when considering all
of these perspectives, the space in which to study bias in visual analytics increases
dramatically. This leads to several open challenges and opportunities for the visual
analytics community.
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3.6.1 Does Bias Endanger Mixed-Initiative Visual Analytics?
Visual analytic applications continue to model users and adapt interfaces, visualizations, and analytic models based on user’s interactions. However, how do such
systems differentiate between valuable subject matter expertise (which should be incorporated) and biased input? Without such techniques for identifying and guarding
against biased input, applications run the risk of showing users biased views of their
data that correspond to what they want to use, rather than truthful representations of
the information.
For example, in model-steering situations, user input guides analytic models to
focus on salient aspects of the domain being studied [12]. Without guarding against
potentially biased user input, the system may overfit the model to the biased input.
The result may be a system that shows users the views they want to see, but is
essentially an “echo chamber” for their own biases.
A recent example that showcases the potential consequences of human bias in
systems is the AI chatbot, Tay [1, 28]. The artificial intelligence was intended to
be a friendly chatbot that appealed to young adults. The underlying model was
continually trained by incoming tweets, causing Tay to tweet increasingly racist and
misogynistic messages shortly after going live. While a vulnerability in Tay was
exploited, the chatbot nonetheless conveys what can happen when human bias is
introduced unchecked into a system. An awareness of these potential risks will help
us develop better systems and ultimately foster better data-driven decisions.
One approach for making the distinction between valuable domain expertise and
biased input might be to consider the consistency or inconsistency of a user’s interaction sequences. More sophisticated approaches could be derived by studying the
differences in interaction sequences of domain experts and novices who are biased.
It may also be useful to study large groups of users, expert or novice, modeling their
processes and biases, to provide additional context to the machine intelligence about
ranges of typical and outlier behaviors.

3.6.2 How to Keep the Machine “Above the Bias”?
Designing mixed-initiative visual analytic systems to reduce negative effects of biased user input is an interesting and important line of research leveraging our bias
classifications. As noted by Friedman et al., there are three types of bias that can
influence computer systems: pre-existing, technical and emergent biases [14, 15].
Pre-existing bias arises from the attitudes or societal norms/practices that the software
designers might impart into system designs. This is akin to our bias as a preconception
perspective. Concerted efforts can be made to address pre-existing bias throughout
the visual analytics design process, such as using the recent GenderMag method to
address gender biases in interface designs [4].
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Technical biases are a consequence of technical considerations, such as choice of
hardware or algorithm. Computational technical biases are unique from the various
definitions of human bias we summarized herein. However, because they will contribute to biases in mixed-initiative system performance, careful technical choices
should be made and appropriate details should be made available to the user to
facilitate informed interpretation of system behaviors.
Emergent biases arise from the use of a system, resulting from changing context
or knowledge in which a system is being used. Friedman argues that these are more
difficult to know in advance or even identify in practice [15]. Emergent biases are
highly likely to occur in mixed-initiative systems, particularly as the interface or
algorithms are shaped by any of the aforementioned biases that are influencing the
user’s interactions. Theoretically, the role of the machine is to be unbiased and to
present a rational result based on clear rules. However, there are limitations to this
approach, namely the lack of tacit knowledge and analytic context that cannot be
easily modeled. This has led to the rise of user-driven machine learning that goes
beyond a “supervisory” role in training [2]. Yet, as soon as the human is re-introduced
into the system, the rationality of the machine is affected. How can we judge when
this human-machine teaming is succeeding or failing?
We propose that mixed-initiative systems are uniquely suited to aid in the identification and mitigation of emergent biases, exactly because mixed-initiative systems
reflect the user’s analytic process. To do this, we must be able to correctly interpret
the user’s biases as they are captured by the computational system. The four perspectives we have outlined will help the bias interpretation process. Each provides a way
to identify how that source of bias plays out in the analytic process. To the degree
that formal models are available for each bias perspective, those can be integrated
into the system for more automated interpretations.

3.6.3 Could the Mixed-Initiative System Impart Bias
to the User?
Yes. A less-emphasized aspect of emergent bias is that the structure of the user
interface may influence and bias the interactions of the user. Reliance on machine
automation and automated decision aids can result in automation bias. This is
the heuristic use of automation instead of more vigilant information seeking and
decision-making [33, 34, 38]. The errors resulting from automation bias are of concern for mixed-initiative systems, wherein those errors might be integrated into the
analytic results/visualizations or even the analytic processes. Of particular concern
in this domain are automation commission errors. These errors are inappropriate actions resulting from over-attending to automated aids without attention to the context
or other critical environmental information sources. Commission errors occur when
a user accepts the recommendation of some machine analytics even when there is
contrary evidence from other information sources, either internal or external to the
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analytics system.1 The design of an interactive analytic interface may lend itself to
overemphasizing some analytic results or mixed-initiative recommendations, such
as highlighting recommendations or altering things like the size or color that might
make some recommendations stand out over others. Automation bias in accepting
the most strongly emphasized recommendations could lead the analyst down a biased analysis path. Does the system or the user bear the responsibility for mitigating
automation bias? We argue that if mixed-initiative systems can cultivate emergent
biases in both the machines and the users, then mixed-initiative systems also offer
new opportunities for humans and machines to team up to mitigate negative effects
of bias.

3.6.4 Is Bias Good or Bad?
The term bias tends to carry a negative connotation. It is perceived as something
that we should strive to eradicate. However, bias is not always bad. Each of the four
perspectives on bias differs in how it impacts cognitive and perceptual processes.
From the perspective that bias is an error, we should work to minimize it; however,
it should not be confused with the heuristic decision-making processes that lead to
such biases. We emphasize that heuristic decision-making is not inherently bad.
It usually results in more efficient decision-making. Thus, it is imperative that in
attempting to mitigate bias as an error, we do not unduly limit heuristic decisionmaking processes in general.
From the perspective that bias is a model mechanism, it is neither good nor bad. In
this case, it is an objective characterization of the decision-making process. Whilst
the decision-making process itself may be suboptimal or erroneous (as is the case of
bias as an error), here bias just describes the boundary between response options.
From the perspective that bias is a filter and the perspective that bias is a preconception, it can be both beneficial and detrimental depending on circumstances.
Perceptual filters prevent us from experiencing information overload, however, they
can also cause us to inadvertently filter out information relevant to a given decision.
Unconscious biases like innate risk-aversion tendencies can help us to make deliberate, mindful decisions, but on the other side of the spectrum can lead to impulsive
high-risk decisions. Thus, because different perspectives on bias vary widely in their
potential benefits or risks, it is imperative to thoughtfully define the perspective and
scope considered for bias detection or mitigation efforts.

1 Commission

errors are contrasted with automation omission errors, which occur if the humanmachine team fails to respond to system irregularities or the system fails to provide an indicator
of a problematic state. In visual analytics, an omission error could occur if a system “knows” an
algorithm might be mis-matched to a data type but does not alert the analyst.
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3.7 Conclusion
Bias is a particularly important consideration in the design of mixed-initiative visual
analytic systems, where biased human input can shape analytical models. Thus, in
this chapter, we have described four perspectives on bias particularly relevant to such
human-machine collaborative systems. We hope that by discussing and differentiating these perspectives on the overloaded term “bias,” researchers and developers can
thoughtfully define which perspective they take in their work on bias.
Acknowledgements The research described in this document was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense. The views and conclusions contained in this document are those of the authors
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Chapter 4

Bias by Default?
A Means for A Priori Interface Measurement
Joseph A. Cottam and Leslie M. Blaha

4.1 Introduction
Does all data in an application have an equal chance of being seen? The answer to
this question is likely “no”, and that is not necessarily a bad thing. We deliberately
influence what is visible and what is not based on many goals or intentions with an
information representation. In fact, we rely on such imbalances as part of the data
exploration process to keep the information content tractable for human memory
and reasoning [16]. Any time something “just pops out” or is “obvious” in a display,
there is an element of bias at play. However, does the interface naturally bias in a
way that supports or impedes the tasks it was designed to support? How much of that
bias is inherent in the interface, and how much is the result of the ways the interface
interacts with a specific dataset? How much is the result of the user crafting the
interface for personal needs and interests? This chapter proposes Markov modeling
as an approach to begin teasing apart the sources of bias in visual analytic systems.
Friedman and colleagues defined bias in computers systems as a slant which
produces systematic and unfair discrimination against certain individuals or groups,
particularly when that discrimination is paired with unfair outcomes [9, 10]. They
defined three types of biases: pre-existing, technical and emergent. Although we
disagree that bias only produces unfair outcomes, we find these classes useful for
thinking about the bias that can estimated about the system with and without user
interactions. Pre-existing bias reflects how a system embodies cultural norms, practices and attitudes that exist in the environment in which the system was developed,
programmed or deployed. Pre-existing biases in visual analytics might reflect the
culture of the company or research group that developed the system. They could be
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as simple as the default interface elements, like default color schemes or variable
placements on axes. For example, the www.SmartMoney.com Map of the Market was
a popular example of a treemap compactly representing stock market values [20].
The default color scheme for the map was on a red-green spectrum, with green representing positive trending stocks (gains) and red representing negative trending stocks
(losses). The red-green spectrum plays off the cultural norm of green for go and red
for stop, adopted from traffic signals. The treemap offered an alternative yellow-blue
color map, particularly as an alternative for people with red-green color blindness;
however, we have no compelling a priori cultural association for whether yellow or
blue should be assigned to gains or losses. Without the pre-existing bias, we lose
some intuition for interpreting the visualization.
Other system biases are technical biases. These arise from technical constraints
or considerations in the design process, such as choice of hardware or peripherals,
which shape the capabilities of the system. Technical bias in visual analytic systems
can influence the initial layout, the available algorithms or the options for interaction
techniques. Interaction options have implications for the amount of information that
needs to be available on the screen. For example, hover and roll-over functions
may not be enabled without a mouse or touchpad. Without a hover option, tooltips
may not be possible, so information that might have been available on demand may
need to be readily available in other ways or on the screen at all times. Or the
burden can be placed on the user to query for the information; however, if the user is
inexperienced with the system or poor at formulating queries, then some information
may not be queried and so may not be seen. Another form of technical bias can be
seen in the specific algorithms provided in a tool. They are often chosen based on
expected performance on reference hardware for anticipated datasets. As hardware
advances, previously intractable algorithms can be implemented, and as new datasets
are approached with a tool, different algorithms may be preferred.
A third class of system biases are emergent biases that result from the interactions
of users with the system. These are very much of interest to visual analytic systems
which are meant to facilitate extensive interactions for data exploration [3]. However,
we suspect that emergent biases can only be measured from user interactions with
the system. This is because each user has unique biases from attitudes, experience
and task goals that will shape the emergent biases [17, 18]. Whether the goal of
measurement is online or post hoc bias assessment, it is hard to predict emergent
biases in the absence of specific user characteristics and interaction behavior data.
Thus, the goal of this chapter is to propose a framework by which we can measure the biases of an interface from the design of the system, including choices of
visualizations and interactions. This may include elements of both technical and
pre-existing biases, which do not require the collection of user interaction data for
assessment. Of particular interest, at present, is predicting if the system design will
steer users into system states where information is systematically unavailable or hard
to recover, which will bias their exploratory reasoning and inference processes. Identifying the biases a priori helps (1) identify when and which biases are important,
(2) compensate for biases when they hinder task performance and (3) constructively
employ biases when they help.
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The chapter is structured as follows. First, we review how our concept for a
priori bias compares to analytic provenance and interaction sequences. Then we
overview the Gapminder tools for the Gapminder World data,1 which we use as a
running example to demonstrate measuring a priori bias. Then we introduce Markov
modeling for capturing interfaces as a state space model and introduce two models
for a priori system bias. Finally, we present an analysis of Gapminder visualizations.
We end with discussions of other potential formalisms and next steps in using this
approach to capture biases in analytic tools.

4.2 Relationship to Analytic Provenance
Modeling a priori system bias provides an important complement to analytic provenance modeling. The goal of provenance modeling is to leverage the sequence of
user actions to characterize a user’s analytic process [13, 21]. Xu et al. [21] argue that
there are two important uses for analytic provenance: users can plan further analyses
and systems can suggest related but unexamined data. If captured and interpreted
automatically, rather than through intensive manual annotation, a mixed-initiative
system could incorporate analytic provenance into intelligent recommendations, as
illustrated by Endert et al. [6] and Cook et al. [2]. Notably, Dabek and Caban [4] use
captured actions to automatically build Markov-model-like automata that form the
basis of their intelligent recommender system.
Additionally, when used post hoc, provenance enables analysts to study their own
and others’ processes. Toward this end, there have been efforts to develop visualizations for showing analytic provenance. GraphTrail [5] uses a graph visualization
approach where the states of the analytic system are nodes, and the links illustrate the
analyst’s transition path between the visualizations. Those links could be enriched
by identifying the types of actions they represent in the analytic process, using the
catalog of activity developed by Gotz and Zhou [13], for example.
From a system design perspective, analytic provenance analysis allows designers
to inspect how design choices and interface elements were used throughout task
completion. Our proposed Markov chain model for interface and exploration biases
offers a predictive analysis for what might happen. This analysis can be conducted
before the system is given to users; it can be engaged early and often in the design
process. Importantly, our proposed interface and exploration bias computations are
common across users, because they are about the system structure, not the specific
user interactions or tasks. Thus, the emergent system biases introduced by the user
interactions with the system may be teased apart from the other system biases by
leveraging a combination of Markov-chain-based interface analyses and analytic
provenance modeling.
Analytic provenance can then capture what a user actually does with a system,
which can be compared to the predicted provenance from the Markov chain. We
1 http://gapminder.org.
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propose that modeling the system independent of user interactions is also valuable.
Such modeling targets the potential biases in the system that would influence the
ways a user could or should use the system. In many ways, this may be considered
task-independent modeling of the potential interaction sequences. Yet, from the perspective of pre-existing bias, this process is also capturing the way system structure
and readily available interactions contribute to all tasks attempted with the system.
Technical or pre-existing biases may create some systems states that are not useful or
would strongly sway the analytic process. While we can observe if or when analysts
navigate into those states using analytic provenance, a priori modeling may help us
to predict or prevent states unhelpful to the sensemaking process, or that might be
compounded by user biases to create strong emergent biases.

4.3 Gapminder
Throughout the rest of this chapter, we will use the Gapminder tools as example
visual analytic interfaces. Gapminder is a Swedish organization that curates data and
statistics about the world, made available for research and education purposes on
http://www.gapminder.org. The Gapminder World data includes variables like the
population size, income per capita and life expectancy. The organization offers a set
of web browser-based interactive visualizations for exploring the Gapminder World
data. Figure 4.1 shows an example of the Maps visualization, which has data points
plotted as color circles overlaid on the map of the world, one circle per country. In
this view, the data are taken from the year 2015, with color indicating world region
and the size of the circles representing Income per Person. Possible interactions in
this system include changing the variables and settings, selecting countries either by
clicking on the circles or on the country name list and watching the data over time
through playback controls.

4.4 Markov Models
We propose that Markov chains can be used to model user interfaces and reveal
potential biases in those interfaces. That is, we can model interface changes as a
probabilistic sequence through a system’s state space. We focus on the visual states
that can be observed, leaving aside state changes that are only based on hidden
internal representation changes.
A general Markov model is a statistical process that can be represented as a
sequence of states and transition probabilities between those states (i.e., a state machine). Formally, let Si for i = 1, . . . , n be a set of n possible states, and we define
P(Si |S j ) = p ji as the transition probability from state S j to state Si . A sequence of
states may be thought of formally as {Si , S j , Sk , Si , . . .}, where a repeated state, like
Si represents re-visiting a state. All Markov models adhere to the Markov property,
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Fig. 4.1 Gapminder Maps interface showing the initial state of the interface with 2015 data. See
text for more details (Images from https://www.gapminder.org, CC-BY license)

which means transitions only depend on the current state (also called being “memoryless”). We represent this as the state of the system at time t being only a function
of the state at time t − 1, P(St |{S1 , S2 , . . . , St−1 }) = P(St |St−1 ).
The state machine model is the basis for other Markov processes. For example, a
Markov chain is a path through a Markov model [15]. Hidden Markov models are
Markov models that maximize the probability of observed chains when the underlying state space and probabilities are not known [1]. Markov models are “simple” in
that they are amenable to many different kinds of analyses that yield useful information. Therefore, building a Markov model that faithfully reproduces system behaviors
can lead to useful insights about expected behaviors under other circumstances.
The sequence of states in a Markov chain can represent a sequence of states the
visual interface can go through. Those state changes maybe driven by direct user
actions, streaming data updates or mixed-initiative analysis as it makes recommendations. The complete set of states in the Markov model is comprised of the union
of all valid chains. This concept is illustrated in the Gapminder Bubbles visualization in Fig. 4.2. The three screenshots show a progression of states in the system.
Figure 4.2(top) shows the initial view of the data when the year 2015 is selected.
Figure 4.2(middle) shows the interface after the country India is selected by clicking on the India circle. Figure 4.2(bottom) shows the interface after the circle for
Switzerland has been hovered over with the mouse. We note that a display changes
can result from two types of changes. The first is a change in content/data produced
by replaying the data over time with the playback controls. The second is a change in
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the layout or design parameters, resulting from a reconfiguration of the visualization
through the right-side panel. To supply the transition probabilities, and thereby complete the Markov model, we assume that possible states of the interface are states in
the Markov model and transition probabilities are derived from the screen presence
of interface elements. A user session is a Markov chain, drawn from the probability
space defined by the model. Analyzing the Markov model state machine provides
insight into possible and probable user session patterns.
We can gain insight about potential system biases, pre-existing and technical,
by examining the structure of connections between and understanding the relative
likelihoods of interface states. For example, some states may not be reachable without
a specific sequence of user actions, making them less likely to occur. Other states
may have likelihoods that change over time because of certain design or algorithm
choices. Still, others may be dependent on the default settings (the initial conditions)
of the system. Modeling the user interface independent of actual user actions provides
a basis for comparing interfaces to each other. Additionally, examining user interface
actions in light of interface bias can tell you if observed biases came from the tool or
from the operator. It allows us to distinguish the potential technical and pre-existing
biases from the emergent biases in interactive visual analytic systems.

4.5 Interface Models
There are at least two conditions to interface modeling: with and without data loaded.
With a dataset loaded, we propose to construct the Markov model with three key
features: (1) each link is a possible action; (2) each node is an interface state that
results from an action; and (3) links are weighted proportional to the target area on the
screen. The above procedure captures the essential idea, but it probably needs to be
tempered in some cases. Figure 4.3 illustrates some of the network shapes that result
from applying this process by hand to parts of the Gapminder “Bubbles” interface.
Linear dependencies are evident, showing that moving large distances in time incurs
many step costs, biasing the user to make comparisons in near neighborhoods.
Applying the same procedure to the Gapminder “Map” interface (Fig. 4.1) yields
similar patterns BUT with different weights. For example, in the “Bubbles” interface
it is possible to directly select the Switzerland bubble, as in Fig. 4.2(top). However, in the map view, Switzerland is completely occluded by neighboring data.
A data-dependent analysis of the interface would directly reveal this bias against
such data points by examining the weights derived from screen space. Similarly,
data-dependent analysis could reveal if the bias toward particular data points is proportional to bias in the dataset.
We have only done a partial analysis of the Gapminder interfaces, but we expect
similar patterns to be components of full-application analysis. Just observing structural patterns, these patterns can illustrate potential biases. For example, isolated
groupings show areas that may be difficult to move between - a bias for staying with
the current representation. Moving to more algorithmic analysis, it would be possible
to identify unreachable and difficult-to-access data.
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Fig. 4.2 Series of images of a Gapminder “Bubbles” view in sequential states: (top) initial 2015
data, (middle) select India, (bottom) hover Switzerland. Images from gapminder.org, CC-BY license. In the top image, (A) indicates the map plot window, (B) are the interface settings controls,
and (C) is the playback controls to show animations over time. The data is shown with Income per
Person on the x-axis and Life Expectancy (in years) on the y-axis. The size of the circles represent
population, and the circles are colored by region
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Modeling with weights in proportion to a target’s area is at least partially justified
by the Shannon entropy interpretation of Fitts’ Law [8]. In brief, if a longer sequence
of actions (or a sequence of more unlikely actions) is required to reach a state,
that state is less likely to be encountered by chance. A sequence of user actions
can be viewed as a string that encodes the address of an interface state. In terms of
information, if bits of information must be supplied to “address” a state, the likelihood
of an error increases. If there are more redundant paths, it is analogous to encoding
redundancy and the state is more likely.
The Markov chain conceptualization for data-dependent biases derives the transition probabilities, p ji , from this weighting schema. We are capturing biases where
the transition probabilities shape Markov chains to end up in a particular part of the
state space or make some transitions more likely than others. With data in the system, we are measuring some of the technical biases. The data representations reflect
the results of the underlying encoding/embedding schemes and choice of machine
learning or analytic algorithms. These technical choices can bias the data available
in the system. Pre-existing biases may come into play if the system is applied to
data types for which it was not designed, because the norms and practices will not
properly apply. This would occur, for example, if numerical techniques are applied
ineffectively to encode text data. But predominantly, data-dependent Markov chains
capture technical system biases.
This preliminary analysis makes it evident that the basic procedure naïvely applied
yields a combinatorial explosion of states. For example, sequential data selection
is done when picking specific countries in the Gapminder “Bubbles” chart. A full
model is a lattice of all possible combinations of selections (A, B, C, A&B, A&B&C,
A&C, B&C, etc.). For all but trivial examples, this is likely to be computationally
intractable. Tempering full data dependence is probably necessary and is the focus of
the next section. In truth, a mixture of data-dependent and data-independent modeling
is likely to yield the best tractable models. Some of the simplifications used in Dabek
and Caban [4] reduce the impact of redundant combinations may also have analogous
simplifications for this a priori modeling.
Data Independent Modeling
Interesting patterns in the interface may be revealed by ignoring details of the data
presentation. In the data-independent scenario, the resulting model is simplified but
necessarily more abstract. It is constructed in the same way as the data-dependent bias
case but with two simplifications. First, all interactions that directly involve the data
are collapsed into a single link by type. For example, instead of a selection-related
link for each data point, there is a single data-selection link. This necessarily implies
that data-related states are also compressed together. The general transformation
is shown in the difference between the top and bottom row in the left column of
Fig. 4.3. Second, because we are no longer considering the data representation, we
can no longer use screen-space to weight the links. Instead, we propose to make all
links that leave a node equally likely.
 is termed a regular Markov chain, with the
 This
transition probability matrix P = n1 . This initial assumption provides a baseline
against which we can study a system.
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Fig. 4.3 Markov model structures from Gapminder “Bubbles” regions noted in Fig. 4.2(top). The
difference between the data-dependent and data-independent cases is evident in the difference of
complexity between the rows

Data-independent Markov chains have transition probabilities that are regular or
are shaped by the initial conditions of the system. If the transition probabilities are
dependent on initial conditions, we are capturing a pre-existing bias in the system.
That is, the assumptions made by the designer as to default settings produced a bias
toward data availability that changed when those default settings were adjusted to
some alternative initial configuration. Additional pre-existing biases are captured in
the overall design elements in the display or choices of representation implemented,
because all reflect some methodological attitude or cultural norm for that system.
Technical biases can also be revealed if the data-independent display incorporates
structures output from some internal algorithm, or the structure reflects technology
choices on which the system is implemented. But we argue that data-independent
Markov chains serve to capture pre-existing system biases.
Modeling an interface with a specific dataset represented is likely to be more
directly actionable than the data-independent model. However, the models are likely
to be large relative to the data-independent case because many common interface
patterns are combinatoric in the elements of the dataset. Working with the dataindependent model has the effect of reducing the size the model significantly, but it
makes the results more abstract and thus more difficult to interpret.

4.6 Application: Gapminder Analysis
We prototyped the bias measurement procedure on the Gapminder world map visualization. The target application is show in Fig. 4.1. The data-based components were
recreated using Gapminder’s demographic data [12] and geographic centroids [11].
Countries are represented by circles, the areas of which correspond to the income
variable. Figure 4.4 shows the basic result of this abstraction.
Estimating bias according to the procedure outlined in Sect. 4.5 requires measuring the proportion of pixels allocated to various interactive elements. This can be
accomplished by assigning each interactive element a unique color and counting how
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Fig. 4.4 Re-representation of Gapminder Maps with random colors for measuring bias. Circle size
represents Income, and position of each circle is the same as in the Maps view in Fig. 4.1

many pixels in the end image contain each color. To properly measure the interface
bias, an image must be measured for the interactive state of each interface element.
In the Gapminder Map, the main map interaction is selecting countries. When a
country is selected its label is rendered top-most and can be used for selection in
the same way that the circles can be. Therefore, the measurement process creates
a separate image for each interactive state. In this case, each image corresponds to
selecting a different country and includes a label box for the selected country. The
label box is filled by the same color as the country because, in the Gapminder map,
country labels behave as selection targets in the same way the country’s circle does.
The underlying map is not directly interactive and is thus omitted from Fig. 4.4. The
various controls on the periphery are also omitted from this analysis.
With an image similar to that in Fig. 4.4 generated for each country, the number
of pixels allocated for each country can be counted directly. Because the background
color is the most common color (comprising 88% of the image), it was omitted from
this model. However, in modeling other interfaces it may be valuable to include.
Each image corresponds to a state in the Markov model and the percent of pixels for
each country corresponds to the transition probabilities.
With the Markov model defined, analysis can proceed. There are two basic measures: the baseline probability and the stable distribution. The baseline probability is the average probability across all possible transitions. Shown in Fig. 4.5 in
comparison to the population distribution, the distributions are distinctly different.
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Fig. 4.5 Screen space and proportional incomes compared (ordered by screen space). If screen
space were allocated proportional to income, the blue and green series of bars would both monotonically decrease. Because they do not, there is disproportionate representation
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Treating screen and data proportion as a sorted list, the relationship between the two
can be measured with Spearman’s rank correlation (i.e., Spearman’s ρ). ρ ranges
from −1 to 1, corresponding to inversely ordered to identically ordered. A value of
0 indicates that the orders are unrelated, and is the null hypothesis. With an ordering of countries based on screen proportion and another based on data proportion,
ρ = −0.02, with p = 0.75. Relative to the common type I error rate α = 0.05, this
result indicates that the orders cannot be distinguished from random. We must conclude that any bias in the visualization is not related the distribution in the source
income data.
The other basic measure is to look at the stable distribution, essentially modeling
what random walks across the interface would produce. The data-dependent case,
where the actual data values are used to scale the circles, is shown in Fig. 4.6. It is
clear that there is a significant bias towards specific countries, but that bias is not
matched by the per-capita income of those countries. In fact, several highly populated
countries are at the bottom of the distribution (Luxembourg, Switzerland, Austria,
Netherlands, Germany, Montenegro, El Salvador), but all are in regions of the world
with many political boundaries close together such as Europe and Central America. In
contrast, the top of the distribution (United Kingdom, Brunei, Japan, Iceland, Taiwan,
Canada, Australia, United States) is made of geographically isolated countries, even
though they do not have the highest per-capita incomes.
Interpreting these results requires knowing what the desired outcome is. The
argument for approximately equal distributions is that each item is equally selectable.
Our analysis indicates that the Gapminder interface essentially supports this type of
analysis when used interactively, but only when used interactively. In contrast, if a
bias that follows the data distribution is desired (that the answers should “pop out”)
this layout fails both interactively (where distributions are too even) and statically
(where the image does not allocate pixels proportional to the source data).
The data-independent analysis reveals limits about the interface regardless of exact
data values. In this analysis, images were generated where each country was given
the same value. Exploring different cases involved using different assigned values.
To provide an even distribution statically or in the stable distribution at common
screen (100 dpi) or print resolutions (300 dpi), the circle for each country would
need to be smaller than a single pixel. This is impractical, and thus we conclude that
the map layout provided is incapable of providing an even bias.
Our re-implementation of the Gapminder interface is not perfect. There are three
main differences. First, Gapminder’s actual interface uses an area-preserving geographic projection (or a compromise project that includes area-preservation as a
partial criterion). For simplicity, we used an equi-rectangular projection. This does
not affect the procedural validity, but it likely influences the exact weights in the
Markov model as overlapping regions may shift around. It is likely that our analysis reports less bias than a matching projection because much of the bias is found
in Europe, which is more compressed in most area-preserving projections than in
equi-rectangular. Second, We have omitted the controls surrounding the main map
and the background map itself. The background map was omitted because it is essentially non-interactive. Other controls were omitted for simplicity of analysis.
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Finally, the scaling factor used for circles approximates that of the Gapminder interface, but is not a perfect match.
Our analysis can be used to directly explore alternative implementation decisions.
For example, to faithfully reproduce the Gapminder Maps interactive interface elements, country circles are rendered such that smaller values lay on top of larger
values. This makes it more likely that small countries will be selected than their
proportion of the data would indicate. Using our analysis techniques, we can also
measure what the bias would be if countries were rendered in other orders. If large
income countries were rendered on top, the interactive case appears more like the
background data distribution (see Fig. 4.5, right column), but not sufficiently to be
statistically significant (Spearman’s ρ = 0.06, p = 0.38). This indicates that the bias
is dominated by something other than rendering order.
Rendering the order by other data values would also provide other bias profiles,
some of which may be useful for specific contexts (e.g., conditioning income maps
by population may bias the interface towards discovering patterns in poverty). This
approach provides opportunities to explore interface decisions and how they may be
made in context-specific ways.

4.7 Discussion
Classic Markov modeling is a “memory free” technique. It only takes the current state
into consideration when making a transition. However, data exploration necessarily
includes human memory [16]. Modeling multi-step memory with static Markov
models is cumbersome at best (and practically impossible in combinatoric cases).
However, compressing combinatoric cases into abstract chains (as discussed earlier)
can be seen as a simple memory model. A similar compression technique might be
used to model a simple form of memory. An alternative to combinatoric compression
of states would be to use a model that includes memory in a structured way. Dynamic
Markov, Push-down automata, and RAM-based automata (with limited RAM) are
also viable options. Each has a finite state space and a well-developed field of analysis.
Our proposed weighting scheme is simple, and may not be sufficient to illuminate some bias patterns. There are some interesting challenges. For example, in the
data-dependent construction, the size-based weighting is derived from Fitts’ Law.
However, Fitts’ Law does not account for convention or attention. Therefore, some
interface elements may be relatively large by convention but the probability that they
will be interacted with is not proportional to their size. For example, menu bars have
a size and position dictated by the interface guidelines of the platform, and that may
be significantly larger than the representation of a single data point. Capturing such
differences in the interaction probabilities requires reaching beyond Fitts’ Law for
transition probabilities.
In the data-dependent Markov modeling, only the screen real-estate is used to
model direct data interactions. Logical extensions include using visual similarity
(along many retinal dimensions) to up-weight or down-weight items. This could be
extended further with a dynamic Markov model, so weights change based on what
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states have been visited in earlier interactions. Proper dynamic weighting requires
knowledge of the task as well as the visual representation. It makes sense to upweight similar things when the retinal variables correspond to the desired task but
to (possibly) down-weight similar items when the retinal variable does not have a
bearing on the task. Also, exploration versus verification probably has different interaction patterns. Such modeling may be achieved using a Markov Decision Process.
In addition to a transition probability, the model is extended with a payoff matrix
and a “discount” factor. Payoffs are provided when a specific transition is taken. The
discount factor determines whether immediate payoffs or future expected payoffs
are prioritized. Decisions are still based on the information observable in the current state, but the probability of a transition is made a factor of the base probability,
the payoff, the expected future payoff and the discount factor. Payoff and discount
factors can be adjusted to model different goal-directed behaviors. Similar dynamic
re-weighting is done in Dabek and Caban [4], captured in their “ideology” factors.
Analytic provenance models suggest another approach to Markov modeling. In
particular, if a provenance tracking system records information about the state of the
interface, we could use a hidden Markov model to derive the Markov chain of the
original interface state space [7]. This might be helpful in cases where we have incomplete information about the structure or state space of an interface. This inference
process could leverage existing graph modeling systems for analytic provenance, as
in GraphTrail [5], to interpret the hidden model states. This approach bears some
similarity to Jankun-Kelly’s [14] P-set Model of visualization exploration. He defines
two key concepts. A P-set is a set of parameters that define a visualization system,
and visualization transformation is an operation on the P-set that creates a particular
visualization view. Each set of parameter values (P-set) defines a state space with
weighted connections (transformations) between the states. The difference between
our Markov chain approach is that our links between the states quantify the probability of moving between states, rather than defining the parameter transformations
themselves. An interesting direction for future work is to relate the transformations
to transition probabilities between parameter states to capture emergent bias.

4.8 Conclusion
We note that methods for measuring information content in a visual analytic system
remain an open challenge for the field [19]. Such measures are important for the overall evaluation of systems, particularly for calibrating our expectations for how much
information users may be able to extract from a system. We propose that measurement
of information availability and the interface biases that may shape that information
availability should be modeled in systems before they are put into human-in-theloop evaluations. Markov models, as proposed herein, provide a promising direction
for conceptualizing the state space of a visual analytic system and understanding
system-level biases through the transition probabilities over the state space.
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Part II

Cognitive Biases in Action

Chapter 5

Methods for Discovering Cognitive
Biases in a Visual Analytics Environment
Michael A. Bedek, Alexander Nussbaumer, Luca Huszar
and Dietrich Albert

5.1 Introduction
The development and application of new knowledge and information technologies
have enormous influence on the way people live, work and learn. In the law enforcement sector, analysts are constantly required to understand and make sense of huge
amounts of often unstructured data. Sense-making in this context means that analysts
have to find and interpret relevant facts by actively constructing a meaningful and
functional representation of some aspects of the “whole picture”. Visual Analytics
(VA) possesses the potential to support the analyst’s reasoning and sense-making
processes.
This is the point where the European project VALCRI1 comes into play. Addressing the challenges of today’s law enforcement agencies, the main aim of this project
is to support analysts in their reasoning and sense-making processes by providing
appropriate data analytics tools, applying the methods of visual analytics. Thereby,
one key focus of this project is concerned with human issues, such as, how to mitigate or avoid cognitive bias that might be caused by such automated systems, how
sense-making occurs in this context, and how information and knowledge should be
structured to support the human reasoning process.
1 http://www.valcri.org/.
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Fig. 5.1 This figure shows the time, location, and bar chart tool of the VALCRI platform

In the course of this project, a visual analytics platform has been created that
addresses the functional and thinking requirements of analysts [23, 24]. This platform
consists of more than fifteen synchronized tools. Five of them are described in the
following and three of them are depicted in Fig. 5.1.
• The Search tool allows to search for specific crime incidents or to filter them on
geographical area, time frames and crime types (e.g. burglary). The result is made
accessible through the various tools of the VALCRI platform.
• The Time tool shows a line chart that indicates the number of crime incidents. The
time frame can be changed interactively, in order to get either a more detailed view
or an overview of the data. Similar to the Time tool, a Statistical process control tool
(SPC-tool) shows standard deviations of the number of recorded crime incidents
in this time frame. This allows the user to quickly spot statistical outliers which
may indicate that something unusual happened.
• The Location tool depicts crime incidents on an interactive map. Crime incidents
are represented as single dots or as rectangles, if a larger set of crimes are available
in that area (more than 200). In such cases, the size of filled-out rectangles within a
particular area indicates the number of crime incidents - the highest is completely
filled and other areas are relative to this. The map can be interactively zoomed in
and out, which changes automatically the visual representation and synchronizes
the other tools with the updated dataset selection.
• The Bar Chart tool shows the number of crimes according to a classification
scheme. Discrimination factors include crime types, districts and resolving state.
According to such discriminators, the numbers of crimes are shown on a bar chart
sorted by the number of crime incidents. Clicking on a particular bar limits the
dataset and synchronizes the other tools accordingly.
• The List tool presents a list of the currently selected crimes including their metadata. Details of the crime are shown including the involved subjects, the location,
time information and full description.
Even if the support for sense-making with VA technologies is helpful and valuable,
there is still a well-known problem of systematic errors, so-called cognitive biases,
that might hinder analysts to draw sound conclusions. Cognitive biases occur when
imperfect knowledge, uncertainty, complexity and time constraints prohibit people
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from making optimal decisions. In such situations, peoples often apply heuristics,
which can be thought of as “rules of thumb” when making decisions or when evaluating the value, importance and meaning of information. These heuristics are useful
in many cases, however, they can lead to severe and systematic errors in judgments
and decisions [15, 21]. In the context of law enforcement analysis, these “systematic errors” or cognitive biases can occur in every phase of the decision making
and reasoning process, such as discounting, misinterpreting, ignoring, rejection or
overlooking pieces of information.
A large number of cognitive biases have been suggested and described in the
literature. However, in the course of the VALCRI project and related requirements
analysis, a set of eight cognitive biases has been selected, based on their significance
for the daily routines of analysts [13]. These cognitive biases are listed in Table 5.1.
This chapter focuses on the question of how to ensure that a VA-platform mitigates
cognitive biases from different perspectives: A (i) theory-driven, (ii) empirical and
(iii) a data-driven perspective.
On the one hand, mitigating cognitive biases means reducing the probabilities that
cognitive biases occur, or on the other hand, if they can not be avoided, to reduce
their negative effects on the decisions and judgments. A prerequisite for answering this question empirically, for example in the course of experimental summative
evaluations, is the measurement if and to what extent a cognitive bias occurs. Operationalization refers to the process and outcome of making non-directly observable
constructs measurable. This would enable cognitive biases to be measured whilst a
user interacts with a VA environment.

Table 5.1 Relevant cognitive biases in the VALCRI project
Cognitive bias
Description
Confirmation bias
Anchoring

Clustering illusion
Framing effect
Availability bias
Base rate fallacy
Selective perception
Group-think

Where pieces of information that support the initial expectation are
disproportionally considered and selected [17]
Which is the tendency to rely too heavily upon or to “anchor” on a past
reference or on one trait or piece of information when making
decisions [16]
Which is a tendency to see patterns where no patterns exist, e.g.
interpreting patterns or trends in random distributions [12]
Which is the tendency to draw different conclusions from the same
information, depending on how that information is presented [22]
Where likelihood-estimations of something to happen is by the ease with
which instances of occurrences can be brought to mind [21, p. 1127]
Which is the tendency to base judgment on specifics, ignoring general
statistical information [11]
Occurs when people pay particular attention to some parts of their
environment to the point where it distorts the reality of the situation [5]
Is a deterioration of mental efficiency, reality testing and moral judgment
resulting from group pressure [14]
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In the following section, we address some theory-driven approaches. Theorydriven refers to the fact that solely domain experts, in this case, experts in the field
of cognitive science or cognitive biases, address the question of how to avoid, mitigate or operationalize cognitive biases. In the first subsection, some examples for
a-priori design principles are given - for example how visualizations should be designed or how data should be represented. It is followed by a subsection on how
to systematically analyze the tools which constitute a VA platform and a subsection which describes how to measure cognitive biases “on the fly”, i.e. by identifying
actions and interactions with the platform. The consecutive section deals with empirical approaches, such as behavioral observations of analysts and operationalizations
of cognitive biases that enable us to carry out experimental studies. We call these
approaches empirical, because end-users, i.e. analysts, are required and their data, responses and evaluations are used for data analysis. Finally, the data-driven approach
refers to statistical and data-mining methods that aim to identify patterns of a user’s
interactions with the visual analytics platform that correlates with the presence or
absence of cognitive biases.

5.2 Theory-Driven Approaches
This section describes three methods for cognitive bias detection and mitigation that
are based on theoretical considerations and a literature review.

5.2.1 Design Recommendations
In the ideal case, visualizations are designed in a way that they do not induce cognitive biases at all. For several reasons, this ideal case is hard to achieve. Visualizations
are made to serve a specific purpose, for example, to give an overview or to summarize data which could be only be described in confusing tables or exhausting texts.
Representations are less detailed, less complex or less manifold than the part of the
reality it aims to represent. Visualizations usually present a subset of a particular
set of data; the more prototypical this subset, the easier it is for its recipients to
generalize the whole dataset. The selection of subset and the way it is displayed,
structured and visualized is the outcome of the human decision process of the visualization designer. However, human decision processes are vulnerable to cognitive
biases. Nevertheless, a small set of a-priori design principles on how to make good
visualizations can help. At least, there is a small set of recommendations on how
to avoid some notable cognitive biases in visualizations, for example through the
graphical layout of competing information [4] or through multiple views of the same
information [13].
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In the following, a simple example demonstrates how the above-mentioned selection process, as well as design decisions on how to display these pieces of information,
might have an effect on recipients. One particular cognitive bias which has an impact
on the selection process is called Selective Perception and a particular cognitive bias
which has an impact on how a certain visualization is interpreted is the so-called
Framing Effect. Selective Perception refers to the effect that only a small part of the
reality is represented and in the focus of one’s attention, a small part that is usually
not representative of the whole. The Framing Effect is the tendency to draw different
conclusions from the same information, depending on how that information is presented [22]. The data in the following chart (Fig. 5.2) is from the 2016 Annual report
of the Police crime statistics of the Austrian Ministry of the Interior [3]. The data
represent the overall numbers of recorded complaints. It demonstrates an example
of the Framing Effect. In these two charts the same information is depicted with
different aspect ratios. The chart on the left side uses an aspect ratio of 3:5, while
the chart on the right side uses an aspect ratio of 4:3. The increase of complaints
and records from the year 2015 to 2016 looks more dramatic in the left chart than
on the right-hand one. Therefore, the American Psychological Association [1] recommends using a 4:3 aspect ratio for all histograms and bar graphs. The range of
scales can also have a large effect. For example, when comparing Figs. 5.2 with 5.3
it becomes obvious that the increase from 2015 to 2016 becomes even less dramatic,
if the ordinate starts at 0. The APA suggests to either start all ordinates at 0 or to
clearly highlight it otherwise.
Figure 5.3 also indicates that the impression of trends is dependent on the time
frame, which is also an example for Clustering Illusion. The chart at the right-hand
side of Fig. 5.2 shows that the numbers are actually decreasing when comparing both
halves of the 10-year period.

Fig. 5.2 The data from 2014 to 2016 in 3:5 format (left) and in 4:3 format (right)
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Fig. 5.3 The data from 2014 to 2016 with an ordinate starting from 0 (left) the data from 2007 to
2016 (right)

5.2.2 Systematic Tool Analysis
The systematic tool analysis aims to evaluate and improve VA environments and its
tools with regard to their potential to avoid or mitigate cognitive biases. In a nutshell,
this approach investigates each tool with respect to the various cognitive biases. In a
first step, the tools of the platform are selected and briefly described, which includes
the context in which they are used, their purpose, their input data and output format,
etc. Then the tools are analyzed by domain experts such as cognitive psychologists
or experts on cognitive biases. These experts have to evaluate if and, to what extent,
the tools either mitigate or facilitate different cognitive bias. Ideally, such an analysis
is done for each cognitive bias separately.
Such a systematic investigation leads to a matrix, with tools as rows and cognitive biases as columns. For each cell, the investigator describes to what extent the
respective tool mitigates or facilitates that particular cognitive bias. For example,
the Map tool (see Fig. 5.1) may lead to Selective Perception, if a specific area is
heavily crowded with crime incidents, because this might attract the attention of the
analysts away from other parts of the map. An example tool that has the potential to
mitigate the Confirmation Bias is the Time tool, as it allows the user to change the
time-frame and thus the amount of crime data displayed. This results in the presentation of different perspectives and contexts of crime data, which has the potential to
avoid the Confirmation Bias. The outcome of this method provides an overview of
the mitigation capabilities and dangers of cognitive biases of the whole platform.
In order to analyze the danger of cognitive biases and mitigation strategies of
individual tools, we propose to follow the Delphi method [19]. Delphi is designed
as a structured and systematic process to develop forecasting perspectives on future
events by asking panel experts. Typically, this method is performed in two or more
iterative rounds, whereby in each round, every expert evaluates the current state and
provides additional input, which leads to an adapted and improved next version.
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5.2.3 Process-Oriented Operationalization
The aim of the following approach is to identify and describe the users actions
and interactions with the tools of the VALCRI platform, in order to measure their
tendencies towards cognitive biases. The effect of a particular cognitive bias can be
predicted in certain well-defined decision tasks. However, in the case of an interactive
VA platform, there is a wide range of potential behavioral manifestations that makes
it impossible to describe all the actions and interactions which occur when a biased
behavior takes place. The design recommendations and the systematic tool analysis
described above can provide conductive insights that helps to identify the behavioral
patterns related to cognitive biases. To demonstrate how this method works, we focus
on the example of Selective Perception and briefly outline how it could occur by using
the Search, List and Location tool of the VALCRI platform. As mentioned above,
this cognitive bias is defined as being focused on a particular area of the information
space, whilst ignoring other pieces of information.
To detect this particular cognitive bias, a similarity measurement can be computed
between the keywords entered into the Search tool, i.e. between the documents and
crime reports further examined via the List tool or between the parameters of the
visualizations of the Location tool. A high similarity between the keywords, the
selected documents and the visualization parameters over a longer period of time
is considered as an indication that the user is focused on a particular area of the
information space, i.e. the Selective Perception.
In the context of VA, it is important to distinguish between different kinds of
searching modes, such as explorative, investigative, hypothesis-driven and questiondriven searches. The validity of the operationalization of any cognitive bias can be
improved when taking such contextual information into account. For example, in
case of a hypothesis-driven search, an analyst who is engaged in a small area of the
information space shouldn’t be identified as being affected by Selective Perception,
however, this does not mean that the user’s behavior is not influenced by any other
cognitive biases.

5.3 Empirical Approaches – Behavioral Observation
and Outcome-Oriented Operationalization
This section presents two empirical methods for detecting cognitive biases.

5.3.1 Behavioral Observation
In the context of the VALCRI project, several behavioral observations have been
carried out. In one study, nine experienced law-enforcement analysts worked on
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a task for around 2 h, separately from each other. While working on the task, they
were asked to “think aloud” on their reasoning, ideas and conceptions. Their activities
were video and audio recorded and the screen activity was captured. The participating
analysts’ task was to analyze a particular crime type in a city district over a given
period of time and the main question for them was, should more patrols be sent to
this city district. A qualitative interview was then carried out.
While working on the task, the participants were observed by at least one expert
on cognitive biases who did not intervene during this exercise. The observer filled
out a prepared form, indicating the time when a cognitive bias was observed, the
tools that had been used by the analyst, and if necessary, further explanation on this
observation in an open format. These observations were subsequently validated and
enriched by two other experts who used the video and audio recordings.
On the one hand, the outcome of this exercise was a validation and enrichment
of the systematic tool analysis described in Sect. 5.2.2, as well as the elaboration of
new ideas for potential process-oriented indicators. On the other hand, compared to
the purely theory-driven elaboration of the tool - cognitive bias matrix, the outcome
of this exercise resulted in a mapping between sets of tools and cognitive biases. The
reason for this is that for certain, often more complex, workflows and processes, the
analysts used a combination of tools simultaneously.
An example would be the combination of the Time tool, the SPC tool and the
Location tool when searching for “peaks in the noise”, for a certain area and period
of time. In many cases, the search for such peaks was focused on the maximum values
and quite often, the analysts were not trying to falsify their initial hypothesis (e.g. by
checking also for other periods of time or other city districts). This particular work
process often resulted in vastly overlapping combinations of some cognitive biases:
the Confirmation Bias, the Framing Effect, the Base Rate Fallacy and the Clustering
Illusion, i.e. these cognitive biases occurred often in parallel.

5.3.2 Outcome-Oriented Operationalization
5.3.2.1

Confirmation Bias

Considering the large number of cognitive biases mentioned in the literature, only a
few methods have been suggested for their objective measurement, such as a questionnaire or test. One example is the Selective Exposure Paradigm which has been
proposed by Festinger [7] in the context of the cognitive dissonance theory, but
later applied to elicit “confirmatory information search” [9]. Confirmatory information search is a main component of the Confirmation Bias. The Selective Exposure
Paradigm is structured as follows: participants are confronted with a decision task
and have to make an initial decision for one of two alternatives. Then the participants
are exposed to various pieces of information that either confirm or disconfirm their
initial decision. Half of the pieces of information are consistent with regard to the
initial decision (i.e., the selected alternative) and half of them are not. In some cases
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of the Selective Exposure Paradigm, the pieces of information are short headline-like
statements and the participants also have to indicate whether or not they would like
to read further (more detailed) information on each statement [10]. Confirmatory information search is observed when a participant doesn’t change their initial decision,
even if overwhelmed by a large number of disconfirming pieces of information and
if they are not interested in reading the detailed information.
Another aspect of the Confirmation Bias is Confirmatory Information Evaluation [8]. For each piece of information and statement, participants can be asked to
what extend they consider this statement as important and credible. Importance and
assumed credibility are usually highly correlated with each other. Confirmatory Information Evaluation can be observed if the importance and credibility evaluations
for consistent statements (i.e. statements that are in favor of the initial decision) are
higher than for statements that are in favor of the alternative.
The values for Confirmatory Information Search and Confirmatory Information
Evaluation can be interpreted as an individuals’ baseline-measurement of having a
Confirmation Bias when evaluating the visualization system.

5.3.2.2

Clustering Illusion

The Clustering Illusion is defined as the tendency to see patterns where no patterns
exist [12]. This tendency can be, for example, observed when people interpret patterns
or trends in random distributions. A very similar cognitive bias is the Gambler’s
Fallacy, which refers to the belief that runs of one binary outcome will be balanced
by the opposite outcome [2, p. 118]. In both cases, the cognitive fallacy is based on
the belief that random events or data-points follow some rules, trends or patterns,
which of course, they do not.
In the context of the VALCRI project, the following outcome-oriented operationalization of the Clustering Illusion has been applied: participants were confronted with
a small dataset of 60 crime incidents and were asked to make a decision by means
of the examples. They used certain tools of the VALCRI platform, in particular the
Location, Time and List tool. The Location tool indicated the spatial distribution of
crime incidents, the Time tool enabled to get insights on the temporal distribution of
those crime incidents in different period of time and the List tool enabled them to
look at some details of the incidents. The crime incidents had been randomly selected
from a larger data-set and were located in two separate district of the suburban areas
of the city of Birmingham.
In the main study, four examples were provided to the participants. For each
example, the participants had ten minutes to inspect the data by using the above
mentioned tools. Two examples were considered as random and the remaining two
had been constructed in a way that there was a temporal increase for a period of six
months and a local concentration within one of the city district. Another independent
variable in the main study was the extent to which the participants could interact with
the data. In half of the examples, the participants were allowed to interact with the
tools and to change the parameters of the visualizations. In the other half, participants
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were asked to use only the List tool and to keep the other tools, i.e. the visualizations
in the narrower sense, as prepared by the evaluators. In the interactive condition, it
was possible to inspect the data from different perspectives and to principally falsify
one’s own impressions of patterns or trends.
After inspecting the data, the participants were asked (i) to evaluate if they would
increase the police presence either in city district A or in city district B, (ii) to evaluate
the certainty of their decision, (iii) to announce if their decision was based on the
data or patterns and trends in the data, and if yes (iv) argue their decision. The idea
was to measure an individual’s tendency to see patterns where no patterns exist by
the confidence ratings (ii) and the extent to which their decisions were based on data
(iii) for the random-examples. These individual tendencies can be taken into account
as the baseline when evaluating the visualization quality of the VALCRI system with
regard to the Clustering Illusion.

5.4 Automatic Cognitive Bias Detection Approach
In this section, we briefly outline a method to automatically detect the cognitive
biases based on user interaction patterns. Even if this method could be regarded as an
approach that can be applied on any cognitive bias, we focus here on the Confirmation
Bias and the Clustering Illusion. In addition to the automated bias detection method,
it also outlines how a detected bias can be mitigated through feedback and prompts.
This approach follows and extends the idea described by Nussbaumer et al. [18].
The starting point for the automatic cognitive bias detection is the operationalization as described in Sects. 5.2.3 and 5.3.2. They allow us to assess, in a controlled
setting, whether a participant in such an experiment has these cognitive biases. Based
on this method, we propose a data-driven approach to detect cognitive biases by taking into account interaction data of users (log data of user actions). If a cognitive
bias is detected (indicated through a high probability for the occurrence of a bias),
then a prompt or visual feedback is provided to the user (see Fig. 5.4).
The data-driven method is based on machine learning algorithms to automatically
classify the users behavior in a visual learning environment based on the interactions
with the tools of this environment. Participants in a study have to solve a criminal
analysis task with the VAE. This task is embedded in a controlled experiment (e.g.
Selective Exposure Paradigm described in Sect. 5.3.2.1 or the Clustering Illusion
study described in Sect. 5.3.2.2) so that it can be assessed if their behavior is biased.
Additionally, log data from their interaction with the VA tools are collected. From
the experiment, it is known which interaction data is from biased and unbiased users
and can subsequently create two groups. These two groups form the basis for further
classification of interaction data from users that did not participate in a Selective
Exposure Paradigm. In this way, when a user makes use of the VA tools, interaction
data is collected and it can be determined if this interaction data is more similar
to that of a biased or unbiased user. For clustering, several machine learning meth-
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Fig. 5.4 This diagram depicts the overall approach to integrate automatic bias detection into a
visual analytics environment

ods are available, such as the Support Vector Machine algorithm [20] or clustering
algorithms [6].
The method described above, calculates probabilities for the occurrence of a cognitive bias. If such a probability is high, feedback could be provided to make the user
aware that a cognitive bias might be involved in the thinking process. Such feedback can consist in visual clues that do not distract the user unduly, but nevertheless
catches the users attention.

5.5 Conclusion and Outlook
Overall, this chapter aims at providing new methods and knowledge for discovering,
measuring, and mitigating cognitive biases in the context of VA. Though a vast body
of literature exists that deals with cognitive biases, most of it treats cognitive biases on
a theoretical level. The work presented in this chapter includes several steps towards
devising methods for measuring and mitigating cognitive biases.
Our elaborated methods extend the use of state-of-the-art of measuring cognitive
biases on several dimensions. Firstly, a new procedure to measure the Clustering
Illusion has been developed. The results are promising, but the applied methodology should be improved - further analysis of the log data should be carried out to
determine whether or not it contains typical patterns of participants who are more
influenced by the Clustering Illusion. Secondly, the method to measure cognitive
biases through a classification of cognitive processes and assigning them in a structured observation constitutes a new approach in this field. This provides a basis for
the operationalization of further cognitive biases. Thirdly, the data-driven approach
outlines a method to detect cognitive biases based on user interactions with a VAE.
All these methods outlines new directions on how cognitive biases can be measured,
consisting of empirical studies, expert-driven behavioral observations and automatic
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observations through a logging system. In order to avoid detrimental effects of cognitive biases all together, new design recommendations have been elaborated. Though
these design recommendations are based on existing ideas in literature, the innovation
lies in in the translation of these ideas into the design of VA components. Furthermore, the systematic tool analysis provides a new approach to critically evaluate a
VAE according to their potential inducements and mitigation of cognitive biases.
This analysis allows for formative and summative assessments of a VAE.
Data visualization is a type of communication and just like in every communication process, the presented information could be misinterpreted by the receivers. The
reason for this misunderstanding could be the presence of cognitive biases. In this
chapter, we focused on a small set of cognitive biases, which could occur in a VAE. In
the future, the design and evaluation of visualization techniques should be influenced
by a combination of data-driven and theory-driven methods. The basic principles of
these approaches could be easily transferred to different VAEs and applied on other
cognitive biases. Another important aspect is the context in which the visualization is
used. Ignoring the context, could lead to false classifications of biased and unbiased
behavioral patterns.
The users require interactive interfaces and personalized visualization techniques.
The appearance of emerging and innovative visualization techniques allows the user
to interact in new way with datasets. Even if VA is a dynamic field of research, classical principles to detect and mitigate cognitive biases have been often disregarded.
To design informative visualization with the least impact of cognitive biases, the
cooperation of different fields of expertise is necessary.
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Chapter 6

Experts’ Familiarity Versus Optimality
of Visualization Design: How Familiarity
Affects Perceived and Objective Task
Performance
Aritra Dasgupta

6.1 Introduction
Visualization techniques and systems are generally evaluated based on their
perceptual effectiveness in supporting analytical tasks. Design principles and heuristics help guide the mapping across tasks, data types and visual representations of
the data. However, visualizations designed and used by domain experts, are often in
conflict with the established best practices. Examples include the use of the wellknown rainbow color map, 3D-based encoding for non-spatial multidimensional
data, spaghetti plots for showing temporal change in numerical data [1], use of many
symbols for encoding categorical data [4], etc. Experts are often reluctant to use
alternative methods to visualize their data, and in most of these cases, disagree about
the negative effects of a design problem [4].
We attribute the factors causing experts’ skepticism to the familiarity heuristic:
experts use familiarity as a heuristic for subjectively preferring known methods over
new ones and for being averse towards adopting a change in their existing visualization methods [16], although the familiar methods might be perceptually sub-optimal
in performance.
In the cognitive science literature, the familiarity heuristic [2] is associated with
the bias of availability [19] that suggests “the likelihood of events is estimated based
on how many examples of such events come to mind”. The more familiar a person is
with the events, the easier it is to recall them and accordingly indicate a preference
for them when faced with choices. For example, consumer behavior is guided by the
familiarity heuristic, where people will tend to buy products of brands they are most
familiar with [13].
Similarly, experts in different domains tend to use and adopt visualization methods
and techniques that are conventional norms in their respective domains, despite their
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potential shortcomings. This is due to both a lack of awareness about the benefits of
adhering to visualization best practices and a high degree of confidence in using the
methods that experts are most familiar with.
In this chapter, we present a first analysis of the factors that are associated with
familiarity related cognitive biases with respect to the three dimensions shown in
Fig. 6.1. Namely, (i) experts’ familiarity with visualization types and encodings, (ii)
alternative optimal choices, and (iii) effects of familiar and optimal visual representations on experts’ subjective perceptions (e.g. trust, preference) and objective task
accuracy. We bring together knowledge gained from past studies to provide examples
of manifestations of the familiarity heuristic in domain experts, provide examples of
effects of the bias on expert judgment and discuss research questions that need to be
addressed to help detect and mitigate the effects of the bias.

6.2 Manifestations of the Familiarity Heuristic
In this section, we borrow concepts from the cognitive science literature and discuss how biases associated with the familiarity heuristic manifest in experts’ design
and usage of visualization methods, techniques and systems. In the human-computer
interaction literature, the term “intuitive” is often used interchangeably with “familiar”. But, this work follows the recommendation of previous research [15] where
it has been argued that “intuitive” can be misleading. Use of the term “familiar”
helps us contextualize the use of visualizations across diverse domains, where different established practices may exist and thus the degree of familiarity with different
visualizations may vary accordingly.
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Perceived ease of use. The Technology Acceptance Model [8] prescribes that acceptance of computer-based techniques is largely dependent on their perceived ease
of use, which is defined as “the degree to which a person believes that using a system
would be free of effort”. One of the antecedents of perceived ease of use is selfefficacy, which qualifies how confident a person is in their own abilities to achieve
the desired outcome. Self-efficacy is affected by the degree of familiarity with the
task at hand [9, 17].
In the context of visualization usage, the perceived ease of use factor manifests in
two cases: (i) where experts are more familiar with conventional, hypothesis-driven
analysis methods, and (ii) where experts design visualizations using familiar tools
that can have bad defaults or have inadequate support for analytical tasks.
As compared to other computer-based tools used for data analysis, like the use
of scripting languages or Excel, visualizations are a relatively new way for many
experts to interact with or present their data. Especially in domains where the use
of static scripts facilitates hypothesis-driven analysis, experts often hesitate to adopt
a data-driven approach using dynamic visualizations. This is mainly due to the low
self-efficacy in switching contexts between understanding their data and formulating
alternative hypotheses on the fly [6].
In many science domains, where experts design their own visualizations, the
tools they use sometimes have bad defaults. But due to the high self-efficacy of
experts in using those familiar tools and a lack of awareness of how the choice of
visualization methods can affect tasks in practice, they prefer not to alter the defaults.
In a study with climate scientists [4], we showed that such lack of awareness can
lead experts to disagree with visualization researchers about the implications of poor
design choices, especially those related to perceptual factors like clutter, color, etc.
Subjective preference for the familiar, yet potentially less useful, visualizations is a
natural connotation of the perceived ease of use factor.
Perceived accuracy and preference. Domain experts often believe that they will
be more accurate in their analytics tasks using familiar ways of encoding the data.
A popular example is the use of the rainbow color map in climate science. Despite
the well-documented perceptual problems with the rainbow color map, scientists
continue to use and prefer the rainbow color map. In a recent study [7] involving
experienced climate scientists, it has been shown that the perceived accuracy levels
using the rainbow color map (Fig. 6.2) is significantly greater than either of the choice
that were less familiar, yet potentially more optimal, given the spatial data analysis
tasks. This is one of the factors why scientists continue to have a high preference
for the rainbow color map and many scientific data analysis tools still use it as their
default.
Loss Aversion. Loss aversion [20] refers to the tendency of people to focus more
on avoiding losses than on acquiring gains due to the perceived psychological impact of losses. This tendency manifests in the context of visualization design when
a domain expert plays the role of a data producer or an analyst interchangeably. For
example, climate scientists generate modeling data from simulation experiments for
describing different phenomena in the earth and the atmosphere, and frequently
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Fig. 6.2 Subjective rating of climate scientists about alternative color maps in a user study
The familiar rainbow color map (RBW) was clearly rated higher than the blue (BLU) or the Kindlman (KIN) color scales based on perceived accuracy, confidence and ease of use [7]

use visualizations to communicate key messages about the model outcomes to
stakeholders within and outside their community. In the course of our interactions
with climate scientists [4], we found that even when the message could be conveyed
by using abstractions or aggregations, they tended to focus more on avoiding loss of
data in their visualizations, than on optimizing the visualizations for gaining insight
from them.
This loss aversion tendency resulted in encoding information at a high level of
detail, thus causing clutter in the visualization. In Fig. 6.3, we show two examples
of this problem with a scatter plot with multiple symbols and a spaghetti plot with
many overlapping lines. This tendency can be attributed to the confusion regarding the
goal of a visualization: visualizations used for exploration or analysis are not optimal
choices for communicating a message. Scientists, who create these visualizations,
can easily find patterns in the data due to their high familiarity with the data, but others
would not be able to spot the same pattern easily unless they are emphasized enough
in the visualizations. These visualizations can, therefore, be suited to scientists’
own analysis, but are ill-equipped to communicate a message to a broad audience,
unfamiliar with the data or the problem domain.
Experts’ trust: Similar to interpersonal relationships, in case of human-machine
communication, familiarity breeds trust [11]. In a study [18] examining levels of
system administrators’ trust in familiar command-line interfaces as opposed to unfamiliar graphical user interfaces (GUI), one of the participants remarked: “Please,
no more GUI. If people need a GUI, they aren’t qualified to be doing whatever they
are trying to do.” This quote is indicative and representative of the effect of the
familiarity heuristic used by most of the participants: an overwhelming majority of
them recorded a greater level of trust in command line interfaces although close to
half the number of participants indicated greater levels of perceived ease with the
GUI. This leads to a follow-on question - if a new analysis medium is able to better
solve a problem than the more familiar ones, will experts trust the new medium?
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Fig. 6.3 Examples of familiar visualizations used for climate model comparison. The use of
multiple symbols [10] in (a) and that of multiple overlapping lines in the spaghetti plot in (b), cause
clutter, distract from the main message about similarity of model outputs and result from the experts
aversion to loss
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A recent study comparing the use of static scripts with that of a visualization-based
system [6] addresses this question. Domain experts, despite their prior familiarity
with static scripts, expressed comparable or greater levels of trust in a new visual
analytic system. This was true especially in case of complex interpretation tasks
where experts had to synthesize insights derived from multiple views of the data to
confirm or refute their hypotheses. Similar to the study by Takayama et al., experts
also expressed greater levels of perceived ease with the unfamiliar tool. The difference
in the study set up here, as opposed to that study, was the fact that the unfamiliar
tool was designed through a participatory design phase with senior researchers. This
helped mitigate the potential concerns, due to lack of familiarity, of the bigger group
of participants who had never seen the tool before.

6.3 Effects on Visualization Based Judgments
In this section, we describe how the familiarity heuristic manifests in domain experts’
subjective and objective analytical judgments by reflecting on results from recent user
studies.
Recurring design problems: In this study [4], we collected about 100 different
visualization examples (e.g. maps, scatter plots and line charts) that are most frequently used in climate modeling for visually expressing similarity among multiple
models. We then developed a classification scheme for describing the most common
design problems (e.g. clutter, choice of visual variables and color map, etc.) and their
consequences (e.g. misinterpretation, inefficiency, lack of expressiveness, etc.). As
a next step, we discussed these problems with a group of climate scientists with a
two-fold goal: (i) identify cases where experts and visualization researchers agree
and disagree about the problem through interviews, and (ii) develop solutions to
those problems and record their subjective feedback.
We found that in most of the cases, the majority of climate scientists disagreed
about the existence and potential consequence of a design problem. Many of these
cases involved serious consequences such as inaccurate judgment due to inappropriate use of a color map or due to the use of an inappropriate chart that did not
adequately convey the intended message. Through our interviews, we saw a clear
use of the familiarity heuristic, especially in the case of the most frequent design
problems like the use of a rainbow color map or the use of multiple symbols on a
scatter plot. This is reflected in the following comment where use of an alternative
color map is perceived as a means to improve the aesthetics and not as a means to
solve the task: “I agree that the color map can be better but that would be a cosmetic
change and wont affect the outcome.”
We found that the effect of the familiarity heuristic could be mitigated in some
cases when we collaboratively designed solutions for a subset of the familiar yet
problematic visualizations. The solutions were designed keeping in mind the loss
aversion tendency - the encoding could retain the fidelity of the data as much as
possible, while at the same time, convey the main message about models that are
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Fig. 6.4 Modification of the spaghetti plot (Fig. 6.1b) into a small multiples of line charts could
overcome the familiarity barrier and was preferred by a group of climate scientists for visually
communicating similarities among multiple model outputs

similar or different. For example, as a solution to the spaghetti plot (Fig. 6.3b), we
designed a visualization with small multiples of line charts (Fig. 6.4), where each
line chart represented a model and in each of them, one could directly compare the
value for a particular model output with the mean and standard deviation of the
sample. From experts’ subjective feedback, we found that they were convinced that
this would be an exemplary visualization that could potentially replace the spaghetti
plot for comparing the temporal variation of multiple model outputs.
Discrepancy between subjective preferences and objective performance: We
conducted a controlled experiment with a large group (47 participants) of climate
modelers [5] to study the degree to which the familiarity heuristic affects objective
task performance and also to analyze if there are discrepancies between subjective
impressions like perceived confidence, accuracy, etc. and objective accuracy. We
selected four visualizations, three familiar ones (heat map, bar chart and Taylor
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plot) and an unfamiliar one (slope plot), that were most suited to similarity and
dissimilarity analysis tasks. The unfamiliar visualization was developed through a
participatory design process with two experts for resolving the shortcomings of the
familiar visualizations with respect to simultaneous comparison across many (>10)
models and output variables.
We recorded prior levels of experts’ familiarity with each of those visualizations
and after the study, recorded their preferences and perceived levels of comfort, accuracy, etc. Besides an objective accuracy metric, we devised a discrepancy metric that
measured the difference in rank orderings of the four visualizations based on their
accuracy and based on their subjective ratings of familiarity, preference, etc. This let
us gauge if experts were more accurate with a familiar visualization and also if their
preference and accuracy rankings matched.
Overall, we found that perceptually motivated visualization design was a bigger
driver for objective accuracy with and subjective preference for a particular visualization. In fact, in the case of a dissimilarity analysis task, the sub-optimal design
of the familiar Taylor plots caused experts to be less accurate than when they used
unfamiliar visualizations like slope plots (Fig. 6.5a), where explicit visual cues for

Fig. 6.5 Familiarity Versus
Task Accuracy. We found
that for the task of
identifying dissimilar
climate models, experts were
more accurate with the
relatively unfamiliar slope
plots than the more familiar
Taylor plots. In a we show
the differences in objective
performance accuracy. In b
we show the discrepancy
between rankings of
visualizations derived from
self-assigned familiarity
scores and the rankings
based on performance
accuracy. We found
statistically significant
differences in both (a) and
(b)

*** p < 0.001

Comparison Precision

(a)

Discrepancy between
Accuracy & Familiarity

(b)

p=0.005
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

**
between the use of Taylor plots and slope plots.

Familiar
Taylor plot
Unfamiliar
slope plot
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similarity and dissimilarity were encoded. Discrepancies could be observed between
accuracy and familiarity rankings experts, across high and low experience groups,
being more accurate with a less familiar visualization (Fig. 6.5b). Experts were also
most accurate with their preferred visualization. The difference in preference levels
for an unfamiliar visualization as opposed to a familiar one was less pronounced for
participants with higher experience levels. From the subjective feedback of participants, we also found comments approving of the unfamiliar slope plots and their
inclination to adopt them as part of their own analysis workflow.
In another study that we conducted with a group of 36 climate scientists, we
again found discrepancies between scientists’ perceived and objective performance
accuracy. While more than 60% of the scientists believed that they were more accurate
with a familiar a rainbow color scale than with other alternatives, their average
accuracy with the rainbow color scale in all three tasks in the study were less than the
others. In fact, in the tasks involving magnitude estimation, they were significantly
less accurate with the rainbow color scale as compared to the perceptually more
optimal color scale. It also interesting to observe (Fig. 6.2) that compared to the
much more skewed distribution with respect to familiarity, there is a much less
skewed distribution with respect to preference - this implies that many participants
were convinced after the study that the other optimal color scales were indeed better
suited for the spatial data analysis tasks.

6.4 Critical Reflection
In this section, we summarize and reflect on the research questions that can be
formulated based on the work discussed here. While some of the studies addressed
these questions, they by no means provide a complete picture of the factors associated
with familiarity related cognitive biases.
Does familiarity affect subjective impressions about visualization based judgments? We find evidence to believe that the familiarity heuristic has a strong effect
on the preference for use of conventional visualizations by domain experts. However,
participatory design sessions have proved to mitigate this effect [3].
A combination of participatory design and controlled experiments (Fig. 6.6) have
helped understand the effects of the bias with a broader group of experts. Carefully
conducted experiments, where experts have to conduct a set of tasks in controlled
settings, have also been able to somewhat mitigate effects of the bias and indicate
preferences in favor of the new, perceptually motivated visualizations. The reduction
of bias was less prominent, however, for more experienced people who are potentially
more hesitant in using and trusting the outcome of new analysis methods.
Does familiarity lead to better task performance? In our studies, we have used
familiar visualizations which have been hypothesized to have certain shortcomings
with respect to visualization design principles. In those cases, familiarity did not
lead to a better performance. In fact, in most cases, experts performed better with
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Analysis of Familiarity Bias
Collaborative Critique & Participatory
Design of Alternative Visualizations

Subjective Vs Objective Measures
Effect of Experience & Familiarity
Familiarity Vs Accuracy, Preference
Implications and Lessons Learnt

Experiment Design

Inform

Calibration of Task Performance by:
Objective Accuracy

Compare

Fig. 6.6 A process framework for analyzing familiarity bias. The first step consists of a focused
analysis of the bias and alternative visualization choices with a small group of experts. In some
cases, participatory designs have proven an effective method for mitigating some of the biases and
convincing experts to use better solutions. This is followed by a carefully designed experiment
with ecologically valid tasks and metrics for recording experts’ subjective ratings and objective
performance. The final step is to analyze the study results for comparing subjective and objective
performance measures

the unfamiliar visualizations, irrespective of their domain experience due to their
perceptually optimal design. In the future, it will be interesting to compare familiar
visualization techniques and systems with no shortcomings to unfamiliar ones to
assess how strongly familiarity alone biases the judgment of experts.
How can biases associated with familiarity be measured? We used the discrepancy
metric to understand how strongly the familiarity heuristic influences differences between perceived and objective performance measures. Metrics like persuasion [12]
can also be used to evaluate if experts can be persuaded to not underestimate the
detrimental effects of design problems. In cases where ground truth for expert judgments is unavailable, we can use a consensus metric to see if groups of experts agree
or disagree about the decisions made based on visual evidence and understand the
effects of the bias on population samples.
What are the implications for visualization adoption? A key decision for experts
when performing their analysis is which visualization technique to use to address
their tasks. As discussed earlier, the familiarity heuristic is a key determinant for
this decision. While small case studies are able to demonstrate the effectiveness of
new techniques, these are inadequate to change the lack of self-efficacy associated
with adoption of new techniques. Interactive visualization techniques in many cases
are disruptive for a domain. Sustained research collaborations are needed for longerterm adoption of such unfamiliar techniques and new metrics and studies need to be
developed to judge the factors responsible for expert adoption [14].
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6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have provided a descriptive analysis of the strong role that the
familiarity heuristic plays in experts’ judgments using visualizations. The main problem with the familiarity heuristic is that it causes experts to subconsciously rely more
on the conventional methods that might lead to sub-optimal performance. However,
we have shown that through participatory design which carefully considers both
experts’ requirements and visualization design principles, we are not only able to
inspire greater levels of experts’ subjective preference in the alternative unfamiliar
methods, but also find demonstrable evidence where perceptually motivated design
can minimize the effect of familiarity, leading to greater performance accuracy.
These are still early research efforts in the direction of understanding biases related
to familiarity. To make the use of visualization a viable and lasting solution for domain
experts, we need to pursue the outlined research questions and work together towards
efforts that lead to long-term adoption of the best practices in visualization methods
and techniques.
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Chapter 7

Data Visualization Literacy and
Visualization Biases: Cases for Merging
Parallel Threads
Hamid Mansoor and Lane Harrison

7.1 Introduction
Data visualizations represent complex information to aid people in activities
including exploration, analysis and decision-making. Given that visualizations rely
on visual cues and involve factors like uncertainty and risk, data visualizations are
prone to many perceptual and cognitive biases that humans are known to be susceptible to. These biases may lead people to come to the wrong conclusion from the data
which may lead to poor decisions. Biases then in a sense may render data useless, as
the relatively objective aspects of “data” is replaced with systematic and sometimes
unpredictable results from biases. This problem is particularly an issue in today’s
world, given the growing role of data visualizations in people’s day to day lives.
Data visualizations are used in everything from political analyses to consumer
websites, financial tools and more. Given the sheer number and diversity of people
who use visualizations, individual differences may have a large impact on how effectively viewers read data visualizations. One important individual difference in this
respect is data visualization literacy, i.e. measures of how proficient people are at
reading charts and graphs. There are unique challenges in measuring data visualization literacy, in part, due to the abundance of types of visualizations, the number of
possible tasks that can be performed on a visualization and the actual data represented
in the visualization. Even with fixed visualizations and tasks, there are challenges
related to choosing an appropriate metric to represent literacy, such as a score, percentile, a grade, etc. Researchers have begun to address this gap, by developing and
evaluating measures of data visualization literacy [4, 16].
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In parallel, there has been a growing interest and research developments at the
intersection of biases and data visualization. Works in this area include initiatives such
as identifying biases that manifest in visualizations [8–10], quantifying the impact of
biases on visualization task performance and design expectations [19], and mitigating
biases as they occur [11, 20]. In particular, there are calls for more attention on the
methods and factors researchers use when evaluating biases in visualization, given
these are still being uncovered and quantified (e.g. [8–10]).
The aim of this chapter is to make a case for merging the parallel threads of data
visualization literacy and visualization biases. In doing so, we highlight research in
cognitive biases [5, 18], focusing on studies which have established that cognitive
ability and experience can play a role in how susceptible a person is to a particular type
of bias. The results, research methods and organizational frameworks from these prior
works may provide the visualization community with new means for investigating
biases in data visualizations. For example by placing more emphasis on how variation
in the impact of bias may be related to variations in human abilities such as their
ability to inhibit biases, or by establishing that some biases are inevitable regardless
of a person’s individual experience and ability. Merging the data visualization literacy
and visualization bias threads may also bring implications for visualization design,
such as highlighting pitfalls for using more complex visualization types to mitigate
biases, given that users with low visualization literacy or experience may have trouble
using them.
To illustrate how visualization literacy and biases may interact, we revisit prior
work on visualization biases. For example, we cover studies on the attraction bias and
availability bias from Dimara et al. [9, 10], and discuss how data literacy measures
could add dimensions and potentially impact their analyses and resulting discussions.
We also cover studies that propose the use of visualizations to mitigate bias, such as
Dragicevic et al. [11], and show how results in visualization literacy [16] may mediate
their effectiveness. Taken together, these examples imply that as data visualization
research continues to identify and quantify the biases that occur in visualizations, the
impact of people’s individual abilities may prove to be an important consideration
for analysis and design.

7.2 Background
Beyond the information visualization community (e.g. [12, 13, 16]), prior work in
visualization literacy spans communities such as intelligent tutoring systems [3] and
K12 education [2, 14, 21]. The background discussed here covers work from these
areas, in particular focusing on developments in visualization literacy that may relate
to research targeting visualization biases.
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7.2.1 Measuring Data Visualization Literacy and
Quantifying Its Impact on Performance
Recent work in data visualization literacy has focused on the accurate assessment and
representation of visualization proficiency. These measures are often accompanied
by studies which illustrate the impact of high or low visualization literacy on tasks
involving data visualizations.
Boy et al. [4] introduce a principled methodology for constructing assessment
tests. Their methodology provides a blueprint for designers to devise comprehensive,
scalable and rapidly deployable literacy assessment tests. They demonstrate the use
of those rules in a user study containing four tests: two for line graphs and one each
for bar charts and scatterplots. Having validated the predictive quality of this test,
their work may be used by visualization researchers to add a literacy assessment
component to their studies quickly and with little cost.
Lee et al. [16] propose the Visualization Literacy Assessment Test (VLAT), which
leverages a six-step iterative process from Psychological and Educational Management research [6] alongside input from visualization experts to assign a numerical
score of visualization literacy, with a specific focus on distinguishing expert visualization users from novices. An important consideration in their design was the range
of possible tasks. Given a scatterplot, for example, participants are asked questions
not only about individual points but also comparisons between points and trends.
The VLAT’s use of a range of visualization tasks helps it gauge a broad spectrum of
participants’ abilities with visualization. In a crowdsourced study, participants took
the VLAT and then attempted a few questions about an unfamiliar data visualization,
a Parallel Coordinates Plot (PCP). The results of this study indicated that participants
who score high on the VLAT were more likely to perform well with a visualization
unfamiliar to them.
Tests that assess visualization literacy may help designers gain an idea of how their
target audience’s proficiency aligns with their own, which can lead to more effective
visualization designs. Additionally, researchers can readily add these tests to their on
visualization experiments, with relatively little cost in terms of participant effort or
analysis time. Future research surrounding the assessment of visualization literacy
may continue to cover more visualization tasks and contexts, given that everyday
people are viewing visualizations at a greater rate than ever before.

7.2.2 Novices, Experts and Visualization Use
Several studies have examined the thought process behind novices’ interpretation
and creation of data visualizations. Such studies aim to develop models to capture
thought process to help visualization creators in their design process. While the
studies reported here focus on novices and visualization use or construction, they
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also highlight potential biases that users face when having little experience with a
visualization type or task.
Lee et al. [15] capture the novice thought process with the NOVIS model, which
details five steps in which novices read data visualizations including encountering
the visualization, constructing a frame, exploring the visualization, questioning the
frame and floundering on the visualization. To develop NOVIS, they asked participants (college students) questions about three unfamiliar visualizations (parallel
coordinates, chord diagrams and treemaps), followed by asking them to verbalize
their approach as they navigated through the charts. Students’ comments were then
used to infer and generalize five stages of how novices approach unfamiliar charts.
Beyond visualization use and interaction, research has also focused on how
novices create visualizations. A study from Grammel et al. [12] aimed to investigate the barriers that novices face when creating visualizations. In a user study,
participants were asked to generate data visualizations through a mediator using
Tableau and to verbalize their thoughts while generating the visualizations. Novices
were reportedly unable to consistently specify visualizations and indicated that their
preferences were influenced by their experience with prior data visualization types.
The results of this think-aloud data gathering led to the proposal of three main barriers
to visualization creation: selection, visual mapping and interpretation.
The education community has also studied how novices read charts. A study from
Baker et al. [2] examined how K12 students interpreted and generated data visualizations. They presented middle school students with exercises to generate histograms,
scatterplots and stem-and-leaf plots, capturing their design and construction process.
Students reported little experience with these particular plots, but had considerably
more experience with bar charts as a result of their schools’ curriculum. The study
found that the generation, interpretation and selection of the new visualizations were
heavily influenced by the transfer of prior experience of bar charts. The researchers
demonstrate that this bias may have been dependent upon surface similarities between
bar charts and the other charts.
Kwon et al. [13] studied how effective different tutorial techniques are for teaching
visualization skills. With the goal of having participants become proficient with
parallel coordinates plots, they constructed multiple tutorials; a baseline condition
contained no tutorial. A static tutorial included descriptions of parallel coordinates
plots along with screenshots and a video tutorial showed participants how to navigate
a PCP. Finally, an interactive tutorial allowed users to draw parallel coordinates,
enter values and interact with the chart they made. It also gave users a list of tasks to
complete, providing feedback when the users were unable to correctly finish a task.
The results of a user study found that participants who saw the video and interactive
tutorials fared better than the baseline and static tutorials. This study suggests that
skill with a visualization can be learned and learned relatively quickly with proper
training methods.
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7.2.3 Biases and Data Visualization
People are prone to many types of biases when using data visualizations. Biases that
manifest in data visualizations can impact a person’s performance with visualization and possibly lead to errors in decision-making tasks related to the underlying
data. This growing research area focusing on biases in visualization has investigated areas such as the mitigation of biases [8], assessing the impact and prevalence
of specific biases [10] and developing approaches to analyze biases in visualizations [20]. Results from studies on bias in data visualizations can improve the ways
in which visualizations are designed, benefiting the visualization community at large
by enabling guidelines for less error-prone transfer of information.

7.3 Individual Differences and Bias: Guiding Results
and Organizational Frameworks
Taken together, the threads of research in data visualization literacy and visualization
biases have several parallels. Studies in data visualization literacy have uncovered
biases that manifest through unfamiliarity with a visualization, for example, which
may not happen when experts use the same visualizations. Beyond these threads,
research in cognitive psychology has focused on the systematic study of the relationship between biases and individual differences. From the visualization perspective,
Peck et al. discusses some possible implications of linking individual differences
with factors such as experience and bias [17]. Here we highlight some of the extant
research in biases and individual differences, focusing on results and organizational
frameworks which may inform future studies in visualization literacy and bias.
In a series of experiments, Stanovich and West [18] studied the relationship
between measures of cognitive ability and known biases. For cognitive ability, they
adopted the SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test) scores of their participants, who were
primarily students. They used established bias experiments, including studies on
base-rate neglect, anchoring effects, outcome bias. The results of their experiments
indicated that some of these were uncorrelated with participants’ cognitive ability. Others, however, did show an effect. To reconcile this difference and provide
guidance for future experiments, Stanovich and West propose a “mindware” organizational framework which illustrates the ways in which ability may or may not
impact performance in bias-prone tasks. This framework is shown in Fig. 7.1.1 Their
overall conclusion was that a person with high cognitive ability may be more able to
take extra measures to prevent bias-induced errors if they are informed beforehand
that the task they are about to perform involves a particular type of bias.
We know from extant research that viewing visualizations may result in many
sorts of biases, but are all people equally susceptible? Stanovich and West [18] offer
1 This

image is a recreation of the framework in Stanovich et al. [18].
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Fig. 7.1 Stanovich and West propose an organizational framework for reasoning about when individual differences may play a role in a person’s ability to mitigate biases [18]. Given known effects
of experience, ability, and bias, we propose that similar measures be adopted and used in the study
of biases that occur in visualization use

examples of how long-term exposure and training with statistics and probabilities
may equip people with mindware that allows altering-responses to be triggered, also
known as a bias inhibiting response. As the visualization community continues to
quantify the impact and ways of measuring visualization literacy, it is possible that
long-term exposure to visualizations and deliberate practice with visualizations may
result in people developing bias inhibiting responses for biases that occur when
viewing data visualizations.
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7.4 Linking Data Visualization Literacy to Existing Studies
of Visualization and Biases
Given evidence from prior work that individual differences in visualization literacy
can impact people’s performance with data visualizations, that individual differences
can play a role in the impact of biases and an organizational framework for thinking
about this interplay [18], we now consider how results and methods from data visualization literacy research could be integrated into existing studies of visualization
and biases.
T HE AVAILABILITY B IAS: Dimara et al. [9] examined the availability bias and
how it may manifest in visualization. They present a political voting decision as an
example of a process that can fall prey to the availability bias. To mitigate the bias in
this situation, they propose three ways in which data visualizations can help, focusing on how visualizations can aid recall to remove biases, and how heuristic inspired
visualizations may be able to strike a balance between simplicity and accuracy to
aid visualization users in avoiding biases. Following these mitigation strategies, they
suggest that imperfections in visualizations can be tolerated if they increase understanding, a sentiment echoed by Correll and Gleicher [7]. What is less understood,
however, is how factors like imprecise representations and complexity are related
to variations in user ability. To give a concrete example, a complex visualization
that mitigates the availability bias in the hands of an expert may be fine, but studies
from Kwon et al. [13] note that novices enter many distinct stages when learning
a new visualization. Thus, the populations used when testing visualization mitigation strategies should be taken into account, to ensure validated mitigation strategies
perform as expected with potential end-users (Fig. 7.2).
T HE ATTRACTION B IAS: In another study, Dimara et al. [10] examined the
prevalence of the attraction bias in data visualizations using scatterplots and a table,
as the control. The viewers were given a choice of two options, with an inferior

Fig. 7.2 (Left) Dimara et al. establish the attraction bias in visualizations such as scatterplots,
where a decoy point can systematically bias participant choice. (Right) While their study includes
measures of education and other individual differences, measures of cognitive ability have been
shown to play a role in biases. Newly developed visualization ability assessments [4, 16] may add
informative dimensions to bias studies such as these
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Fig. 7.3 (Left) Dragicevic et al. [11] propose visualizations like PlanningLines [1] (alternate
implementation shown) as a means for mitigating the planning fallacy. (Right) However, Lee et
al. found that the efficacy of more complex visualizations (such as parallel coordinate plots), are
significantly modulated by visualization literacy scores [16], suggesting that the use of more complex
visualizations may lead to additional performance costs

(and irrelevant) third choice, placed close to one of the others. The results indicated
that data visualizations are also prone to this bias, causing people to make errors in
judgment.
These study could benefit by adding literacy measures as a factor, especially as
this study had participants of varying backgrounds and a literacy assessment test,
such as those proposed by Boy et al. [4] or Lee et al. [16] could potentially uncover
additional signals in the data. A numerical score of literacy could readily be factored
into a correlation calculation and such an analysis may identify subpopulations that
are more or less susceptible to attraction biases, or establish the robustness of the
bias across varying backgrounds. A correlation between visualization literacy and
biases may help designers create more effective visualizations for subpopulations
that vary in literacy levels. Furthermore, frameworks for reasoning about individual
differences and biases (e.g. Fig. 7.1) could be used in discussions to reason about
whether mitigation strategies are possible for a given bias.
T HE P LANNING FALLACY: In contrast to examining biases that manifest
through visualization use, Dragicevic et al. [11] proposed using data visualizations
to mitigate the planning fallacy, a common bias which occurs when people make
time-lines for projects. They propose 4 ways in which visualizations may help prevent the planning fallacy. Namely, by providing, increased awareness of obstacles,
self-logging of durations and predictions, tools for supporting group predictions, and
social networking tools. Their discussion moves beyond individuals and into teams,
as team projects may be more susceptible to planning fallacies, given that team
members are often unaware of the each other’s schedules and skills. As a possible
mitigating visualization meeting some of these criteria, they describe Aigner et al.’s
PlanningLines [1] (shown in Fig. 7.3).2
The interplay between complex visualizations and visualization literacy could
apply in this case. Specifically, Lee et al. [16] showed in their study evaluating the
Visualization Literacy Assessment Test (VLAT) that high scores were positively associated with peoples’ ability to navigate unfamiliar visualizations. While the VLAT
2 PCP

source: https://bl.ocks.org/jasondavies/1341281.
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study focused on PCPs, the proposed PlanningLines visualization uses a variety of
visual encodings - glyphs, links, overlapping bars for uncertainty, etc., which could
imply that experience or training are necessary to achieve the goal of mitigating the
planning fallacy. PlanningLines is an unfamiliar visualization and may cause issues
for novices in a group who misinterpret it. Further, as the tool is proposed to be used
in teams, it is unknown how individual differences such as visualization literacy will
manifest when people with different abilities are modifying and interpreting the same
visualizations.

7.4.1 Reversal: Augmenting Data Visualization Literacy
Research with Biases
So far, we have discussed how incorporating literacy as a factor in studies concerned with biases in visualizations may lead to deeper or different conclusions.
However, we also note that the ongoing development of visualization literacy assessment approaches can be informed by research in visualizations and biases. Broadly
speaking, visualization literacy is a measure of the ability to accurately perform basic
chart reading tasks, which may be compromised due to biases. Specifically, if it can
be shown that certain biases that manifest in visualizations can be inhibited through
experience and training, assessment questions that include such bias-prone tasks may
prove useful in discriminating between novice and experienced users.

7.5 Conclusion
The aim of this position chapter is to make a case that research in data visualization
literacy and biases in visualization are two parallel threads that, when merged, may
reveal new insights about one another. In making this case, we draw on work from
cognitive psychology that has established that individual differences and biases are
often (though not always) related, and discuss one of the resulting organizational
frameworks in relation to thinking about the conditions under which visualization
biases might be mitigated. We revisit several studies on visualizations and biases and
tie them to extant works in data visualization literacy. As these related areas continue
to grow, mutual consideration may prove beneficial in furthering our understanding
of visualization analysis and design.
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Chapter 8

The Biases of Thinking Fast
and Thinking Slow
Dirk Streeb, Min Chen and Daniel A. Keim

8.1 Introduction
Daniel Kahneman’s “Thinking, Fast and Slow” [8] is a best-selling book about the
biases of human intuition. The book provides an insightful and enjoyable omnibus
tour of human mind in decision-making, drawing from empirical findings in a wide
range of research publications in cognitive sciences and especially from the research
activities of the author, Amos Tversky, and their colleagues and students. As one of
the most popular non-fiction books in this decade, it has generated a profound impact
on politics, business, healthcare, and many scientific and scholarly fields.
In “Thinking, Fast and Slow”, Kahneman describes two systems of decisionmaking. “System 1 operates automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no
sense of voluntary control. System 2 allocates attention to the effortful mental activities that demand it, including complex computations.” [8, p. 20]. A major contribution of Kahneman’s scientific work was to point out numerous differences between
prescriptions of normative theory and observed human behaviors. The book highlights more than twenty types of such differences as weaknesses of System 1 thinking,
e.g. priming effect (§4), overestimating and overweighting rare events (§30), inference without statistics (§10, §16) or algorithms (§21). As many decisions made by
System 2 may feature some shortcomings as well, Kahneman attributes these to
System 2 being busy, depleted or lazy (§3).
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In the book, Kahneman champions statistics and algorithms (e.g. §16, §21). This
view is often used as a supporting evidence for minimizing humans’ role in data
intelligence. From the perspective of visual analytics, which advocates the integration
of machine-centric processes (i.e. statistics, algorithms and machine learning) with
human-centric processes (i.e. visualization and interaction), the book appears to lean
heavily towards machine-centric processes.
The labeling of Kahneman’s two systems is meant to be a characterization rather
than a panacea [20]. Similar dichotomies can be found in other psychological literature (cf. [10]). There are also suggestions for one-system or k-system models (e.g.
[10]). In this paper, we follow the two-system discourse by considering two types
of human-centric processes: (A) intuition-based decision-making and (B) analysisbased decision-making using, e.g. logical, statistical, rule-based and procedural reasoning. Later in Sect. 8.4, we add two additional types involving machine-centric
processes: (C) fully automated decision-making using only machine-centric processes, and (D) visual analytics where machine- and human-centric processes are
integrated together for decision-making.
In the remainder of this chapter, we first summarize the scholarly discourse on
heuristics and biases in the literature (Sect. 8.2). We then examine three case studies
in Kahneman’s “Thinking, Fast and Slow” [8], pointing out the potential biases
that Kahneman may have unwittingly introduced (Sect. 8.3). Finally we provide an
alternative interpretation to the empirical findings in the book, making a case that
the visual analytics paradigm remains to be a necessary approach to many complex
decision processes (Sect. 8.4).

8.2 Heuristics and Biases
In statistics, bias has a relatively clear definition, i.e. the expected value of a procedure
A used for fitting or predicting a random variable B is not equal to the expected value
of B. On the other hand, the notion of bias as used in the context of human decisionmaking is much looser. Here, bias describes the deviation of human decision-making
from some option an experiment designer considers as being optimal. Thereby, bias
is attributed a clearly negative meaning, which is not as prominent in statistics, where
usually other measures are minimized, such as mean squared error.
In psychology and decision sciences, heuristics are commonly considered as decision strategies that enable fast and frugal judgments by ignoring some of the available
information, typically under the conditions of limited time and information [6]. This
notion characterizes the Type (A) human-centric processes. One earlier and different notion of heuristic is that they are useful strategies to cope with problems that
are intractable using exact computation such as playing chess [18]. This implies the
Type (B) human-centric processes, and corresponds to some machine-centric processes such as the concept of heuristic algorithms in computer science. Regardless
of which notion, psychologists all agree that heuristics may lead to biases, resulting
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in various types of errors in judgments and decisions [8]. Hence heuristics and biases
are the two sides of the same coin.
The research and discourse on heuristics and biases has attracted much attention
in the literature. Fiedler and von Sydow [5] provide an overview of the research
in psychology since Tversky and Kahneman’s 1974 paper [21]. There are papers
that focus on specific examples in Kahneman’s book [8], such as on the hot-hand
fallacy [7, 13], the priming effect [24] and experiment reproducibility [9, 14, 17, 22].
Here we examine the sources of biases from a probabilistic perspective. As illustrated in Fig. 8.1, let us consider a domain of entities (e.g. objects, phenomena,
or events) that is referred to as the global domain. Any systematic sampling of this
domain is usually limited to a pre-defined set of variables. To maintain the statistical
validity of the sampling process, the required sample size is exponentially related to
the number of variables, which is understandably kept low in most situations. Meanwhile, an individual most likely encounters some of these entities in a sub-domain
(referred to as a local domain). The observations made in these encounters typically include more variables (as illustrated by 3-D features and shape variations in
Fig. 8.1) than what a systematic sampling may cover. To process a sequence of input
data, Type (A) human-centric processes rely on the experience built on accumulated
information about the local domain, while Type (B) human-centric processes rely on
the summary resulting from systematic sampling in the global domain. In addition,
both will make use of some a priori knowledge, though the two will likely utilize or
focus on different forms of knowledge.
Many shortcomings of human heuristics highlighted by Kahneman [8] represent
attempts of using experience about a local domain to make a decision about an input
from the global domain. In such situations, it is often reasonable to think that using
the global statistics would be more appropriate. However, if a decision is to be made
about an input that is known to be in a local domain and features more variables than
those covered by the global sampling, using the experience accumulated in this local
domain could be more appropriate than blindly using the global statistics.
Both Kahneman [8, p. 222] and Gigerenzer [6, p. 4] point out that more information
is not necessarily the key to better decisions. Instead, it is essential to choose the
more appropriate global and/or local information in a given situation. In the next
section we use some of Kahneman’s examples to illustrate that biases can result
from inappropriate use of global or local information.

8.3 Case studies
We appreciate that most of the case studies in Kahneman’s book [8] are used to illustrate the biases of human intuition, and the absolute necessity for anyone working in
data science and decision science to be aware of the limits posed on decision-making
processes. We find that most of his case studies are well designed and presented. Here
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we only show three case studies that feature biases unaccounted for in the book. We
flag these cases to illustrate that the sources of biases may come from both sampling
domains as shown in Fig. 8.1. One should not read the discourse on these case studies
as an argument against the main thesis of Kahneman’s book.

8.3.1 Causes Trump Statistics
In §16 Causes Trump Statistics, Kahneman describes the following synthetic scenario:
“A cab was involved in a hit-and-run accident at night. Two cab companies, the Green and
the Blue, operate in the city. You are given the following data: • 85% of the cabs in the city
are Green and 15% are Blue. • A witness identified the cab as Blue. The court tested the
liability of the witness under the circumstances that existed on the night of the accident and
concluded that the witness correctly identified each one of the two colors 80% of the time
and failed 20% of the time.” [8, p. 166, ch. 16]

Using Bayesian inference, Kahneman concludes that the probability of the guilty cab
being Blue is 41%, though most people would instinctively ignore the base-rate of
15% and go with the witness for 80%. This example is meant to illustrate a failure
of human reasoning.
It is necessary to notice the difference between the sampling domains involved.
The overall statistics of cabs in the city are likely to be compiled in the domain of
the whole city for all day and night. However, the incident happened in a particular
area in the city and at a night. There is no reason to ascertain that the global statistics
would be the same as the local statistics. This is of the same logic that the local sample
cannot simply be assumed to be representative of the global population. Meanwhile,
the court is likely to test the reliability of the witness indoors using two-dimensional
photos. This sampling domain is different from the outdoor environment where the
witness observed a real three-dimensional car. In addition, when one watches a real
world event unfolding, one observes many variables, such as the color and shape of
the cab and the telephone number and the font in which it is written on the cab. As
memorization and recall involve an abstraction process, naturally one may use “Blue”
as a cue for the memory representation. Hence, the witness is likely to remember
more than just a color. Those additional variables are not part of the uni-variate global
statistics about cab colors.
While it is reasonable to suggest that the global statistics about cabs should be
considered at court, it is necessary to examine if it is possible for the local statistics to
deviate from the global statistics. It is inappropriate to apply the indoor testing results
(as in one local domain) to an outdoor scenario (a different local domain) without any
moderation. Therefore, it is unsafe to simply combine the two pieces of statistics using
Bayes’ rule, and to conclude that the witness is likely to be wrong. Indeed, those people who trusted the witness may have taken the factors of sampling domain and additional variables into account. As a result this example is not necessary a case of “biases
trump powerful statistics” but a case of “humans’ heuristics trump biased statistics”.
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The potential deviation of statistical measures of a local sample from those of
a global sample created by amalgamating many local samples is understood by
statisticians. The well-known Simpson’s paradox is such an example in a manifest form [16, 19, 23]. There are many similar real-world examples, one of which
is a report by Bickel et al. on sex bias in university admission [2]. Furthermore,
Birnbaum [3] points out that a normative analysis following Kahneman is incomplete due to its ignorance to signal detection theory and judgement theory. Krynski
and Tenenbaum [11] argue that the problem features a high false-positive rate and a
lack of a causal structure. In a later work [12], they highlight the overlooked value of
humans’ “causal knowledge in real-world judgment under uncertainty” [15]. While
there are also papers (e.g. [1]) that support Kahneman’s conclusion that Bayesian
inference is superior to humans’ intuition, they are all based on the crucial but subjective assumptions that the problem did not feature a partial Simpson’s paradox and
the witness did not observe extra information in addition to colors.
Taking all these points together, we can observe that while the case study was presented as an illustration of humans’ bias in decision-making, its Bayesian inference
also features biased assumptions. Were these biased assumptions properly taken into
consideration, the conclusion could be very different.
Relevance to Visualization. Interactive visualization typically provides indispensable support to spatiotemporal data analysis. It is usually difficult to capture all
necessary variables that describe the characteristics of each location and each path
between two locations. Any statistical aggregation across many locations and routes
can thus be very sensible to uncaptured confounding variables. Visualization stimulates human analysts’ knowledge about these uncaptured variables, while interaction
allows analysts to explore different spatial regions and temporal ranges of the data
according to both global statistics as well as local characteristics.

8.3.2 Tom W’s Specialty
In the book, Kahneman presents another case study in favor of a base-rate (i.e. a
piece of global statistics).
“Tom W is a graduate student at the main university in your state. Please rate the following
nine fields of graduate specialization in order of the likelihood that Tom W is now a student
in each of these fields. […] • business administration • computer science […] • social science
and social work” [8, p. 146, ch. 14]

Kahneman further describes a personality sketch of Tom W. He then states that the
variables featured in the personality sketch (e.g. nerdiness, attention to details, sci-fi
type, etc.) are irrelevant to the question, and only the base-rate of enrollments in
these subjects provides the solution.
Most of us agree that for Tom W to choose a subject to study is a complicated
decision process. This may depend on many variables, including some captured in
his personality sketch, as well as many others unknown to readers. As illustrated
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Fig. 8.1 The two types of human-centric processes typically correspond to the information acquired
from, and knowledge related to, two sampling domains

in Fig. 8.1, the base-rate is a piece of global statistics based on the variable of
enrollment outcomes, while the personality sketch define a local sampling domain
for those fitting the sketch. Ideally one would also wish to have other global statistics,
such as enrollment outcomes according to some twenty variables mentioned in his
personality sketch (e.g. gender, intelligence, creativity, nerdiness, attention to details,
writing skills and so on), since many of these are confounding variables that influence
the base-rate.
Understandably, most organizations do not have all these global statistics or feel
inappropriate to disclose them. Nevertheless, using only the base-rate of one variable to infer a clearly multi-variate decision will introduce a huge amount of bias
against the conditional probability constrained by the local sampling domain. Such
bias is alarmingly dangerous, for instance, by imagining that personality sketches
were ignored in criminal investigation, business management, and the media and
entertainment industries. In practice, the lack of comprehensive global statistics and
the biases of uni-variate approximation of a multi-variate problem is usually compensated by human heuristics that have captured some multi-variate information of
a local sampling domain.
Notably, Kahneman himself points out that the probability of Tom W’s subject is
complex. “Logicians and statisticians disagree about its meaning, and some would
say it has no meaning at all.” [8, p. 150, ch. 14].
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Let “Tom studies a ∈ X ” be a truth statement, where X is a variable of subjects and
a is one particular subject. The probability function P(X | Tom) is an approximation
of this truth statement. Since a personality sketch is used to describe a set of variables
of a person, V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn , P(X | V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn ) is a further approximation. While
ignoring the base-rate P(X ) is clearly a naive bias, ignoring the impact of variables
V1 , V2 , . . . , Vn is also a dangerous bias. For example, it is well known that, nowadays,
women are overrepresented in psychology and underrepresented in computer science.
Only by considering that Tom is male, can one correct the bias of the global sample
towards psychology and away from computer science. Thus, in contrast to Kahneman,
we consider P(X | Tom) to be the best approximation of the truth statement, not
P(X ).
Relevance to Visualization. Multivariate data visualization techniques, such as
parallel coordinates plots and glyph-based visual encoding, enable human users to
observe many variables simultaneously. These techniques complement major statistical measures (e.g. base-rate) by preventing any complex decision process (e.g.
ranking countries’ healthcare quality) from simply depending on the base-rate of one
variable (e.g. mortality rate).

8.3.3 The 3-D Heuristic
Let us consider a visual case study that Kahneman discussed in the early part of the
book. After presenting a Ponzo illusion similar to Fig. 8.2a, Kahneman asks:
“As printed on the page, is the figure on the right larger than the figure on the left?” [8, p. 100,
ch. 9]

Fig. 8.2 a An illusion redrawn based on one presented by Kahneman [8, p. 100, ch. 9], b examples
of the global domain, c The illusion example a with additional information, associating the three
figures with a 2D plane
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Kahneman considers that the question is not misleading. “The bias associated with
the heuristic is that objects that appear to be more distant also appear to be larger on
the page.” [8, p. 101]
We do agree that the Ponzo illusion demonstrates a bias in human perception.
However, such bias does not in any way suggest that the humans’ 3-D heuristic is
ineffective. The humans’ 3-D heuristic, in fact, is a form of reasoning using a baserate, which is obtained by observing a huge number of instances in global sampling
as illustrated in Fig. 8.2b. Illusions are outlier events, most of which were created
purposely to illustrate the existence of instances contradicting the perception based
on the base-rate.
In many cases, biases due to global statistics occur in machine-centric processes.
In this case study, the base-rate biases occur in a human-centric process. Instead of
considering this is a misdirected application of global statistics to a very specialized
local domain, Kahneman somehow attributes the problem to human heuristics in
general.
When applying global statistics to a local sampling domain, biases can often be
alleviated by introducing additional variables that humans can reason with. In Kahneman’s question, the phrase “As printed on the page” is designed to be misleading
in order to maximize the illusion. Hence, the variable about whether the three figures are meant to be measured in their 2-D projections or the perceived 3-D reality is
stated ambiguously. If the requirement of 2-D projections was clearly defined, e.g. as
2-D stickers on a piece of glass as illustrated in Fig. 8.2c, the illusion would become
much less effective.
Relevance to Visualization. Gestalt grouping, which is a major cause of illusion,
holds an important key to the power of visualization. If the human vision system was
not equipped with Gestalt grouping, our ability to spot patterns, clusters, anomalies
and changes in visualizations would be significantly degraded. But, it is a prerequisite for Gestalt grouping that humans read beyond the data provided by their eyes.
Visualization designers should not worry about the existence of false readings, instead, they should reckon how large negative effects might be and how difficult it is
to become conscious about them.

8.4 Implications for Visualization and Visual Analytics
The discourse in Sects. 8.2 and 8.3 shows that both types of human-centric processes,
namely (A) human heuristic and (B) structured reasoning using logic, statistics, rules,
and procedures, can lead to biases. If a local domain has the same variables and
statistics as the global domain, i.e. being representative, both types of processes
will likely function well in both domains. When they have different variables and
statistics, for humans to perform decision-making tasks in the global domain will
lead to biases if there is not enough context knowledge to build a bridge. Similarly,
decision-making based on global statistics in a local domain can lead to biases if it
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does not encapsulate the variations and variables necessary for sound decisions in
the local domain [4]. Hence, both approaches may suffer from biases.
A common desire is to replace both human-centric processes by (C) a fully automated decision system, which is equipped with many types of global statistics, logic,
rules and algorithms. Kahneman’s book [8] naturally inspires such an approach. The
main challenges for such machine-centric processes to be effective are (i) the difficulty to collect enough data, in every local domain, to know if its sample features
the same statistical measures as the global sample, (ii) the difficulty to sample a
variety of variables as humans would observe in a real-world environment, and (iii)
the difficulty in determining what variables should be used in a decision process,
dynamically, according to contextual conditions. With rapidly increasing capabilities of data collection, some machine-centric processes will become more effective
decision tools in individual local domains at an acceptable level of biases. However,
we must beware of these biases due to global statistics and missing variables in global
sampling.
For almost all complex decisions, the most appropriate approach is (D), namely,
to support human-centric processes with machine-centric processes and vice versa.
Following this approach, the two types of human-centric processes (A) and (B)
are combined with machine-centric processes based on statistics, logic, rules and
algorithms. But unlike (C), (D) does not intend to fully replace (A) and (B). Instead,
(D) uses computers’ extensive memory capacity and fast computation capability to
assist humans and relieve (A) and (B) from computationally intense tasks. One most
effective form of such help is visualization, which enables humans to observe a
vast amount of raw data, statistics, analytical results, and computed predictions and
recommendations, in a rapid fashion.
Meanwhile, the human in the loop of (D) is aware of its limitation in gathering
all necessary variables and data for a decision, and its inability to judge whether it is
biased towards local statistics. (D) allows human-centric processes to override automated decision recommendations. This is indeed the role of Interaction for humans
to add their information and knowledge to decision processes.
(D) is what the field of visual analytics has been advocating. With (D) or Visual
Analytics, semi-automated analyses (including statistics, logic, rules and algorithms)
provide human analysts with (i) numerically aggregated information based on large
volumes of data, that humans themselves cannot store, (ii) consistent and rapid application of logic, rules, and algorithms, which humans cannot match in speed and
consistency, (iii) visual representations of a variety of information, that humans cannot easily imagine in their minds, and (iv) systematically sequenced interactions,
which help structure the operational workflow. At the same time, this allows human analysts to inform (D) about information related to the tasks at hand and local
variables known only to analysts as well as to guide (D) to process and display information that is most relevant to tasks and local contexts, alleviating the biases of
global statistics and the logic, rules, and algorithms designed for common scenarios.
In summary, the studies of heuristics and biases in psychology have provided
a rich collection of empirical evidence that enables us to appreciate the benefit of
heuristics and the common existence of biases. We examine the sources of biases
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from a probabilistic perspective, revealing that the fundamental cause is the difference
between the two sampling domains, i.e. the domain that human heuristics are based
on or statistical samples are obtained from, and the domain heuristics and statistics
are applied to for decision-making. Biases can be caused by both heuristics and
statistics, or in general, by the information and knowledge related to both sampling
domains as shown in Fig. 8.1. All this points to the conclusion that visual analytics,
or (D), is the most sensible approach to complex decision-making.
Acknowledgements Part of this work was funded by the German federal state’s Initiative of Excellence via the Graduate School of Decision Sciences at the University of Konstanz.
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Part III

Mitigation Strategies

Chapter 9

Experimentally Evaluating
Bias-Reducing Visual Analytics
Techniques in Intelligence Analysis
Donald R. Kretz

Whether we say that the biases are ‘irrational’ is of no
consequence. If we can help people make better judgments, that
is a good thing. Jonathan Baron [1].

9.1 Introduction
Errors in judgment in the national security domain can have disastrous consequences
for entire regions of the world, perhaps even leading to wars between nations based
on erroneous information. In a series of U.S. Government studies and reports since
2001, cognitive biases were identified as a major cause of analytic pathologies in the
U.S. Intelligence Community [2–7]. Research shows that even trained, experienced
and deeply committed personnel sometimes err in judgment as a result of cognitive
heuristics. Despite this knowledge, there is still no “cookbook” of rigorously tested
techniques to avoid judgment biases when solving complex, uncertain and ambiguous
intelligence problems. For this reason, cognitive bias mitigation has become a focus
of attention. There is still a need for experimentally validated debiasing techniques
that can be incorporated into analytic tradecraft so that foreseeable thinking errors
can be avoided. This chapter presents a brief discussion of the intelligence analysis
process and a short history of cognitive bias mitigation in this highly specialized
profession.
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Developing effective debiasing techniques requires addressing a number of daunting challenges. While intuitively appealing, the ability to construct suitable methods
to test behavior under actual work conditions is often limited. As often happens in
research, the generalizability of findings from laboratory settings to work environments is a serious limitation. Although final judgments and conclusions are usually
highly visible, decision processes are latent and cognitive errors can only be inferred
from work artifacts or through self-described thought processes. Despite these challenges, a handful of researchers have performed investigations of a small number of
debiasing techniques under rigorous testing conditions. Those studies are described
later in this chapter, followed by a reference framework for studying bias mitigation
techniques under experimental conditions.

9.2 Basics of Intelligence Analysis
Intelligence analysis is a complex process that requires substantial training and
deeply honed expertise.1 Intelligence analysts must solve complex problems involving incomplete and ambiguous data and must often do so under tremendous time
pressure. Beyond the simple reporting of facts, analysts must draw conclusions, construct explanations and make predictions. To perform effectively, an analyst must
apply techniques learned from professional training; simultaneously perform deductive, inductive and abductive reasoning; and integrate previously-acquired subject
matter knowledge. At the same time, they must constantly assess the veracity of
sources, the relevance of new information and the accuracy of prior analyses. A
number of external factors combine to complicate the analytic process. Analyses are
often highly perishable; a decision maker’s window of opportunity may be extremely
narrow. Adding further pressure to the process, the amount of time allocated to a particular analytic task is sometimes determined by a policy requirement or managerial
deadline rather than by the nature or complexity of the problem being examined.
Senior policy makers, military commanders and the public at large depend on the
judgments made by intelligence organizations—and count on them being based on
the best analysis of all available information, objective and bias-free.

9.2.1 Intelligence as a Cognitive Process
Studies performed during the 1970s at the U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences determined that intelligence analysis was an amalgamation of cognitive functions and concluded that any attempts to understand or
1 For detailed material describing the intelligence analysis profession and its analytic tradecraft and

methods, the reader is directed to the works of Heuer, Heuer and Pherson, Clark, and the Center for
the Study of Intelligence.
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improve analysis must be based on a detailed cognitive understanding of analysts’
methods and thought processes. These reports, however, received little attention at
the time they were published. It was only decades later that intelligence professionals began to describe analysis as a “cognitive process.” Rob Johnston, formerly with
the CIA’s Center for the Study of Intelligence, referred to intelligence analysis as
“the application of individual and collective cognitive methods to weigh data and test
hypotheses in a secret socio-cultural context” [4, p. 4]. Former NSA Technical Director David Moore described how intelligence assessments require “the core cognitive
skills of critical thinking: interpretation, analysis, evaluation, inference, explanation
and self-regulation” [5, p. 59].
Currently, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management officially describes intelligence research and analysis as a continuous process of evaluating information collected from a variety of sources, drawing inferences from its analysis and interpreting
those inferences in the context of national security policy [8].

9.2.2 Assessing Analytic Quality
Because intelligence analysis is not an exact science, judgment or decision quality
is a difficult metric to measure. In fact, more has been written about what not to
measure, or how to assess failure in hindsight, than what constitutes a reasonable
measure of analytic quality [9]. Often, the value of an intelligence product is considered from the point of view of the consumer. Policy guidelines prescribe vague
standards in terms of timeliness, availability and usability—all extrinsic attributes
that evaluate intelligence based on how well the reports are received by decision
makers. In addition, both the Department of Defense2 and the Office of the Director
of National Intelligence3 justifiably include accuracy and rationality criteria in their
quality standards. Further guidance requires analysts to “identify and explain the
strengths and weaknesses of alternative hypotheses, viewpoints, or outcomes in light
of both available information and information gaps” (pp. 3–4).
Analysis in this domain is heavily impacted by uncertainty and an analyst rarely, if
ever, gets a complete picture of what is actually happening. As such, most judgments
result from a combination of observations, assumptions and inferences at the time
of the analysis. Situations can change rapidly and dramatically, and problems are of
a non-deterministic nature—i.e. analysts must consider multiple plausible futures.
2 The DoD policy states that “intelligence must be factually correct, relay the situation as it actually

exists, and provide an understanding of the operational environment based on the rational judgment
of available information” [10].
3 ODNI standards require that analysis “accurately characterize the information in the underlying
sources and explain which information proved key to analytic judgments and why” and take into
account such “factors significantly affecting the weighting that the analysis gives to available,
relevant information, such as denial and deception, source access, source motivations and bias,
or age and continued currency of information, or other factors affecting the quality and potential
reliability of the information” [11].
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Due to these and other factors, accuracy turns out to be a poor objective criterion for
assessing analytic quality.
The rationality criterion, on the other hand, offers greater potential as a quality
indicator. In applying this principle, two primary considerations are made: the quality
of the information analyzed and the thoroughness of the analytic process followed.
A number of information quality attributes are mentioned above, e.g. source credibility, information currency, the potential for deception, etc. Others may include
redundancy, diagnosticity and precision. The objective in the purposeful evaluation
of data quality attributes is to constrain the decision space to the data points necessary
for a sound judgment.
A rigorous analytic process, being necessary for high-quality analysis, is the second component of the rationality criterion. Here, tradecraft and methodology come
into play as the analyst must apply logical argumentation and point out the strengths
and weaknesses of alternative hypotheses, identify information gaps, identify less
probable but highly impactful outcomes, etc. [11]. The challenge is to make the entire
process transparent so as to facilitate a proper evaluation.

9.2.3 Judging “Correctness”
Many intelligence problems are judgmental in nature, meaning that they have no
objectively correct solution. The Intelligence Community has struggled with developing objective intrinsic quality measures that provide a reliable and consistent
mechanism for evaluating analytic judgments and how they are made. Accuracy
in intelligence products should be an obvious goal, but in practice, the implementation of a quality metric based on accuracy has not met with much success. Complete
objectivity in this discipline may be impossible to achieve and it seems that every
proposed quality assessment measure reveals some amount of inherent subjectivity.
However, by externalizing the analytic process—i.e. exposing the steps that an analyst follows and making judgments and decisions more transparent—the effects of
debiasing manipulations on the analytic process will become observable. Fortunately,
prior research on judgmental decision-making has established evaluation protocols
for use in experimental settings.
Judgment and decision-making research comparing individual to group performance on judgmental tasks frequently makes use of simulations or game-based tasks.
“Correctness,” or response quality, is determined by comparing subject performance
to that of domain experts. For example, Littlepage, Robison [12], Fiedler [13] and
others used a simulation game called Desert Survival, which situates subjects in the
desert following the crash of their small plane and requires them to salvage and rank
the items most important to their survival. Responses are scored according to an
answer key that was developed by survival experts.
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9.3 Impact of Heuristics and Biases on Intelligence Analysis
Tversky and Kahneman [14] provided the most widely adopted explanation for
reduced performance on cognitive decision tasks—the reliance on mental shortcuts,
or heuristics, in making judgments. Since then, decades of research have produced
scores of findings about dozens of different types of cognitive biases in human judgment and decision making.
A heuristic is a mental technique that allows an individual to reduce a complex
problem to a simpler one—basically, a form of abbreviated thinking. Heuristics,
in this view, can be thought of as deviations from rational or normative decision
processes. Although heuristics serve a functional need to preserve cognitive capacity
and are often beneficial, they can lead to systematic errors or biases when problems
are oversimplified [15]. By most accounts, errors generally result from the application
of heuristics rather than insufficient knowledge. Experts and novices exhibit similar
biases [16, 17] and biased judgment does not appear to be tied to cognitive ability
[18, 19].
Cognitive biases are believed to have a strong impact on analytic performance,
particularly when a situation calls for evaluating incomplete or uncertain information
or when analytic judgments must be made within severe time constraints [20]. Even
though professionals in fields such as medicine and law enforcement, are highly
trained, neither is immune to the effects of judgment bias. Determining what information is germane to an intelligence problem, weighting information appropriately
and thoroughly, and objectively evaluating all available evidence are critical steps in
intelligence analysis. Heuristics are widely applied during these activities and this
section will examine a few of the most common biases that may result and their
possible impact on analysis.
There are hundreds of labeled cognitive biases documented in the scientific literature on this topic [21]. Many of them, because they impact problem solving and
judgment making, are believed to influence the quality of intelligence products and
the analyst’s confidence in his or her accuracy. Despite decades of research on identifying and cataloging biases, relatively little work has been done to overcome the
negative effects they have on intelligence analysis. Section 9.4 describes the progress
to date on bias mitigation.

9.3.1 Confirmation Bias
Also referred to as “biased assimilation,” the confirmation bias is one of the earliest
documented and longest-studied sources of judgment error. Appearing in the prejudice literature of the 1950s and social behavior literature of the 1960s and 1970s,
confirmation bias is one of the strongest and most pervasive of all cognitive biases.
Simply put, confirmation bias is an information and memory search strategy driven
by prior beliefs. Information that confirms one’s prior beliefs is likely to be accepted
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at face value while disconfirmatory information is apt to be received with skepticism
or rejected outright [22]. Confirmation bias can sometimes result in premature closure; i.e. terminating the analysis or ending the search for relevant information too
early and forming a conclusion based on insufficient evidence.
A confirmation bias in an ambiguous intelligence problem can “compromise
objectivity through neglect of conflicting evidence and judgments not reflective of
the entire evidence spectrum” [23]. The effect can be exacerbated when an individual
becomes psychologically invested in a particular. Individuals impacted by this effect
exhibit biased recall and interpretation of favorable facts as well as biased judgments
influenced by unbalanced weighting of those facts. An important implication of the
confirmation bias is that once evidence has been processed and judged to be confirmatory or disconfirmatory, it continues to support the prior belief even when that
belief becomes subject to new disconfirmation or the original evidence itself is later
disconfirmed [24]. This is what Heuer [20, p. 124] refers to as the “persistence of
impressions based on discredited evidence”.

9.3.2 Illusory Correlation
Illusory correlation, as the name implies, is a systematic error in perceiving an
expected relationship between events, people, groups, behaviors, etc. when no such
relationship actually exists [25]. Heuer offers a more precise definition: “the extent
to which the intuitive perception of covariation deviates from the statistical measurement of covariation” [20, p. 140]. Social psychologists have studied illusory
correlation in the context of social stereotypes, attempting to pinpoint the origin of
the correlation by teasing apart factors such as memory effects, response bias and
information source. In the latter, the bias results from an early assessment of the
source of the information rather than the information itself [26].
Heuer offers several examples of assumptions that analysts and others often make,
but which are typically based on intuition rather than statistical analysis [20]. Correlations between worsening economic conditions and increased political opposition
support, or between military rule and the demise of democracy, may be accurate
in many cases but are usually unsupported by evidence and analysis. Other more
flagrant examples are the correlation of strange behaviors to full moons, college
dropouts to business successes, or acts of violence to particular ethnicities or faiths.

9.3.3 Absence of Evidence
As an old axiom states, “the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.” Because
key information is usually lacking in intelligence analysis, accurate judgments cannot
be made based only on consideration of available data. An analyst must be able to
recognize what relevant information is lacking and factor it into their judgment.
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Furthermore, the lack of key pieces of data should, normatively speaking, result in
lower confidence assessments and less extreme judgments.
Studies by Garcia-Retamero and Rieskamp [27] showed wide disparity in how
people treat missing information. Pieces known to be missing were sometimes treated
as negative, positive, or “average” as compared to other information, or were ignored
entirely. However, perceivers did not always recognize the absence of relevant information in forming judgments. Individuals having more knowledge about the tested
subject tended to be more sensitive to relevant omissions [28]. Kardes and Posavac
[29] found that individuals who were insensitive to relevant missing information
tended to make extreme judgments, whereas individuals sensitive to important missing information developed more moderate and appropriate assessments.

9.3.4 Irrelevant Evidence
Research has demonstrated that certain judgments based on a mix of relevant and
irrelevant information tended to be less extreme than judgments based only on the
relevant information [30]. Labeled the “dilution effect”, the phenomenon was reliably
observed when a mix of information was considered in the rendering of the initial
judgment. The effect disappeared when the initial judgment was made based only
on relevant information and later reconsidered in view of irrelevant data [31].
A similar issue is the effect that irrelevant hypotheses have on judgments. Most
studies that have addressed how people analyze alternatives have assumed that an
individual will develop a focal hypothesis (usually the first one considered) along
with one or more alternative hypotheses [32]. Alternative hypotheses are considered
relevant if they have some possibility of occurring, whereas irrelevant hypotheses
are essentially impossible [33].
Studies have shown that the perceived likelihood of a focal outcome tends to be
disproportionately influenced by two things: the strength of the strongest alternative hypothesis [34] and the distribution of alternative outcomes [33]. For example,
assume that an analyst has a moderate amount of information that supports Hypothesis A and a moderate amount of conflicting information that supports alternative
hypotheses, B to F. Hypothesis A will seem much more likely if the conflicting information is distributed among the alternatives, B to F, in small amounts than if there
is a moderate amount of support for a single alternative, say Hypothesis B.

9.3.5 Overconfidence Bias
It is a common finding in the cognitive psychology literature that individuals tend
to display systematic errors in judgment when asked to assess the accuracy or correctness of their own performance on intellectual problems [35]. In particular, selfreported assessment of accuracy on cognitive tasks tends toward overconfidence,
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while self-reported assessment of visual perceptual judgments often produces underconfidence [36]. Experimental findings on a variety of tasks suggest that individual
differences play a role in the degree to which confidence tends to be over-estimated
or under-estimated [35, 37].
Overconfidence can result in serious consequences in intelligence analysis. In
fact, overstated confidence may have resulted in a decade-long war that ultimately
cost a CIA Director his job.4 In the aftermath of the flawed intelligence assessment of
Iraqi weapons of mass destruction, Congress and the President enacted Intelligence
Community reforms that, amongst other things, called for analytic confidence to be
expressed in finished intelligence products. However, as Peterson [39] points out in
his thesis, no standardized method of assessing or communicating analytic confidence has yet been published and few studies have examined confidence in realistic
settings. In one recent study that investigated judgment accuracy and confidence in
an intelligence context, an inverse relationship between accuracy and confidence was
found [40]—higher self-reported confidence ratings were associated with incorrect
responses.

9.4 Mitigating Bias Effects
Despite decades of research, there is still no clear and comprehensive formula for
avoiding cognitive biases in complex analysis and decision making. Though heuristics and biases have been widely studied, much of that research has been devoted
to identifying and labeling biases rather than mitigating their effects [41]. Furthermore, bias mitigation studies are typically conducted using simple, tightly-controlled
laboratory tasks rather than complex, realistic problems. Intelligence specialists and
practitioners have proposed and instituted numerous tools and techniques designed
to reduce bias and improve critical thinking (e.g. “structured analytic techniques”
[42], “analysis of competing hypotheses” [43], etc.) but little has been done to experimentally validate their impact on analytic quality.
Research suggests that there are limits to what can reasonably be expected of individuals in terms of applying bias mitigation techniques. Certain styles of intervention
are easier and more natural than others, but some biases have systemic roots that cannot be easily accessed using individual mitigation strategies. Moreover, biases can be
difficult to defeat in individuals who fail to acknowledge their existence (i.e. the bias
blind spot [16]). Yet, a handful of studies suggests that debiasing analysis is not only
theoretically plausible, but that bias mitigating techniques can be tested and shown
to be effective in mitigating many of the most common cognitive errors committed in
the analysis of intelligence information. Furthermore, many of these techniques will
4 It

was reported by investigative journalist Bob Woodward [38] that then CIA Director George
Tenet personally supported the Iraq weapons of mass destruction assessment, assuring President
Bush of its accuracy and advising him to tell the American people that it was a “slam dunk case”
in order to gain popular support for military operations.
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be ergonomically practical5 and ecologically valid—two important considerations
for this critical profession.
Past research on attempts at mitigation can be generally divided into training
interventions and procedural interventions. Training interventions take place in a
classroom or similar setting outside the workplace while not performing work functions. The goal is to educate personnel about the existence and effects of heuristics
and biases. Conversely, procedural interventions are designed to be integrated into
operational work processes, thus mitigating bias effects whilst working. Under these
conditions, workers need never be made aware of the operation of cognitive heuristics.

9.4.1 Training Interventions
The most basic form of bias mitigation reported in research, is teaching individuals
how to avoid succumbing to heuristics under circumstances when bias is likely to
result. Fischhoff [45] initially approached the issue simply and directly: he taught
subjects about how a heuristic produces a bias and then instructed them not to apply
the heuristic. Unfortunately, most research shows that general approaches to critical
thinking instruction rarely generalized beyond the domain or the tasks on which they
were taught [46, 47] and showed mixed results, at best [48]. One explanation for
the lack of success using these sorts of techniques is that many heuristics are likely
applied subconsciously and, therefore, difficult to recognize and control [49–51].
Another stated that to be effective in mitigating cognitive biases, the mitigation
strategy must be closely related to the circumstances under which the bias is produced
[49].
For an example of within-domain research, we look to the literature on studies
directly applied to intelligence analysis. One recent research program conducted
by the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) funded research
teams to “create Serious Games to train participants and measure their proficiency
in recognizing and mitigating the cognitive biases that commonly affect all types of
intelligence analysis” [52]. Serious games are defined as video games designed for
training or education rather than purely for entertainment [53]. Teams studied two
fundamental questions: whether serious games were effective in increasing knowledge of biased decisions among participants and whether serious games were more
effective than instructional videos. Results confirmed both hypotheses—that serious
games were more effective than educational videos and that subjects who played
the games outperformed those who did not in recognizing and mitigating biases.
5 Cognitive

ergonomics is defined by the International Ergonomics Association, the concern for
“mental processes, such as perception, memory, reasoning, and motor response, as they affect
interactions among humans and other elements of a system. The relevant topics include mental
workload, decision-making, skilled performance, human-computer interaction, human reliability,
work stress and training as these may relate to human-system design” [44]. Cognitive ergonomics
addresses cognitive well-being and performance in work settings and operational environments.
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It should be noted however that participants were aware that the study was about
bias and bias was made salient by the experimenter. None of the studies examined
the change in bias manifested when the concept of bias was not intentionally made
salient.

9.4.2 Procedural Interventions
Early attempts to showcase bias mitigation instead demonstrated that biases are
highly robust and tend to be resistant to correction [20, 54]. Many early documented
interventions sought to improve the estimation of outcome likelihood by instructing
subjects how to calculate probabilities or construct Bayes models as part of their
work. Even though these techniques incorporated tabular or graphical tools, most
were largely ineffective at reducing biased judgments. Later attempts focused on
procedural mitigation strategies to elicit greater objectivity when evaluating evidence
and considering possible causes or explanations [55, 56]. The emphasis was on
developing bias-reducing methods that could be used on the job without making
heuristics or biases salient. Some of these techniques showed promise, particularly
when presented using visual tools.
Analyzing alternative hypotheses
“The evidence seems … fairly compelling that people do not naturally adopt a falsifying strategy of hypothesis testing. Our natural tendency seems to be to look
for evidence that is directly supportive of hypotheses we favor and even, in some
instances, of those we are entertaining but about which we are indifferent” [57,
p. 211]. Graber and Franklin [58] reported that cognitive errors in medical diagnosis
were most often due to faulty hypothesis generation and evaluation and less often
due to insufficient knowledge or information gathering. The technique of analyzing
competing hypotheses attempts to circumvent our natural tendencies by explicitly
identifying all reasonable explanations or conclusions and comparing them to one
another to determine which is most likely the correct one [20].
Heuer developed a formal technique termed the Analysis of Competing Hypotheses (ACH) to help intelligence analysts overcome some of their cognitive limitations.
ACH is an eight-step procedure “grounded in basic insights from cognitive psychology, decision analysis and the scientific method” [20, p. 95] and designed to help
analysts avoid common mental pitfalls [42]. Though it has received little scientific
investigation in actual work settings, this technique is now taught in training courses
throughout the Intelligence Community. ACH attempts to simplify the problem of
evaluating multiple explanations simultaneously.
There is a limited amount of empirical laboratory support for the ACH-style
approach. Various studies have shown that the development of alternate hypotheses
(also referred to as counterfactual primes) and “consider the opposite” techniques
heightened awareness and focus of relevant alternatives [59], debiased primacy and
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recency effects [60], increased confidence in judgments [61] and helped subjects
avoid the “first instinct fallacy” (i.e. the tendency to believe that the one’s first answer
is always the correct or best answer) [62]. Furthermore, confidence inquiries were
shown to encourage participants to increase their consideration of alternatives [63].
Other research has been less supportive, however. In the only known experimental
study of ACH on a realistic intelligence problem, Folker [64] found a statistically
significant improvement in the quality of analytic judgments only on the simpler of
two problems. Encouraging individuals to consider multiple alternatives only helped
when the generation of alternatives was done easily [59] and the number of alternatives was small [58, 65]. Other research demonstrated an individual’s preference
for considering evidence against only a single focal hypothesis [66–68]. A post9/11 ethnographic study [4] found that organizational cultural norms—in particular,
a guild-like tradecraft culture coupled with a strong production orientation—limited the use of formal analytic techniques, which led former National Intelligence
Council Chairman Greg Treverton [69, p. xi] to conclude that ACH, in particular,
“isn’t all that valuable” for journeyman or expert analysts. While it seems that available evidence offers hope for improving analytic quality by evaluating alternative
hypotheses, perhaps a more light-weight, less time-consuming way of performing
the necessary steps might offer a more practical solution.
External review
Research shows that individuals sometimes perform better when they know that their
work will be subjected to external review or critique [70]. Markman and Hirt [71], in
the context of allegiance bias, showed that when a strongly biased individual was told
to anticipate a discussion with another individual of unknown allegiance, predictions
were less biased. Cook and Smallman [23], however, failed to achieve a significant
reduction in bias by exposing subjects’ work to other individuals for review. The
authors offered some possible reasons for the lack of significance: firstly, the lack
of social pressure, since the performer and the reviewer did not collaborate during
the task, and secondly, the lack of awareness of each other’s analytic “credentials.”
Because of the lack of experimental investigation on the impact of external factors on
individual analytic judgments, the effectiveness of external review remains an open
question.
Checklists
Checklisting is used by professionals in a number of demanding occupations such
as airline pilots, maritime crews and nuclear plant operators in order protect against
foreseeable but avoidable errors. The basic idea behind checklists is to provide an
alternative to reliance on intuition and memory in problem solving and thereby resist
the effects of biases and failed heuristics. While checklists often contain information
that is fairly obvious to trained personnel, important steps are often forgotten because
of distractions, stress or time pressure.
Ely and Graber [72] proposed three categories of checklists for use in diagnosis. The categories correspond to the levels of Croskerry’s [73] cognitive forcing
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strategies described in the next section. At the most abstract level, a universal checklist helps physicians to understand and apply basic cognitive skills. Next, a general
checklist guides practitioners through a differential diagnosis while attempting to
avoid common cognitive pitfalls. A final set of checklists addresses potential sources
of error in order to improve diagnosis of specific diseases. Graber [74] suggested that
medical students become accustomed to using a simple checklist for the diagnostic process and Heuer [20] proposed a process checklist for intelligence consisting
of six key steps: problem definition, hypothesis generation, information collection,
hypothesis evaluation, hypothesis selection and the continued monitoring of incoming information.
A checklist seems, at face value, to be a reasonable mechanism to reduce the
frequency and magnitude of process errors. The use of checklists has been investigated in medical settings; for example, Haynes, Weiser [75] implemented a 19-item
surgical safety checklist designed to improve team communication and consistency
of care. However, there has been no reported evidence to support the effectiveness
of checklists in reducing cognitive errors in actual settings for either medicine or
intelligence.
Cognitive forcing strategies (CFS)
Croskerry [73] coined the term to describe three levels of metacognitive strategies
to compensate for latent judgment errors: universal, generic and specific. Universal strategies entail acquiring general knowledge about heuristics and biases, while
generic and specific strategies acquire knowledge about heuristics common to the
medical decision domain and to specific situations and scenarios, respectively. Essentially, CFS is a general taxonomy for organizing any sort of bias mitigation technique,
to include the others described previously. In support of this idea, Trowbridge [76]
offered twelve tips for avoiding diagnostic errors. The tips present universal and
general guidance but offer no evidence to support their effectiveness. Sherbino and
Dore [77] performed one of the few known studies to evaluate the effectiveness of
such strategies and found training retention was poor and difficulty in applying the
techniques was high.
Establish judgment criteria
Kardes and Posavac [29] conducted experiments to investigate the effectiveness of
two procedures for improving judgment by increasing sensitivity to missing information. When subjects were insensitive to important missing information, overly
extreme evaluations were formed. However, when they became sensitized to the
missing data, they arrived at more moderate and appropriate conclusions. Sensitivity
to missing information was increased by encouraging individuals to consider their
criteria for judgment before receiving the information, and by asking them to rate
present and missing attributes before providing their overall evaluations. Both procedures were effective for improving judgment by reducing what the authors called
“omission neglect.”
Heuer [20] expanded the Kardes procedures by suggesting that analysts should
identify explicitly those relevant variables on which information is lacking, consider
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alternative hypotheses concerning the status of these variables and then modify their
judgment and adjust their confidence accordingly. Furthermore, they should consider
whether the absence of important information is normal or is itself an indicator of
unusual activity or inactivity. Like the others described, experimental support for this
technique is lacking; it seems reasonable to investigate, however, whether expressing
the relevant variables or judgment criteria a priori would reduce the impact that
missing or irrelevant information bears on analytic judgments.
Disfluency
Fluency can be defined as the ease with which cognitive processing occurs when
completing a mental task. Disfluency, then, refers to the interruption of the smooth
flow of thought. Studies have reported that subtle, sometimes unnoticed, changes
in stimuli, such as using a less common font, can induce a deeper, more effortful
cognitive process and result in increased reflection and greater objectivity during a
problem-solving activity [78]. Pursuing this idea, Kretz [79] designed an experiment
based on this principle of disfluency, exploring the effects of a variety of minimally
and mildly invasive bias mitigation techniques on analytic judgments.
When considering how to study procedural interventions for bias mitigation in
intelligence analysis, using ergonomically practical and ecologically valid methods,
the literature makes several additional points. Firstly, the mitigation strategy should
be closely related to the circumstances under which the bias is produced [49]. Secondly, when designing a mitigation strategy, biases should not be treated in isolation
as many heuristics ultimately produce the same biased effects in judgments. So,
rather than dealing with specific biases, the focus should be on improving the process and performance of analysts in terms of outcome measures, such as analytic
quality. Finally, changing how humans are wired to think is a difficult task. Changing the environment in which they think is much easier and can improve outcomes
just as effectively [80].

9.5 Experimental Methods
The preceding sections made a convincing case that cognitive heuristics often produce
biased thinking that could lead even trained experts like intelligence analysts to
form biased judgments. That phenomenon, coupled with the disdain many expert
analysts have for cumbersome, formal bias-reducing methods, is cause for concern
among senior intelligence officials. The overarching goal of research is to investigate
techniques to enable analysts to avoid the sorts of heuristics that lead to poor quality
judgments without creating time-consuming process impediments. It is important
for us to develop a broadly applicable methodology that satisfies the requirements of
rigorous experimental design while recognizing the need to evaluate analytic quality
in complex, realistic problems.
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There are many quasi-experimental and usability testing alternatives available to
consider when experimental conditions cannot be met. However, those are outside
the scope of this particular chapter. To address the need described above, this chapter
outlines a general experimental framework for investigating bias mitigations for
intelligence analysis.
This section will begin by offering a set of considerations germane to this effort
followed by a short description of relevant past work with emphasis on the designs.
Finally, we distill the information into a set of guidelines on how to conduct an
experimentally rigorous investigation of bias mitigation techniques.

9.5.1 Considerations
Realism. Perhaps the most distinguishing characteristic of experiments of this type
is the one posing the greatest challenge [81]—the extent to which they emulate real
world conditions. As an applied research problem, the goal of a mitigation technique
is to achieve an improvement in actual job performance. External validity is an
important consideration, for without it, incorrect conclusions may be drawn about
the efficacy of the technique. Several realism factors are important in this type of
research—experimental realism and mundane realism. The former reflects the degree
to which subjects are able to treat the experience as realistic, whilst the latter refers
to the extent to which the experimental situation is similar to situations people are
likely to encounter outside of the laboratory [82]. Another related concept is that of
ecological validity, the degree to which the experiment is representative of a real-life
setting [83].
Subjectivity. Problems and tasks can be categorized in many ways. One such continuum describes tasks in terms of subjectivity. On one extreme, intellective tasks have
a demonstrably correct answer that is universally agreed upon (e.g. math problems,
on the other extreme, judgmental problems have no such answer and are entirely
subjective (e.g. the quality of a work of art). Many problems, particularly complex
ones, fall somewhere in between these two extremes. Intelligence problems, because
they contain elements of uncertainty (deception, ambiguity, incompleteness, etc.),
tend toward the judgmental end of the spectrum. The implication, as described earlier
in the chapter, is that it is more difficult to judge the correctness of subject responses
in an experimental task.
Iteration. One-shot games are used extensively in behavioral economic research,
where the participant receives a set of data or facts and is asked to render a single judgment. The Prisoner’s Dilemma6 is a well-known example of such a game.
One-shot games are limited in that they cannot examine the effect of changes such as
discredited sources or contradictory information. In contrast, multi-shot games introduce multiple sets of information in phases. In this format, individuals are required
6 The Prisoner’s Dilemma is a two-player game that shows why two completely rational individuals

might choose not to cooperate, even if it appears to be in their best interests to do so [84].
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to re-examine their judgments and possibly update their beliefs as new information
is received. This type of task is much more representative of real-world problems of
an intelligence nature.

9.5.2 Prior Studies
Only a handful of studies have examined bias mitigation in the specific context of
intelligence analysis problems in experimentally rigorous ways. Because the number
of studies is small, we can summarize them here. Readers are encouraged to read
each of these publications in their entirety if contemplating designs of their own.
Three relevant studies are discussed.
Study 1: Folker (2000)
Summary: In the first study of its kind, Folker [64], experimentally compared the
analytical conclusions drawn by two sets of trained analysts who solved the same
decision tasks. Individual analysts in the control group were not told to apply any
specific techniques and received no training (i.e. “intuitive” analysis). Analysts in the
experimental group were trained to use a specific structured methodology, the matrixbased analysis of competing hypotheses technique, to aid them in their analysis. The
task consisted of military scenarios with a map and evidence presented as text. Subjects read the evidence, studied the map and rendered predictions. The predictions
were scored as either correct or incorrect based on the opinions of expert judges. The
scores were then compared statistically to determine whether the experimental group
did significantly better than the control group. Fisher’s Exact Probability Test was
used as a test of statistical significance because of the small sample size. A pretest
questionnaire consisting of demographic and prior experience questions was administered to all subjects. Folker reported that the experimental group outperformed the
control group in only one of the two scenarios.
Though the map was not part of the manipulation, the organization of evidence
and hypotheses into a matrix constitutes a visual analytic technique and hence was
the bias mitigator being tested. Though presented as an intellective decision problem,
Folker acknowledged that intelligence scenarios are by their nature more judgmental.
Folker described the use of a pilot study to validate and refine his design. This study
made use of open ended questions, which are harder to score but offer insight into the
subjects’ thought process. The task was time-bounded and although each participant
completed more than one scenario, the study was a between-subjects design since
there were two groups under different conditions being compared.
Study 2: Cook and Smallman (2008)
Summary: In this study, the authors tested two debiasing interventions intended to
help analysts objectively weigh the full spectrum of evidence and its relationship
to hypotheses [23]. The interventions included: (i) a graphical layout for integrating evidence and (ii) seeing other analysts’ evidence assessments. Each of the two
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interventions was tested under two conditions—graphical versus text or seeing others versus own assessments only—making for four experimental conditions in a
repeated-measures design (i.e. no control group). Four fictitious vignettes were used,
each containing a hypothesis, key background information and relevant evidence that
either supported or contradicted the hypothesis. Correctness was determined by comparison with responses from a panel of expert judges.
The exercise sessions were conducted on a computer using a collaborative decision
support tool called JIGSAW.7 Participants included both experts and novices who
assessed evidence, related evidence to hypotheses and ranked evidence in order of
importance but did not “solve” an investigative problem. A 2 × 2 repeated measures
ANOVA was used to compare results and test for significance. Cook and Smallman
found that the graphical evidence layout promoted more balanced and less biased
evidence selection than a text-based presentation. However, seeing other analysts’
assessments did not produce a significant improvement.
Study 3: Kretz (2015)
Summary: This most recent study tested the principle of disfluency and compared
four debiasing interventions against a control (intuitive) group [79]. Participants
in each of the four experimental groups received instruction in one of the visual
bias mitigators: (i) check the box after reading each piece of evidence; (ii) read a
list of possible hypotheses before solving the problem; (iii) make a list of possible
hypotheses; and (iv) map each piece of evidence to the hypotheses to which it relates.
The task was described as an Analytic Decision Task (ADT), a vignette-based multishot game—a realistic form of complex judgmental task consisting of a three-part
scenario that required participants to render judgments at multiple times throughout
the task.
Responses were open-ended and were coded by a team of psychology research
assistants. Correctness was scored by comparing subject results to scores obtained
from an expert panel of intelligence experts. Subjects also reported their confidence
in each of their answers and completed a sequence of cognitive tests as well as a
demographic questionnaire. The design was improved and refined during pre-trial
pilot sessions. Data was analyzed using a single factor, between-subjects ANOVA
experimental design. When comparing quality in terms of final responses, the differences between mitigators and the control were not significant. But when comparing
improvement in terms of providing better answers as the game progressed, significant
differences were seen. None of the cognitive test findings were found to be correlated
with quality or improvement, but weak correlations between cognitive test scores and
self-reported confidence were significant. The study also reported a statistic labeled
response inertia (RI), which indicated a subject’s apparent unwillingness to change
their answer in light of further evidence. Interestingly, RI was shown to be significant.

7 Joint

Intelligence Graphical Situation Awareness Web; see [85].
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9.5.3 Experimental Design Framework
Drawing from the useful features of the studies reported above, a reference framework
was developed for the experimental evaluation of bias mitigations applied to problems
of an intelligence nature. Several options are presented throughout, in order to cater
to different needs. The discussion below presumes at least a basic understanding of
experimental research.
At this point, several assumptions are made. These steps are germane to any experimental study. First, the technique(s) or intervention(s) to be tested has been chosen.
Second, the research questions have been developed and stated. Third, informed
consent to participate has been obtained from all subjects.
The remainder of the chapter discusses the nuts and bolts of the study design as
it will apply to this sort of problem.
•
•
•
•
•

Determine the variables
Design the task
Sample and assign to groups
Determine how the data will be analyzed
Pilot and refine.

Determine the variables
The experimental variables are derived from the research questions and hypotheses.
The independent variable (IV) is the condition being manipulated by the experimenter. In this case, it is the bias mitigation technique. This IV may take on multiple
values if more than one technique is being tested. In Study 3, four separate disfluency techniques were tested against the intuitive analysis condition (i.e. the control
group).
If the mitigation technique(s) will be tested under more than one condition, adding
additional IVs is appropriate. If, for example, you want to study the mitigation techniques under both bounded and unbounded conditions with respect to time, then a
time bounding IV would be added with two conditions. Other possible IVs for a
study of this type include individual versus collaborative (as in Study 2) or graphical
versus text (also in Study 2).
It is important to emphasize that IVs in experimental design are manipulated variables, suggesting that each participant has an equal chance of being assigned to each
of the conditions. Random assignment to conditions is a requirement in experimental design. Variables such as age, gender or experience are naturally occurring and
non-manipulated, making them suitable only for quasi-experimental studies.
The dependent variable(s) (DV), in contrast to being controlled by the experimenter, are measured by the experimenter—they change in response to changes in
the IV (i.e. they depend on the value of the IV). The DV used in Studies 1, 2 and 3 was
a measure of analytic quality as reflected by the “correctness” of subject responses.
Quality in these studies was seen as the inverse of bias—high quality responses were
judged to be less biased and vice versa.
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Operationalizing the DV is straightforward for intellective problems. Because
they have demonstrably right or wrong answers, intellective problems can easily be
scored as right or wrong by the experimenter. Problems of a more judgmental nature
are more complex and require the validation of responses; i.e. determining the “best”
response, or ranking possible responses in terms of quality. Empaneling one or more
outside experts is a common approach for performing such a validation. Study 3
describes in detail how expert analysts were recruited and how their independent
analyses were used to develop a scoring standard. This standard consisted of list of
foreseeable responses ranked in terms of how well the evidence supported them. In
an airline crash scenario, for example, possible explanations for the crash were poor
weather, pilot error, system or part malfunction, or an intentional act of terrorism.
These explanations were ranked in terms of how likely they were based on the
evidence presented and the ranks were then used to evaluate subject responses.
Yet other DVs may be quantitative in nature, which simplifies the process of
operationalizing them. Confidence self-reported on a scale of 0 to 10, cognitive test
scores and rankings of evidence relevance are examples, from Studies 2 and 3, that
fit this description.
Sampling and assignment to groups
When it comes to choosing participants, recruiting and selecting individuals who
resemble analysts in terms of skills and experience offers the greatest external validity for the study. The actual population of analysts is small and unlikely to be accessible, but the experimenter may have access to former analysts or professionals in
occupations with similar characteristics (e.g. engineers, scientists, financial analysts,
business analysts etc.). If sampling from a university student body or the general population, the research findings are valuable but the experimenter must make a stronger
case to support any claims of generalizability or predictability.
The number of subjects to recruit depends on the number of groups and the desired
statistical power of the study. The experimenter should perform a power analysis in
order to determine the appropriate sample size for the study. This is an important step
in order to establish statistical significance; i.e. a valid claim that the intervention
resulted in the observed outcome. A power analysis will report the probability of
detecting an effect8 with some degree of confidence.9
Each participant will be assigned to a group. The number of groups to be tested
depends on the number of IVs chosen and the number of conditions associated with
each IV. It also depends on the type of measure being used: independent or repeated
measure.
If the experiment will investigate whether one or more mitigation techniques
improve quality, then an independent measures/between-subjects design is sufficient.
This design involves a single IV to compare the performance of separate groups of
subjects against a control group. Thus, no subject participates in more than one group.
8 The

term effect is used to describe a change in a dependent variable that is presumably caused by
the manipulation of an independent variable.
9 For a primer on conducting power analyses, see [86].
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This is the design followed by Studies 1 and 3. As mentioned earlier, the random
assignment to conditions is a necessary step in experimental studies, so subjects
must be assigned to a group without regard for age, gender, experience or when they
signed up.
If the experimenter believes there could be a confounding factor,10 then the experimenter should consider using a matched pair or randomized block technique11 to
eliminate the confound. For example, subjects who have analysis in their work history
would reasonably be expected to perform better than subjects who lack such experience. Pooling homogenous groups with a randomized block technique or dividing
subjects equally, but randomly, between the groups using a matched pair technique
would eliminate the effect of analytic work experience on the outcome.
If the experimenter’s access to participants is limited or the sample size is small,
then a repeated measures design should be considered. Here, only one group of
participants is exposed to each of the conditions. Study 2 makes use of this design.
The main concern with repeated measures studies is order effects; i.e. that some
subjects will do better in second and subsequent tasks because they have practiced
the task, or that some of the subjects will do worse in later tasks due to mental
fatigue. Counterbalancing the tasks between participants can alleviate many of the
order effects.
Design the task
Consistent with the realism discussion above, the task should have the same qualities
as a typical intelligence problem: ambiguity, uncertainty, irrelevant data, discredited
sources, changing situations, etc. Consider a complex judgmental task. This type of
task has two key characteristics. As a complex task, it is an amalgamation of smaller
subtasks; in this case, generating hypotheses, weighing evidence and determining
the most likely hypothesis. As a judgmental task, it has no demonstrably “right” or
“wrong” answer. Because many intelligence problems share these characteristics,
the complex judgmental task is a suitable mechanism for use in intelligence studies.
The choice of a one- or multi-shot format depends on the nature of the bias being
addressed. If the study will require participants to render a single judgment based
on a simple scenario with limited data, a one-shot game like those in Studies 1
and 2 is sufficient. If the study will investigate participant judgments over time as
situations change and evolve, or as information is presented and later discredited or
contradicted, then a multi-shot game such as the Analytic Decision Task in Study 3
offers greater options.

10 A confounding factor is any factor other than the independent variable that affects the result; i.e.
accounts for some of the variance in the dependent variable.
11 In a randomized block design, the experimenter divides the sample into homogenous blocks (e.g.
based on years of experience: 0–2 years, 3–5 years, 6–10 years, etc.) if the variance within each
group is likely to be less than the variance between them. In other words, if subjects in the 0–2
group are expected to be relatively similar, but different overall from the 3–5 and 6–10 groups,
then blocking would offer better estimates of effect size. Caution: if that assumption turns out to be
incorrect, then blocking may offer worse estimates.
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For the higher validity, the scenarios used in Studies 1–3 were constructed from
actual events or situations using openly available information, though names and
places were altered to reduce the likelihood of remembrance. The key criteria for
inclusion were: (i) the information must suggest multiple plausible hypotheses with
no undisputed outcome, and (ii) the information must contain important elements of
intelligence problems such as discredited evidence, ambiguous statements, incomplete data, and irrelevant and redundant facts.
Finally, because the task is complex and variance in the outcome can come from
individual difference factors unrelated to the independent variable, collecting additional data is recommended. For example, Studies 1 and 3 collected demographic
information, and Study 3 administered a series of cognitive tests to assess participants’ cognitive style and cognitive reflection. This additional data can be used to
test for correlations between performance and demographic or cognitive factors in
order to explain the observed variance in the dependent variable.
Determine how to analyze the data
The primary question to answer is whether or not the differences in the participants’
judgments were caused by the use of the bias mitigation technique. There are several
methods available to test that hypothesis and the choice of which to use depends on
the size of the sample and the number of populations (groups) being tested.12
The most commonly used tests in experiments of the type discussed here are the
t-test and the analysis of variance (ANOVA). These are both parametric tests, which
make certain assumptions about the type and distribution of the data. Non-parametric
tests make no such assumptions and may be a good alternative when the guidelines
for parametric analysis cannot be met.
Generally speaking, parametric tests perform best for relatively large samples
(group size > 15). The t-test is designed for use when comparing two populations;
e.g. a control group and an experimental group. It is appropriate for comparing
means of both independent (unpaired) and paired samples. The ANOVA is used
when more than two populations are being compared. In the case of a single IV
with three or more conditions, a one-way ANOVA is appropriate. Study 3 uses a
one-way ANOVA to compare five group means under a single IV. If the design of
the experiment includes two or more IVs, a factorial ANOVA must be used. In Study
2, experimenters designed their study to include two IVs each with two conditions,
resulting in a 2 × 2 factorial ANOVA.
If sample sizes are small or the parametric guidelines are not met, then a nonparametric test can be used. To compare the means of the two groups, Study 1 applied
a Fischer’s Exact Test, which is suitable for any sample size but typically used for
smaller samples.
Finally, many modern studies choose to report effect size in addition to statistical
significance. The effect size simply quantifies the difference in means between two
12 Every statistical test has strict rules for its use—a detailed discussion of statistical methods is
outside the scope of this chapter, so the experimenter should consult texts or other materials on
inferential statistics prior to selecting a method for statistical analysis.
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groups without complicating the analysis with sample sizes and statistical power
concerns [87]. Effect size is calculated by simply dividing the difference in group
means by the standard deviation.
Pilot and refine
If subjects are available, conduct one or more pilot studies prior to running actual
trials. Pilot studies are extremely useful to researchers—they provide preliminary
data on time, cost and practicality of the design. Pilots also offer the experimenter an
indication of whether or not a hypothesized effect will be achieved. Finally, a pilot
will allow the experimenter to improve upon the study design prior to conducting a
full-scale research project. Studies 1 and 3 reported the procedures followed for pilot
studies and how results were analyzed in order to improve upon the study design.

9.5.4 Cautions
Internal validity. One of the major threats to a between-subjects design is internal
validity, or the potential for error arising from factors unrelated to the IV. In particular,
individual difference factors such as age, gender, culture, social background, cognitive styles and tendencies, etc. Studies 1 and 3 were both between-groups designs
and collected additional data to address internal validity concerns. As discussed earlier, this additional data can either be used as a pairing or blocking mechanism for
assignment or may be used for additional correlation testing to aid in the interpretation of the participant responses. In either case, the goal is to identify any potential
confounds in the analysis of performance.
Order or practice effects. Because participants in repeated-measures designs must
complete multiple tasks, the primary danger is from order effects. As described
earlier, order effects manifest either as improvement due to practice or worsening
due to fatigue. Study 2 addressed practice effects by counterbalancing the order and
assignment of vignettes across groups and subjects.
Realism. Although realism was stated earlier as a goal, it can also be a threat to
the validity of the study. When basing a vignette on a real-life scenario, there is
always a possibility that some of the subjects will recognize it and base their answers
on their knowledge or recollection of events rather than on the evidence presented.
Furthermore, even if unrelated to the actual event, it sometimes happens that realworld events interfere with the study by influencing participants. For example, a Study
3 vignette presented evidence surrounding an airline crash. If, during the study, such
a crash would actually but unfortunately occur, the news media would undoubtedly
discuss it and present theories as to its cause. Since it would be nearly impossible to
sequester the subject pool from news or other information sources that may influence
their thinking, experimenters are encouraged to run trials and collect data within as
tight a time window as possible to minimize effect of outside influences.
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9.6 Conclusion
The preceding sections, as well as others in this book, make a convincing case that
cognitive heuristics often produce biased thinking that could lead even trained experts
like intelligence analysts to biased judgments. That phenomenon, coupled with the
disdain many expert analysts have for cumbersome, formal bias-reducing methodologies, is cause for concern among senior intelligence officials. The overarching
goal of research is to investigate techniques to enable analysts to avoid the sorts of
heuristics that lead to poor quality judgment without creating time-consuming process impediments. Such investigations should be conducted with experimental rigor
and discipline so that the claims of efficacy and improved performance can be wellsupported. This chapter presented a reference framework for experimentation based
on several past studies, all of which contributed materially to these recommendations.
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Chapter 10

Promoting Representational Fluency
for Cognitive Bias Mitigation in
Information Visualization
Paul Parsons

10.1 Introduction
Research throughout the past few decades has led to a considerable number of
visualization techniques that can be used in any given context. For instance, when
a designer wishes to visualize hierarchies, techniques such as treemaps, trees, or
sunburst diagrams can be used; for networks, matrices and graphs can be used; for
information flows, Sankey diagrams and decision trees can be used; for temporal
changes, small multiples, streamgraphs, and spiral charts can be used; and so on.
Research in the cognitive and learning sciences has consistently demonstrated that
different representations (e.g. visualizations)1 of the same data can influence cognition in significantly different ways [1, 31, 40]. While different representations
can enhance cognitive performance by encouraging certain perceptual and cognitive
operations, they can also elicit various biases in thinking and reasoning [22, 38, 40].
Representational biases manifest in two major ways: constraints—limits on what
aspects of data can be expressed by a representation; and salience—how a representation facilitates processing of certain aspects of data, possibly at the expense
of others [38]. Constraints arise due to the syntactical limitations of how graphical
primitives are arranged in representational forms [31, 36], whereas salience arises
from how easily information can be extracted from a representation. Such biases
are not necessarily bad, as the value of constraints and salient features is contextdependent. For instance, when visualizing logic problems to support reasoning about
sets, certain graphical constraints in Euler diagrams are beneficial, as intersecting
circles can readily express underlying logical relationships [35]. When visualizing
1 Representation

and visualization are used interchangeably throughout when referring to external,
visual representations of data. A discussion of internal representations is outside the scope of this
paper.
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networks to support reasoning about paths, matrices are limited in that they cannot
directly express paths along multiple nodes, yet network diagrams do not have such
a limitation [28]. However, matrices can make missing relations highly salient due
to the existence of empty cells that can be perceived easily. Network diagrams, on
the other hand, make such information only partially salient. Thus, the value of a
representational bias (i.e., whether it is good or bad) depends on the context in which
it is used. However, representational biases typically encourage thinking in certain
ways at the expense of others, which can lead to the development of inaccurate or
incomplete mental models. One way to mitigate this issue is to use multiple representations, thus providing different perspectives and encouraging multiple ways of
thinking.
To work effectively with multiple representations, designers and users must be
fluent in the various representations that are relevant for any given data and context. Representational fluency refers to knowledge and skills that involve being able
to understand, use, create, evaluate, and translate between various representations.
If individuals have fluency with multiple representational forms, they can employ
appropriate practices that help mitigate the effects of representational biases. For
example, when working with social network data, users can translate between a
node-link diagram and an adjacency matrix depending on whether they want to
identify paths in the network or the absence of relationships between two people.
Representational fluency is considered necessary for professional discourse and practice in a number of fields including chemistry, physics, mathematics and biology. In
this chapter, I argue that representational fluency should also be considered necessary for professional competence in information visualization and can be achieved
through systematic training and education, in both formal and informal contexts.
Thus, promoting representational fluency is a general strategy requiring concerted
efforts of educators, researchers and practitioners.
Need for general strategies—Previous work in visualization has proposed general strategies for mitigating cognitive biases [7, 23, 30] as well as strategies for
dealing with particular biases [8, 10]. While strategies focusing on specific visualizations, contexts, or biases are certainly useful and necessary, there is also a need
for more general strategies. Extant scholarship on cognitive biases suggests that
tackling specific biases, without complimentary general strategies, is not a sufficient
approach, as biases often have multiple determinants. As Larrick [22] notes, “there
is unlikely to be a one-to-one mapping of causes to bias, or of bias to cure”. Thus,
developing strategies for mitigating particular biases, while useful, does not constitute a sufficient research plan for dealing with cognitive biases in visualization. In
this chapter, I propose that promoting representational fluency among visualization
designers and users is one strategy that can help mitigate biases at a more general
level. This strategy can complement techniques that are devised for dealing with
specific biases, visualizations, or users.
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10.2 Representational Fluency
Representational fluency has been studied in various STEM disciplines having a
considerable interest in visualization— especially chemistry (e.g. [14, 20]), biology (e.g. [26, 39]), and physics (e.g. [15]). In these disciplines, many phenomena
are not available for direct perception—e.g. molecules, atoms, proteins and forces.
As a result, visual representations are essential for teaching, learning, communicating, and conducting research [13]. Interestingly, although visual representations are
indispensable for working with abstract data, similar attention has not been paid to
representational fluency and its attendant concepts in information visualization.
Studies show that experts are more fluent than novices with multiple representations in their disciplines [6, 18]. In fact, the degree to which individuals exhibit
representational fluency is strongly correlated with their level of expertise. Although
this has not been investigated in information visualization, presumably both expert
visualization designers and users should have higher degrees of fluency than novices.
Extant scholarship on representational fluency does not point to universal agreement on the characteristics of fluency, nor does it reveal a coherent theoretical underpinning. Various scholars refer to fluency in different ways, sometimes treating it as
synonymous with representational competence. While there is no well-established
conceptual framework for discussing fluency, there is a strong consensus on some
of its key features. For instance, most scholars appear to agree on the following
requirements for fluency—being able to make sense of the meaning of representations; being able to translate between equivalent or complementary representations;
being able to devise new representations that are contextually appropriate; being able
to evaluate and critique existing representations; and understanding the functions of
various representations and how and when they should be used [15, 25].
Hill et al. [15] recently reviewed the literature on representational fluency and
suggest that contributions have been made from three related perspectives—(1)
representational competence, (2) meta-representational competence, and (3) metavisualization. Each of these perspectives is elaborated below. While there is considerable overlap among these perspectives, it is useful to understand their individual
origins and contexts, to see how they may provide value for information visualization.
Representational Competence—Representational competence typically refers
to the ability to comprehend and use a set of domain-specific representations. Representational competence comprises the ability to properly extract information from
a representation—i.e., to understand its syntax and semantics. Individuals may have
representational competence if they can ‘see beyond’ the surface-level characteristics of representations to their common underlying features, and are able to translate
between different representations of the same data [21].
Meta-representational Competence—While representational competence refers
to skills with a certain set of representations, meta-representational competence transcends this view, focusing on an approach where individuals understand the rationale
for using particular representations and the design strategies used to create them
[9, 15]. ‘Meta’ here is not used in a self-referential fashion; rather, it is used in the
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spirit of the original Greek meaning of “beyond” or “after”—e.g. as in metaphysics.
Thus, meta-representational competence can be thought of as beyond simply competence with representations. Meta-representational competence is evidenced by skills
such as critiquing visualizations to assess their suitability in particular contexts,
inventing new visualizations and describing why and how a visualization works in a
particular context.
Meta-visualization—Here, visualization refers to the process of making meaning from external representations. In this view, visualization is more of a cognitive
phenomenon than an external artifact—visualization refers to not only an external
representation, but to the internal representation (e.g. mental model) and the relationships between the two. This perspective has been promoted by Gilbert [12, 13]
in science education and particularly in chemistry education. In this perspective,
meta-visualization refers to “metacognition in respect of visualization” [12]. Gilbert
argues that, just as there are generalized forms of spatial intelligence, memory, and
thinking, there could similarly be generalized forms of meta-visualization. This perspective emphasizes the metacognitive processes and skills required to make meaning from external representations—e.g. the monitoring and control of what is being
seen, what aspects should be retained, how they should be retained, and how they
might be retrieved for later use. This perspective is different from the other two, as
it very strongly focuses on the integration of external and internal representations,
on cognitive processes such as mental modeling and mental simulation, and on the
skills needed to have metacognitive proficiency in making meaning from external
representations.

10.3 Implications for Visualization Research and Practice
The three perspectives described previously, reflect decades of work on representational fluency across various disciplines. These perspectives can provide a general
framework from which to pursue and particularize representational fluency in information visualization. For instance, from the perspective of representational competence, representations for different types of data, users, domains and/or contexts
could be compiled and characterized. To be representationally competent in one
area requires an understanding of the syntax and semantics of the representations
involved. To make meaning of a treemap visualization, for example, one must understand that shapes nested within each other communicate hierarchical levels; that the
size of the shapes encodes a value; and, perhaps, that colors encode categorical features of the data. If these conventions are not understood, one cannot comprehend
the treemap, and thus does not have competence with this particular representation.
This could be extended to include a range of visualizations for hierarchical data. An
individual should be able to look at an icicle plot, a sunburst diagram, a treemap
and a node-link tree diagram and see beyond the surface level marks and encodings, being able to recognize common features in the underlying data. They would
be able to identify the same kinship relations in the different representations—e.g.
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parent-child, sibling, ancestor and descendant relations. They would know that some
representations encode parent-child relationships explicitly with lines, while others
encode them implicitly using features such as position, overlap or containment. Furthermore, given a treemap, they would be able to decode it and express the same data
using an icicle plot.
An individual with meta-representational competence should be able to critique
a visualization, describing why it is or is not appropriate in a given context, and
should be able to devise a new representation based on the data and users’ tasks.
While representational competence refers to the what and how of representations—
e.g. what do they represent and how is it done, meta-representational competence
refers to the why of a representation—e.g. why it works the way it does and why it
is appropriate or inappropriate for the data and context. Individuals who are metarepresentationally competent should be comfortable answering these types of ‘why’
questions in addition to ‘how’ and ‘what’ questions—e.g. why is a heatmap or parallel
coordinates plot appropriate in a given context, how can one be constructed from the
other, and so on.
The meta-visualization perspective is perhaps the least straightforward of the three
perspectives. This perspective requires a more holistic lens, examining the distributed
cognitive system comprising both internal and external representations and processes.
Furthermore, it requires examining the metacognitive skills that operate on those
processes. From this perspective, individuals should be able to articulate what kind
of knowledge they are acquiring while viewing and interacting with visualizations,
how and why they are storing various aspects and views on the data in memory, how
they are relating this new knowledge to existing knowledge, and how they might
retrieve it for later use for problem solving or other activities. Although Gilbert [12]
suggests that meta-visualization can be assessed through various verbal protocols
(e.g. think-aloud) and interviews, no detailed assessment methods have been devised.
Further research is needed to determine how meta-visualization could be assessed in
the context of information visualization.

10.3.1 Developing Representational Fluency
The strategy being proposed here will not be very effective if implemented only in
specific cases to deal with specific biases. Although individual designers and users
can indeed develop representational fluency, which should help mitigate potential
biases that may arise, the ideal solution is for representational fluency to be promoted
systematically during visualization education, training and practice. This suggestion
is not unattainable, as it as already an accepted expectation in other disciplines such as
chemistry, physics, biology and mathematics. For instance, for professional chemists,
representational fluency is an inseparable aspect of their expertise.
An important caveat here is that we cannot always expect users of visualizations
to be experts. As information visualization becomes more prevalent in everyday
contexts, more non-experts are exposed to visualization techniques on a regular
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basis. For instance, as data journalism grows in popularity, more online news sources
integrate visualizations into their news stories, which are read by the general public.
While theoretically possible to train the general public to develop representational
fluency with common visualization techniques (after all, most students are taught
how to read and use bar and line charts, scatterplots and other common techniques
in school), it is not reasonably practicable in the near future.
A more reasonable expectation is that visualization designers develop a high
degree of representational fluency during their training. As a result, designers could
anticipate when various representational biases may manifest themselves, and integrate deliberate strategies into their visualizations to help mitigate the biases. For
instance, consider a designer wanting to visualize temporal change. If they know that
an animated chart may have a representational bias, in that it is limited to expressing
data only at particular points in time, they may choose to use a small multiples technique instead, which does not share the same representational bias [3]. Alternatively,
the designer may implement an option for users to interactively translate between the
animated chart and the small multiples view (which also has cognitive benefits other
than mitigating biases; see [32]). Because of the designer’s representational fluency,
they implement this option deliberately, knowing that it can help mitigate biases.
Furthermore, depending on the context, the visualization tool may even encourage
users to translate between the representations at certain points in time. With ongoing advances in intelligent mixed-initiative systems, such a prospect may not be so
unlikely in the near future.
It is worth noting here that in order to most effectively mitigate cognitive biases,
representational fluency must complement established knowledge on perception,
cognition, decision making, semiotics, interaction design, visual encodings and other
relevant topics. Representational fluency is not a panacea for all problems related to
cognitive biases in information visualization.

10.3.2 Effect on Cognitive Processing
Much of the theoretical basis of cognitive debiasing suggests that successful strategies encourage individuals to move from surface-level to deeper-level thinking [22].
This can be viewed as a shift from ‘System 1’ to ‘System 2’ thinking in the language of Kahneman [19], or from ‘experiential’ to ‘reflective’ modes of cognition
in the language of Norman [27]. Whatever the language, the intention is to shift
cognitive processing from the fast, intuitive, unconscious mode to the slow, reflective, conscious mode. This is somewhat at odds with typical goals espoused in the
visualization literature—namely, to offload as much cognitive processing as possible
onto the perceptual system and onto external artifacts (e.g. visualization tools and
computational processing).
Although it is generally desirable to offload cognitive processing when working
with visualizations, mitigating cognitive biases may be an area in which it is beneficial to place more burden of cognitive processing onto users. However, increasing
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cognitive burden must be done in a principled fashion, as not all cognitive burden
is beneficial. For instance, trying to make sense of a network visualization that is
extremely complex, with considerable occlusion of nodes and edges, will certainly
increase cognitive burden—yet this increase is not beneficial and could be avoided
with better design. However, after working with one visualization for a while, translating to an alternative visualization may lead to increased cognitive burden—yet,
this increase can be beneficial, as it forces the user into a more reflective mode of cognitive processing in which critical questions may be asked of the underlying data.
Another strategy is to design interactions to deliberately influence cognitive processing, increasing the cognitive burden where designers deem appropriate (see [29,
34]). Indeed, strategies for manipulating cognitive effort through interactive interface
design have been studied in the context of educational and learning technologies for
many decades now (e.g. [5, 17, 33]).
Evidence for the benefits of deeper cognitive processing in cognitive bias mitigation can be found in the literature on cognitive debiasing. For instance, research has
shown that counter-explanation, having individuals devise alternative explanations
to observations, can help mitigate known biases, such as the explanation bias [2]
and the hindsight bias [4]. Studies suggest that counter-explanation tasks may be
beneficial by disrupting individuals’ focal hypotheses and engendering more thorough and careful thinking about the phenomena under investigation [16]. Although
representational fluency is not the same as devising alternative explanations, seeing
multiple representations of the same data may effect the same cognitive processes
responsible for disrupting focal hypotheses. Other known strategies for mitigating
biases, such as reference class forecasting [11], also rely on engaging individuals in
deeper cognitive processing to be successful. As the strategy of deliberately engaging
users in deeper cognitive processing has not traditionally been an area of focus for
the information visualization community, there is a need for a research agenda that
outlines the main challenges to be overcome.

10.3.3 Preliminary Research Agenda
Based on the work above, five broad challenges are enumerated for a research agenda
focusing on representational fluency. These five challenges are not intended to be
entirely orthogonal or exhaustive. It is worth noting that these challenges are very
general and could likely be broken down into more specific sub-challenges. However,
at this point, they give structure to a wide range of challenges in this area and can help
direct future research. Future work will likely identify more specific challenges and
appropriate methodologies for dealing with them. Based on work in other disciplines
concerned with representational fluency and interactive visualizations, along with
existing research on cognitive bias mitigation, these five points set the stage for a
more elaborate research agenda to unfold in the future.
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1. Identify a core set of representations in which all visualization professionals
should be competent. This is a difficult challenge, as there are currently many
dozens of existing visualization techniques and new ones are continually being
devised. Additionally, not all visualizations are appropriate in all contexts, and
some visualizations are intended for very particular contexts. It may not be possible to identify a universally agreed-upon set of representations. However, without
at least a rough set of common representations, it is difficult to promote and assess
fluency in them. It may be the case that core sets of representations are identified
for different contexts, users and data, and fluency in one or more sets can be
promoted and assessed.
2. Identify pedagogical practices that promote representational fluency. Without concerted efforts on the part of visualization educators, it is unlikely that
designers can develop fluency with various representations. Educators need to
develop pedagogical strategies and practices for promoting representational competence, meta-representational competence, and meta-visualization. Although
work has been done in other disciplines, it is not necessarily transferable to
information visualization. Well-trained visualization designers should be able to
understand, for example, the semantics of various encodings in different representations, their particular representational biases, how and why they were created
and when they are most appropriate to be used. They should also understand
which visualizations can complement each other, and when and how users should
be able to translate between them.
3. Develop ways of assessing representational fluency. Without both formal and
informal ways of assessing individuals’ representational fluency, pedagogical
practices go only so far. There is a need for the development of formally administered methods of testing representational fluency, as well as means of selfassessing fluency. For example, surveys such as the one by Hill et al. [15] could
be developed for common visualization techniques. Other strategies, such as protocol analysis and eye-tracking [37], could also be explored. Educators could
devise standardized tests in which various aspects of representational fluency can
be assessed. To emphasize the more designerly aspects of visualization practice,
various design challenges could be given. Classroom practices that encourage
critical reflection, such as design critiques, could be employed both formally and
informally to assess the development of students’ representational fluency.
4. Investigate strategies for appropriately engendering deeper cognitive processing. As discussed above, research on cognitive debiasing consistently shows
that effective interventions tend to shift individuals’ thinking from a surface,
unconscious level to a deeper, conscious level. Various strategies for implementing this in a visualization context can be explored. For instance, the representations that are made available to users, and the sequences in which they are
made available could be manipulated; various interactions could be made available or unavailable to users at different points in time to encourage different
cognitive operations; even micro-level aspects of interactions can be manipulated to promote more reflective thinking (e.g. see [24]). To tackle this challenge,
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the visualization community could advantageously borrow strategies from the
instructional design and learning technologies literature.
5. Test effects on cognitive biases in various experimental settings. Although promoting representational fluency is a general strategy, which should have effects
across a range of biases, it is still important to test bias mitigation with specific
biases and visualizations. Experiments could be devised where individuals that
are known to have representational fluency in at least some subset of representations (as determined by assessments mentioned in challenge 3 above) are given
visualizations with known representational biases, and are given the means to
interactively translate between representations while performing tasks. Various
strategies devised in response to challenge 4 above could also be tested, shedding
light on both the strategies of designers and the effects on users.

10.4 Summary
The development of representational fluency by visualization designers and users is
one strategy for mitigating cognitive biases when working with visualizations. As
representational fluency is a well-established expectation for professionals in a number of disciplines, it is not unreasonable to have the same expectation in information
visualization. Furthermore, representational fluency is a serious topic for research
and scholarship in other disciplines, and should be too in information visualization. Establishing representational fluency among visualization professionals will
require a concerted effort on the part of educators, researchers and practitioners, and
will likely have multiple benefits beyond mitigating cognitive biases. For instance,
representational fluency can lead to better communication among researchers and
practitioners; better trained designers who know when and how to implement particular visualizations and interactions; and users who are more visualization literate,
which can be of benefit across a wide range of data-driven activities.
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Chapter 11

Designing Breadth-Oriented Data
Exploration for Mitigating Cognitive
Biases
Po-Ming Law and Rahul C. Basole

11.1 Introduction
Exploratory data analysis empowers users to discover the unanticipated from data. In
search of insights, users examine a body of information and articulate questions about
the data in an iterative fashion [9]. Aside from being loaded with a vast amount of
new information, users have to make a series of complex decisions while navigating
through data: what questions should I ask? which piece of information should I
examine to answer my questions? As users often do not have good knowledge about
the data they are exploring, making these decisions is difficult. Unconscious shortcuts
are often applied in making these decisions, letting heuristics drive users’ exploration.
While heuristics maintains analysis flow by shielding users from making a conscious
effort in every step of data exploration, a biased exploration path might hinder insight
generation and lead to confirming hypotheses erroneously.
A characteristic in a biased exploration path is lack of breadth. Users may be
fixated on a question in the early stage of exploration and, as a result, the coverage of a dataset is constrained. For instance, psychology studies showed that people
tend to search for information which confirms pre-existing hypotheses (confirmation
bias) [5]. People also tend to associate higher importance to things they can recall better and potentially explore the related information more (availability heuristics) [10].
In addition, data analysis is often initiated by formulating a goal or an anchor and,
once the anchor is set, people tend to not deviate too far from it (anchoring bias) [11].
We argue that these bias and heuristics can be alleviated by breadth-oriented data
exploration. Take for example anchoring bias, when a user is looking for a car to
purchase, they might start by searching for cars with a low price. Without considering
other car attributes, they tends to pay excessive attention to the cheap vehicles and
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makes a sub-optimal purchase decision. A breadth-oriented exploration system like
Voyager [14] can expose users to the other car attributes, assist users with assessing
alternatives which are not as cheap but have other desirable properties and hence
help users adjust from the bias.
While systems focusing on breadth-oriented exploration start to emerge, how
to design such systems is yet to be explored. Voyager [14] provides insights into
designing breadth-oriented systems for exploring tabular data. Yet, a large variety of
data types are involved in exploratory data analysis in different domains. Developing
new breadth-oriented systems for different data types would be challenging if the
design process is not informed by any guidelines.
In this chapter, we contribute three considerations involved in designing systems
which support breadth-oriented data exploration. To demonstrate the utility of these
design considerations, we illustrate a hypothetical system which facilitates breadthoriented exploration of dynamic networks. Finally, we discuss the challenge, the
opportunities and the future work in advancing the science of breadth-oriented exploration.

11.2 The Information Space Model of Breadth-Oriented
Exploration
To elucidate the process of breadth-oriented exploration and facilitate the discussion
on our proposed design considerations, we present the information space model of
breadth-oriented exploration.
In the information space model, each dataset has its own information space
(Fig. 11.1a). An information space is a set of information pieces which can be derived
from the data. For example, in the well-known car dataset [2], an information piece
can be “the dataset covers cars produced between 1970 and 1982” or “acceleration
seems to be normally distributed”. Some of these information pieces are deemed as
insights by a user while some of them are not. Insights are the information pieces
which present meaningful knowledge to users, help make decisions (e.g. which car to
buy) and validate hypotheses. As insights are user-defined, which information pieces
correspond to insights vary among users.
During exploratory data analysis, users expand their coverage of the information
space as they gather more information pieces (Fig. 11.1b). Due to the heuristics
they unconsciously resort to during opportunistic exploration, the covered set of
information pieces might be biased (Fig. 11.1c). The consequence is that we might
not be able to reach some of the information pieces which generate insights. For
example, users may be fixated on the price of cars and do not pay attention to the
options that are not as cheap but have other good qualities. This can also happen when
users constrain themselves to a small set of information pieces in an attempt to confirm
their hypotheses and do not explore the alternative hypotheses. Through active system
feedback, a system that supports breadth-oriented exploration grants users access
to the information pieces that they would have missed if they had explored the
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Fig. 11.1 Four characteristics of the information space model

information space alone, thus helping users glean insights they would have missed.
This may lead to mitigating biases of their exploration (Fig. 11.1d).

11.3 Three Considerations for Designing Breadth-Oriented
Data Exploration
In this section, we offer three considerations involved in designing systems that
support breadth-oriented exploration. These design considerations are unit of exploration, user-driven versus system-driven exploration and related versus systematic
exploration (Table 11.1).
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Table 11.1 The three considerations for designing breadth-oriented data exploration
Unit of exploration
User-driven versus systemRelated versus systematic
driven exploration
exploration
Types: dimension or data case User-driven: a
breadth-oriented system
Uses: (1) facilitating the design creates awareness of a biased
of breadth-oriented exploration exploration path and users
systems (e.g. when the unit of expand the information space
in a less biased manner as they
exploration is dimension,
systems can provide dimension become aware of their biases
coverage information to create
awareness of biases). (2)
System-driven: the system
quantifying the effectiveness
actively presents information
of a system in promoting
extracted from the dataset to
breadth-oriented exploration
expand the information space
in a less biased manner

For system-driven
exploration:
Related: as users express their
interests, the system presents
something related but different
Systematic: to complete an
analysis, users need to finish
some steps in a predefined
exploration path

11.3.1 Unit of Exploration
A unit of exploration is a tool for thinking about the breadth of users’ exploration.
It can be a dimension or a data case. The use of this tool is twofold - it facilitates
designing a system that supports exploration in greater breadth and it serves as a
metric for quantifying the effectiveness of a system in promoting breadth-oriented
exploration.
If the unit of exploration is a dimension, designers may consider providing dimension coverage information to help users keep track of how much of the information
space they have explored thus far. A dataset can have hundreds of dimensions. While
analyzing a dataset, users can explore any combinations of these dimensions. Hence,
the space of dimension combination is huge. If users do not know what combinations
have or have not been seen, they may fixate on certain combinations due to biases,
limiting the breadth of their exploration. Showing dimension coverage information
creates an awareness of what has not been explored to steer users towards the unexplored dimensions and combinations. This is supported by Sarvghad et al. [8] who
demonstrated that incorporating dimension coverage information into an interface
increases the breadth of exploration without sacrificing depth. Besides showing information about users’ provenance of exploration, a breadth-oriented system can
actively present more dimensions to users while they are exploring the data. For
instance, as users indicate their interests in one dimension, Voyager [14] expands the
covered information pieces in the information space by displaying statistical charts
with unseen dimensions. Theoretically, similar principles can be applied when a data
case is a unit of exploration. For example, a breadth-oriented system can be designed
to help users track what data cases (e.g. documents) have already been explored and
what have not. It is similar to email applications which allow us to mark an email as
“read” and hence making us more aware of the unread emails.
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Apart from helping designers think about how an interface should be designed to
encourage breadth-oriented exploration, unit of exploration also provides a simple
metric of breadth of exploration. When designers evaluate the effectiveness of their
systems in encouraging broad exploration, they can measure how many dimensions
or data cases the subjects covered while using their systems in comparison with other
tools which do not support breadth-oriented exploration. The assumption is that the
more the units of exploration covered, the greater the breadth of exploration. While
this metric is simple, it might not be as reliable as other metrics such as the number
of findings which indicate a new line of inquiry during exploratory analysis [8].

11.3.2 User-Driven Versus System-Driven Exploration
Another question in designing a breadth-oriented exploration system is whether the
expansion of information space is user-driven or system-driven.
User-driven systems create an awareness that users’ exploration might be biased.
Knowing that their exploration has been biased, users can expand the information
space in a less biased way. Albeit focusing on cohort selection rather than data
exploration, adaptive contextualization [3], for example, illustrates how creating
awareness of biases can help users adjust from the biases. As users select a patient
cohort, their system presents information about the distribution of the selected cohort.
Being aware of the biases in the distribution, users tend to adjust the criteria for cohort
selection. In the context of data exploration, system designers can create an awareness
of a biased exploration path by presenting information about what and how much
has been explored so far and even what other people have explored (like scented
widget [13]).
In contrast, system-driven exploration actively expand the information space while
users are exploring the data. As users express their interests in something (e.g.,
a dimension), these systems actively present something related but different. With
Voyager [14], users express their interest in some dimensions and the system displays
charts with the selected dimensions as well as an unseen dimension. This technique is
widely adopted by the graph visualization community (e.g. [1, 4, 12]). For example,
with Apolo [1], users start the exploration by putting some nodes into groups. The
system then searches for some nodes which are related to the group from a network
with thousands of nodes and present them to users.
The key difference between user-driven exploration and system-driven exploration lies in what information is presented to users. In user-driven exploration, a
breadth-oriented system presents information about users’ exploration history to
create an awareness that users’ exploration may be biased. Users rather than the
system are responsible for adjusting their exploration. In system-driven exploration,
the system presents extra information extracted from the data to directly expand the
coverage of the information space. Adjusting users’ exploration is the responsibility
of the system rather than users.
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11.3.3 Related Versus Systematic Exploration
If expansion of the information space is driven by systems, two more considerations
are involved: whether the expansion is based on users’ interests (related exploration)
or the expansion is systematic and not related to users’ interests (systematic exploration).
Both Voyager [14] and Apolo [1], mentioned previously, falls into the category
of related exploration. There are two sides of this same coin: presenting something
similar to but different from users’ interests. By showing something similar (like
Voyager [14] which shows statistical charts related to the variables users are interested
in), these systems maintain users’ theme and flow of analysis. By showing something
different from what is indicated by users (like Voyager [14] which shows some
unseen dimensions in the recommended statistical charts), these systems expand the
information space, bringing users to information pieces which they would otherwise
have missed. This approach bears some resemblance to Amazon, which based on
users’ purchase history, recommends products that users might have missed.
For systematic exploration, systems expand the information space in a systematic
way. A predefined path of exploration is planned out prior to analysis. In order
to complete an analysis, users need to finish all the steps in the predefined path.
For example, Perer and Shneiderman [7] concluded that there are 7 steps in social
network analysis from their experience with domain experts. While this approach
lacks flexibility of freely exploring the data, it ensures that users will not miss any
important information pieces. As users’ exploration is driven by predefined paths
rather than heuristics, it is likely an effective approach to mitigating biases in data
exploration. Yet, designing the predefined exploration path is clearly not an easy
task.

11.4 Application of the Three Design Considerations
To demonstrate the utility of the three design considerations, we propose a hypothetical system that facilitates breadth-oriented exploration of dynamic social networks.
In conducting the design study, we first consider a common task involved in social
network analysis (SNA). We then illustrate a motivating usage scenario of the proposed system. Finally, we explain how the system is designed based on our three
considerations.

11.4.1 Task Analysis
One common task in social network analysis is to understand the temporal characteristics of different groups of ego-networks. In an online social network, each person in
this network is connected to many other people (e.g. their friends). An ego-network
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consists of a focal node (a person) and the nodes which are directly connected to it
(e.g. the person’s friends). These ego-networks are dynamic in nature because the
set of nodes that are connected to a focal node may change over time.
Consider Mary, a healthcare researcher who wants to explore a dynamic social network. In the healthcare domain, many researchers are interested in knowing whether
a larger social network leads to better health [6]. In Mary’s dataset (Fig. 11.2), each
node is described by a label (either healthy or unhealthy) and a feature vector that
quantifies the temporal characteristics of the node’s ego-network. Suppose there are
three elements in this feature vector: (i) average size of the node’s ego-network (average number of friends connected to the focal node), (ii) a metric that indicates
how fluctuating the ego-network size is and (iii) a metric that indicates the average
number of clusters in the ego-network. Our goal is to design a system that enables
Mary to make sense of the temporal characteristics of the ego-networks of healthy
and unhealthy people. This system should encourage Mary to explore her dataset in
breadth and mitigate her biases during data exploration.

11.4.2 Usage Scenario
Mary recalls that many of her friends who look healthy have a large social circle. She
has an intuitive feeling that a larger social circle leads to better health (availability
heuristics). She initiated her analysis with the system by searching for evidence to
confirm her hypothesis (confirmation bias). To do so, she asks the system what are

The entire social network
at time t

A’s ego-network at time t
A’s friend
A’s friend
A’s friend
A

A
has

A’s friend

has
Label: Healthy

Feature vector:
element 1
element 2
element 3

Number of friends A
connects to on average
Other metrics which
quantify the temporal
characteristics
of A’s ego-network

Fig. 11.2 Mary’s dynamic network dataset. Note that both the entire network (left) and A’s egonetwork (right) change over time
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the distinguishing features of the healthy group compared with the unhealthy group
(Fig. 11.3a). Using data mining techniques, the system tells her that the healthy group,
in general, has a larger social network, while the unhealthy group, in general, has a
smaller social network (Fig. 11.3b). A system that does not support breadth-oriented
exploration will stop the analysis here, causing Mary to believe that her hypothesis
is true.
Knowing that Mary is interested in ego-networks with a large average network
size, the proposed breath-oriented exploration system ranks the ego-networks based
on their average network size (i.e. the average number of nodes to which a focal

How are their
ego-networks
di erent?

Healthy people
vs
Unhealthy people

a. Mary asks the system how are healthy
people’s ego-networks di erent from
unhealthy people’s ego-networks?
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B’s ego-network

H
U
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Y’s ego-network
Z’s ego-network

larger average
network size

H
U
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U: Unhealthy

d. Some people who have a large network
are unhealthy while some people who
have a small network are healthy.

More close friends
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U

...

: Close friend

H
U

...

larger average
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c. Knowing that Mary is interested in network
size, the system ranks the ego-networks
based on their average network size.
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general healthy people have a larger egonetwork/ social circle than unhealthy people.
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...
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Healthy people
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leads to

H
U

More social support
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e. Mary observes that healthy people who
have a small network connects to more close
friends than acquaintances while unhealthy
people who have a large network connects
to more acquaintances than close friends.

f. Mary suspects that connection with close
friends also play a role in determining health.
As it is easier to get support from close friends,
she hypothesizes that social support is a more
important factor in determining health.

Fig. 11.3 A usage scenario of the proposed breadth-oriented exploration system
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node is connected) (Fig. 11.3c). Mary notices that some people who have a large
average network size are unhealthy and some people who have a small average
network size are healthy (Fig. 11.3d). She visualizes these ego-networks using a nodelink diagram. She observes that the unhealthy people who have a large network, in
general, connect to more acquaintances than close friends and the healthy people who
have a small network, in general, connect to more close friends than acquaintances
(Fig. 11.3e). As it is easier to get social support from close friends than acquaintances,
Mary has an alternative hypothesis: social support rather than social network size
is a more important factor in determining health (Fig. 11.3f). The breadth-oriented
system successfully helps Mary move beyond the original line of inquiry to consider
an alternative hypothesis.

11.4.3 Designing Based on the Three Considerations
The three design considerations are applied in designing the hypothetical system.
Unit of exploration: In designing the system for exploring Mary’s dynamic network,
we can choose node, link or dynamic ego-network as a unit of exploration. To capture
the temporal characteristics better, we choose dynamic ego-network as a unit. When
Mary expresses her interests in the ego-networks with a large average size, the system
presents a ranked list of dynamic ego-networks based on their average network size.
System-driven versus user-driven exploration: Rather than creating an awareness
of a biased exploration path and letting Mary refine her exploration on her own,
the proposed system achieves breadth-oriented exploration by actively presenting an
ordered list of ego-networks that Mary may be interested in. As the system actively
expands the information space by showing information pieces that users might have
missed, the system is designed to be system-driven.
Related versus systematic exploration: The system creates a ranked list of related
ego-networks when Mary demonstrates her interests in ego-networks with a large
network size. Related exploration is adopted when designing the system.

11.5 Discussion
We end this chapter by discussing the challenge, opportunities and future work in
advancing the science of breadth-oriented exploration.
Information overload is a clear challenge: An obvious concern with breadthoriented exploration is information overload. The extra information presented by
breadth-oriented systems in users’ course of exploration requires extra cognitive effort to process. Worse still, these systems may present irrelevant information to users.
The question we need to answer is how to ensure the relevance of the information
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to be presented, especially in system-driven exploration in which a system actively
present information pieces from the dataset. A potential solution is to create models of users based on their exploration history. The model may contain information
about a user’s interests and what they have explored so far. This approach is similar to recommender systems that infer what users are interested in based on their
profiles, search history or purchase history. With users’ models, breadth-oriented
systems can predict what information users are interested in, prune the search space
of information to be presented and provide more relevant information.
Breadth-oriented exploration offers opportunities in the big-data era: Beyond
cognitive bias, breadth-oriented exploration presents excellent opportunities in the
era of big data. Consider a data table with millions of rows. It is likely that users will
miss a lot of valuable insights during exploratory data analysis. Due to information
overload and the complex decisions to be made during exploratory analysis (e.g. how
should I proceed, what should I explore next and what questions should I ask), biases
might interfere with the analysis. Systems have full knowledge of the data it contains
and can perform unbiased computation on the data. A breadth-oriented exploration
system can present useful information that users might have missed, and at the same
time mitigate particular cognitive biases.
Understanding how breadth-oriented exploration alleviates biases is a crucial
future work: Admittedly, the science of breadth-oriented exploration is still in its
infancy. Several questions have to be answered before breadth-oriented exploration
systems are widely adopted to mitigate biases during data exploration. For instance,
what heuristics are resorted to when users explore data? While many heuristics are
well-studied in psychology, how users apply them while navigating through data
is less explored. Furthermore, what is the mechanism by which breadth-oriented
exploration alleviates the biases caused by the use of these heuristics? What are the
best strategies of mitigating biases by utilizing breadth-oriented exploration? We do
not have answers to these questions but we believe that developing and evaluating
more breadth-oriented systems is instrumental in answering these questions. Our
design considerations can provide a starting point for system designers to explore
the design space of breadth-oriented data exploration.
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Chapter 12

A Visualization Approach to Addressing
Reviewer Bias in Holistic College
Admissions
Poorna Talkad Sukumar and Ronald Metoyer

12.1 Introduction
We set out to study the undergraduate admissions process at a highly-selective, private
university in the United States that employs a holistic review process [1, 15]. Our
goal was to design information visualization tools to aid in the process.
The university receives approximately 20,000 applications every year and has an
acceptance rate of less than 20%. Every application is carefully reviewed by one
to two reviewers and several factors are considered before making a recommendation. Additionally, the information contained in the applications are perused by the
reviewers in largely text-based formats. Given these constraints, we and the admissions officers believe that the review process can benefit from visual tools tailor-made
for this purpose. The tools can, for instance, ease the cognitive load experienced by
the reviewers, reduce the time taken to review the applications, visualize the multivariate information contained in the applications and also visualize collections of
applicants to help the reviewers reflect upon their decisions.
In order to design the visual tools, we proceeded to obtain a thorough understanding of what the process entails and the challenges faced by the reviewers by
conducting observations and interviews. We were able to obtain a very-detailed picture of the multifaceted application-review process. One of the aspects that we had
not considered previously, but stood out following our study, was the cognitive biases
of the reviewers. These biases are understandable given the subjectivity inherent in
holistic review processes.
Cognitive biases have been studied extensively and in various fields [6]. They
are known to occur even in several everyday-scenarios of decision making [22].
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While not all of these biases have significant consequences, reviewer biases in the
admissions process can have life-changing consequences. The admissions process
is not only liable to the students but also to the respective institution’s missions and
goals.
We begin by describing related work followed by a brief characterization of the
holistic review process. We then recapitulate the dual systems approach to thinking [13]—the theory that there are two mental systems, System 1 and System 2,
from which many of our thinking processes and mistakes can be explained. We use
the terminology of the dual systems throughout the chapter to communicate our
ideas. We then provide arguments for how the review process can be classified as
an example of a low-validity domain based on the conditions put forth by Kahneman and Klein [14]. This classification makes biases likely to occur during the
process. We identify biases which may occur during holistic reviews and based on
theories to counter them, suggest visualization strategies for their mitigation in the
holistic-review process.
Our approach can prove useful in other similarly low-validity or insufficiently
predictable domains, such as medical diagnostics and intelligence analysis, where
judgments predominantly depend on expertise and subjective evaluations. The potential visualization strategies presented to mitigate the biases also contribute to the
upcoming research area of addressing biases using visualization tools [16].

12.2 Related Work
12.2.1 Reasoning Heuristics and Cognitive Biases
We owe much of what we know today about reasoning heuristics and biases to the
seminal work done by Tversky and Kahneman [13, 30]. They describe common
heuristics employed in the reasoning process under uncertainty in their 1975 paper [30]. While these heuristics can be effective and lead to correct judgments in
many situations, they can also sometimes lead to systematic errors or biases. These
biases are not only exhibited by naive or inexperienced people but even experts are
very likely to make such errors in low-validity environments. In this chapter, we
borrow heavily from their work to make arguments for the potential biases identified in the the admissions review process and to suggest visualization strategies for
bias-mitigation.
More recent research has found that emotions, known as the affect heuristic, can be
a significant driving force in decision making and also that priming or suggestibility
can occur in various indeterminable ways. For example, in a study of university admissions decisions by Simonsohn [24], incidental emotions were found to influence
reviewer judgments. Simonsohn reported that applicants’ non-academic attributes
were weighted more heavily on sunnier days while their academic attributes were
weighted more heavily on cloudy days. Additionally, judgments can also be influ-
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enced by the context, available choices, the framing of choices and similarity to
previously encountered cases [12, 13].
The preconceptions and attitudes of people can also affect their decision making.
Examples of the resulting biases include confirmation bias [18, 32] and myside bias,
which is a type of confirmation bias where there is a tendency to favor evidence
biased towards one’s own opinions and attitudes [12].
Valdez et al. [31] provide a hierarchical framework for categorizing the various
types of biases associated with visualizations. These categories can also be viewed as
representing types of biases in general. The three broad categories include perceptual
biases at the lowest level followed by action biases at the mid-level and social biases
at the highest level. Perceptual biases are those that occur at the perceptual level, e.g.,
priming. Action biases refer to the reasoning biases occurring during decision making
while social biases refer to those occurring on a social level including those influenced
by culture and specific to individuals. We are predominantly interested in identifying
and mitigating action biases as part of our study, i.e. the generalizable biases that can
be identified through common reasoning heuristics employed in uncertain situations
and are not specific to any individual or groups of individuals.

12.2.2 Using Visualizations to Mitigate Cognitive Biases
Using visual approaches for bias mitigation has shown promising results. Cook and
Smallman evaluate a debiasing graphical interface, JIGSAW, developed to support
analysis and mitigate confirmation bias in intelligence analysis [8]. They found that
participants were less prone to confirmation bias using JIGSAW compared with a textual interface and this was because JIGSAW used a “recognition-centered” approach
by making all the evidence, both supporting and conflicting with the hypothesis,
constantly visible to the participants.
Visualization solutions have also been developed to facilitate Bayesian reasoning
that enables users to overcome the errors made in solving and understanding conditional probabilities [17, 20, 27]. Sparklines, which are small graphics embedded
within text [29], can be used to provide additional context and mitigate potential diagnostic errors in clinical data [21]. Visualization strategies have also been proposed
to mitigate planning fallacy, based on potential causes found in prior literature [10],
and perceptual biases occurring when font size is used to encode data [2].

12.3 Characterization of the Holistic Review Process
We conducted situated observations and interviews to learn about the holistic review
process. Following approval from the Institutional Review Board, we conducted
semi-structured interviews with 4 reviewers as well as observing them while they
reviewed a sample application. The reviewers were asked to “think-aloud” while
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they reviewed an application. The individual interviews and observations each lasted
between 30 min to an hour. We briefly describe the review process by distilling the
key reviewer activities and tasks from the detailed data we collected.
In addition to reviewing applications, the reviewers perform other activities which
contribute to their experience and knowledge which they utilize in assessing the
applications. The reviewers are each assigned non-overlapping geographic areas and
typically evaluate applications from these areas. They spend a considerable amount
of time in visiting high schools in their areas as part of their recruitment activities
and are usually familiar with the academic profiles and curriculum of the schools.
In a holistic review, every application is viewed in “context”. Some of the factors
that are considered by the reviewers include the applicant’s high school grades and
scores on standardized tests, applicant’s high school, courses and opportunities offered by the school, other student profiles in the school, relation between the courses
taken by the applicant and his or her “major” preference(s), family background, adversities faced, trends in grades, explanations for dips in performance, non-academic
accomplishments of the applicant, leadership qualities, special talents, and qualities
of the applicant gleaned from letters of recommendation and the applicant’s essays
(e.g., “risk-taker”, “perfectionist”, and “vulnerable”). Additionally, the reviewers
are also guided by the university’s missions and policies, such as diversity and upholding the values and personal qualities advocated by the institution. While we
observed some overlap in how the reviewers considered the different application attributes, many of the judgments depended on individual reviewers’ experiences and
intuitions.
We also observed roughly 2 hours of a mock committee meeting session. Committee meetings take place after the individual reviews of applications. Reviewers
present selected applications they reviewed during these meetings and the committee
discusses these applications and makes recommendations on undecided applications.

12.4 System 1 and System 2
Kahneman, in Thinking Fast and Slow [13], describes the dual systems approach to
thinking comprised of a fast, automatic, and intuitive system which he calls System
1 and a slow, reflective, and conscious system which he calls System 2. Additionally,
System 1 is responsible for making associative connections in memory and has a tendency to find coherence and attach causal explanations to events, even where there is
none. System 2, on the other hand, is associated with problem solving, subjective experiences, and self control; it is also known to be lazy and often unthinkingly endorses
the suggestions made by System 1. These systems, with their distinct functionality,
provide us with a useful terminology to understand and discuss our various judgment and decision-making processes. We refer to these systems in our discussions
throughout the rest of this chapter.
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12.5 Accuracy of Expert Intuition in Holistic Reviews
Both expertise and heuristics contribute to the intuitive thinking of System 1 [13]. In
numerous domains, experts instinctively recognize the problem or figure out solutions
without employing the conscious thinking of System 2, e.g., chess masters being able
to reproduce a chess position after viewing the board for only a few seconds [7]. Not
only is this possible due to their extensive practice and profound familiarity with the
domain, but it is also necessary for the domain to be relatively regular or predictable
and afford users ample opportunity to learn the numerous variations through practice
and efficient feedback [13, 14].
Heuristics, on the other hand, essentially function by means of “substitution”, i.e.
to answer a given question, we often substitute it by answering a simpler question [13,
30]. There are a few known patterns in which the substitutions can occur and these can
result in different types of cognitive biases. We discuss these biases in Sect. 12.6.
We use heuristics in our judgments and decisions in everyday life. They are apt
for most situations since invoking the thoughtful processes of System 2 is usually
unnecessary and also impractical due to time and processing constraints of the human
brain. However, there are situations, especially those involving uncertainty, where
these heuristics can lead to systematic errors or biases.
To assess the reliability of expert intuitions in any given domain, the conditions
which define the validity of the domain must be considered: the regularity or causal
structure of the domain and the opportunities provided by the domain to learn the
regularities and develop accurate intuitions [14]. The game of chess, for example, has
high validity. It is sufficiently regular with defined moves and outcomes and players
can learn the gamut of possible moves through adequate practice and develop reliable
intuitions [7, 14].
Validity should not be confused with uncertainty as uncertainty can exist even
in high-validity domains [14]. The validity of a domain tells us if the experts can
develop accurate intuitions in the domain which, even in the presence of uncertainty,
can improve the chances of success. If a domain exhibits low validity, it means that
the intuitive thinking of System 1 will most-likely employ heuristics as opposed to
expertise which can lead to systematic errors or biases in certain scenarios.
Hence to determine the accuracy of the expert intuition of reviewers and the
validity of the holistic-review process, we need to consider the following questions:
1. Is the domain of holistic reviews sufficiently regular and predictable?
2. Does the review process afford reviewers sufficient opportunity to learn all the
possible scenarios and variations in applications, and the most appropriate recommendations to make for them through timely feedback?
It can be argued that the holistic-review process is not sufficiently regular because not only is there a substantial variation among the applications received by
the university but the most appropriate recommendation to make for each is also not
obvious.
The main measure of the reviewers’ competence is how well the selected students
perform in their 4 years at the university and how their overall performances conform
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to the expectations and standards of the university. Not only is this feedback much
delayed but it also does not provide any information on what the results would be if
a different set of students had been selected.
We also gathered from our study that the work experience of the reviewers ranged
from 1 to more than 30 years. While more-experienced reviewers may have had
the opportunity to evaluate many types of applications and hone their evaluation
methods over the years, the less-experienced reviewers may only be familiar with a
small subset of applications and their reviewing procedures may not be sufficiently
insightful.
Even if we optimistically consider all the applications the university receives to
broadly fall into a certain number of types and the review process to afford reviewers
to become familiar with each of these types, the reviewers may still be unable to
make optimal recommendations. This is because of the late and insufficient feedback received as well as the constantly-changing admissions scenario in the United
States. For instance, the number of applications received by universities are generally
increasing and there is more diversity in the the demographic composition of applicants forcing universities to adapt to these changes and alter their decision-making
strategies.
Hence it can be said that the holistic-review process is a domain with low validity
or predictability in which the reviewers can be susceptible to cognitive biases.

12.6 Possible Reviewer Biases
In many domains, including the admissions review process, medical diagnostics and
law, it is non-trivial or not possible to define what the most optimal judgments or
profitable behavior should be; the adopted approach is to instead identify the biases
or deviations from what is considered rational behavior [25, 30]. We too follow this
approach and rather than focus on what is ideal, we determine the potentially nonoptimal ways in which reviewers can judge the applicant attributes based on the data
we collected from our study.
We take a user-centered and task-centered approach to deconstruct the types of
biases in reasoning in the holistic review process. As a result of our interviews
and observations, we were able to obtain an exhaustive list of the tasks the reviewers
perform while reviewing every application. These tasks mainly consist of the various
application attributes they examine and their thought processes contributing to the
judgments they make concerning each attribute and overall. To identify potential
reviewer biases, we matched these task descriptions with the tasks associated with the
heuristics of reasoning under uncertainty and the known biases in decision making [4,
6, 13, 18, 30].
For example, the representativeness heuristic [30] is generally associated with
tasks or questions that ascertain how similar A is to B or how representative A is of
B. We found such tasks performed during the application reviews and matched them
with this heuristic. We provide a few such examples below.
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12.6.1 Coherence, Causal Associations, and Narrative
Fallacy
System 1 is inclined towards finding coherence in the information presented and
attributes causal explanations to events which may be random or chance events [13].
It is also associated with “narrative fallacy” which is making sense of past events,
for example, to come up with “tidy” success stories and undermining the value
of luck and chance [13]. We observed in our study that the reviewers make many
such connections while reviewing applications. For example, in assessing the grade
trends of the student, if any grade(s) stands out, they try to reason why and they often
link aspects observed in the student’s essays with their performance. They may also
exhibit narrative fallacy when discussing applications during committee meetings.
These reflect System 1’s tendency to find causal interpretations and disregard luck
in assigning value to one’s talent and personality.
These System 1 traits often increase the confidence in our judgments and provide
us with the illusion of validity. However, confidence in judgments should not be
considered a measure of their accuracy. Kahneman states that this overconfidence
and optimism in our judgments may very well be the most significant of the cognitive
biases [13]. Being unsure of our judgments and aware of uncertainty and the role
played by chance is a more rational means of decision making. The irony, however, is
that confidence in individuals, especially in professionals such as clinicians, lawyers
and even admissions reviewers, is generally perceived and regarded very highly and
a quality associated with successful people.

12.6.2 Anchoring as Adjustment
Anchoring occurs when a piece of information encountered is considered consciously
or unconsciously in making a subsequent estimation [13]. It can occur in the form of
priming where System 1 unknowingly falls prey to the suggestibility, or as adjustment
where there is a deliberate but insufficient switch made from the anchor involving
System 2. Since priming can occur in several indeterminable ways, we are more
interested in anchoring as adjustment.
Anchoring can occur both between applications and within a single application
during the review process in admissions. The application(s) reviewed prior to the
current one, may act as the anchor and alter the reviewer’s expectations preventing
them from reviewing each application with a clean slate.
We observed in our study that the reviewers generally reviewed the academic
scores of an applicant first before evaluating other attributes. Hence the academic performance of an applicant can be thought of as the anchor or starting point proceeding
from which other aspects are estimated by adjustment. This makes possible the biases
of overestimating conjunctive events and underestimating disjunctive events [13, 30].
For example, if a student has excelled academically, then the reviewers may be more
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optimistic regarding the student’s success in other aspects (conjunctive events) and
underestimate the chances of finding an aspect in which the student has performed
poorly (disjunctive event).

12.6.3 The Halo Effect
The halo effect is exhibited when one tends to like (or dislike) everything about
a person based on gathering only a few traits of the person [13]. The impressions
are usually anchored by the first piece of information they come across and are
extrapolated to even characteristics that have not been observed. The halo effect can
be described as the result of combining emotion on judgments (known as the “affect
heuristic”), System 1’s need for coherence, and the anchoring effect.
The halo effect can potentially occur both during individual application reviews
and while presenting applications during committee meetings. Reviewers may form
strong opinions about the applicants based on the order and information encountered
in the applications and this can not only affect the recommendations they make but
can, in turn, lead to them influencing the committee members when presenting the
applications.

12.6.4 Confirmation Bias
Confirmation bias [13, 18] is one of the manifestations of the associative memory
of System 1 which finds confirming (as opposed to disconfirming) evidence of any
given statement or scenario.
In the applicant review process, reviewers may be inclined to find or favor evidence
in the applications that confirms their judgments about an applicant and ignore or
disfavor evidence that disconfirms their judgments. Additionally, it has been found
that people exhibit confirmation bias even when recalling information [6] and hence
reviewers may also be subject to this bias while presenting their applications during
the committee meetings.

12.6.5 Availability
The availability heuristic substitutes the judgements concerning an event with the
ease and associated emotion (i.e. affect heuristic) with which instances pertaining
to the event come to mind [13]. It plays a role in the review process when the
evaluation of the application attributes is affected by the ease with which instances,
or information related to the attributes, can be recalled. For example, reviewers tend
to better remember the students they interacted with during their high-school-visits
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and immediately recognize the student from his or her application. This will lead
to the bias caused by the retrievability of instances [30]. Reviewers are generally
very familiar with the high schools in their region and hence tend to recall a lot
of information about a school from memory when reviewing an applicant from the
school. The information recalled may be incomplete or biased.
Reviewers are likely to remember the attributes of an applicant that stand out
and this may influence their judgments regarding other aspects of the applicant. For
example, if a reviewer perceives a student as coming from a privileged background,
the reviewer may use this information to form opinions on other aspects of the
student such as having ample opportunities to pursue certain activities or start nonprofit organizations. Such instances can lead to the biases due to the retrievability of
instances as well as illusory correlation [30] wherein strongly-associated events are
thought to frequently co-occur.
Reviewers present applications during committee meetings and use their notes and
summaries recorded previously to recall the respective applications. Since committee
meetings take place at a later time, the biases due to the retrievability of instances [30]
may play a role when reviewers discuss their applications.

12.6.6 Representativeness
The representativeness heuristic refers to System 1’s use of similarity and stereotype
information rather than base rates to infer probabilities in many situations. In holistic
reviews, this heuristic plays a role when assessing how representative an applicant’s
attributes are of an existing or predetermined set.
In assessing an applicant’s fit to the university, reviewers assess how representative an applicant is of the values and key aspects advocated by the institution by
considering attributes such as the overlap between the interests of the student and
those of the institution and judging the applicant’s personal qualities. The biases due
to insensitivity to predictability and the illusion of validity [30] can occur in this case
when the attributes considered are not actually predictable of the student’s fit to the
university but nevertheless, the reviewer is very confident of his or her judgments.
Reviewers assess how representative an applicant is to the group of students from
the same school who were admitted to the university in the previous years. In doing
so, the biases due to insensitivity to prior probability of outcomes and insensitivity
to sample size [30] can occur when the reviewers mostly consider the application
attributes such as the average Grade Point Average, i.e. GPA (when the sample size
is small, the sample statistic can differ significantly from the population parameter),
but do not adequately consider potentially vital information, such as the GPA ranges
and percentages of students from this school admitted to the university in the past
years.
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12.6.7 The Avoidance of Cognitive Dissonance
Cognitive dissonance refers to the conflict experienced when opposing pieces of
evidence are people feel uneasy and to placate the conflict, the inconsistency is
usually resolved by weighting one piece of evidence more favorably than the other [4,
5].
Reviewers may find themselves in situations wherein they are both impressed by
certain aspects of the applicant and not very impressed by certain other aspects. In
order to make a decision, they will have to resolve this dissonance by adjusting their
beliefs. As a result, they may overestimate the achievements and underestimate the
setbacks and recommend to admit the student or vice versa.

12.6.8 Time-Induced and Stress-Induced Biases
Switching between tasks involving System 2 and performing tasks requiring several
ideas to be retained in mind simultaneously can be taxing, especially under time
pressure [13]. The negative effects of time pressure and stress on human judgment
and decision making have been studied extensively [26]. These effects include a
reduced search for information, making defensive choices, reinforcing the choices
made, a tendency to process information according to their perceived priority, giving
more importance to negative information and forgetting crucial data [34].
Time is a critical factor in the application review process in admissions. One of
the main challenges that the reviewers face is the sheer volume of the applications
and the limited time to review them which often results in the reviewers putting in
extra hours of work. In our cohort of reviewers, each review between 1000 and 2000
applications in a time period of roughly 2 months and typically take about 15 min
to review each application. This time not only includes their thought processes and
consideration of the different application attributes but also the time taken to write
notes and enter ratings. Needless to say, the reviewers are subject to considerable
time pressure and stress while reviewing the applications and hence the time-induced
biases mentioned above are likely to occur during the process.

12.7 Proposed Visualization Strategies to Mitigate Biases
We propose the following visualization strategies for the holistic review process
based on the potential biases and reviewer challenges identified in our study. These
strategies draw from solutions in the cognitive-bias literature to counter the fallacies
of System 1 as well as from the visualization literature on tools and techniques used
to aid sensemaking. These strategies can be adapted for use in other domains also employing cognitive-intensive and subjective assessments, such as medical diagnostics
and intelligence analysis.
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12.7.1 Easing Cognitive Load
The applications are currently read by reviewers in largely text-based formats. Designing visual tools for the application review process may not only communicate
certain types of information more easily but could also potentially ease the cognitive load of the reviewers and mitigate some of the time-induced and stress-induced
biases [11].
Visual representations of the application attributes along with the corresponding
additional statistics considered, such as the GPA ranges and percentages of students
admitted in the previous years from the high school, can aid in reviewers’ decision
making as well as mitigate the availability bias by presenting all the information
needed including those easily recalled and not recalled to make the recommendation [16].
For more-subjective evaluations, such as assessing “fit” and the leadership and
non-academic skills of the applicant, it may be helpful for the reviewers to collectively discuss and formulate the various definitions of what they look for or what
the university represents, and rank them from the most important to the least important. This ordinal/nominal information can be presented visually alongside the
attributes considered in the application. This can not only help reduce the bias but
also standardize the task assessments.

12.7.2 Supporting Sensemaking
The holistic review process involves cognitive-intensive practices analogous to sensemaking. Several pieces of information are considered and carefully reviewed to make
recommendations. Hence visualization tools derived from the sensemaking domains,
such as efficient note-taking and snapshot tools [3, 23, 33], can be beneficial for the
reviewers to better record their rationales for the recommendations made. These can
not only aid in saving the intermediate judgments and tie them to data evidence, but
they can help the reviewers to better recall applications during the committee meetings which occur at a later time, thereby mitigating narrative fallacy, availability and
confirmation biases.
Additionally, many types of biases including confirmation bias, anchoring bias
and biases due to illusory correlation and cognitive dissonance can be mitigated by
presenting alternative visual representations of the application attributes to enable
the reviewers to consider other possible interpretations [35]. This may not only
enable them to weigh the attributes more suitably but also permits more introspective
evaluations.
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12.7.3 Decorrelating Error
Biases can not only occur at various points in the review process but can also accrue. Our study findings indicate that the final recommendations reviewers make on
applications can be viewed as combinations of smaller judgments made on several
individual aspects of the application. Hence biases occurring in the judgment of one
aspect can propagate to the judgments made on other related aspects. Decorrelating
error is a suggested method to counter the Halo effect and anchoring bias [13]. It
would involve breaking down applications into the various attributes and reviewing
them independently as opposed to reviewing a student’s application as a whole. This
can prevent the judgement errors made with respect to individual attributes from
becoming correlated when an application is reviewed in its entierly. This will also
prevent the reviewers from making spurious causal interpretations in an application.
The visualization interface for reviewing applications can present the attributes
independently to the reviewers and record their ratings and assessments for a respective attribute using the visual note-taking tools. The overall recommendation for an
applicant can be made by putting together these individual attribute-reviews.
This approach may diminish the reviewers’ confidence in their recommendations
but being less certain is reflective of a more rational approach to decision making [13].

12.7.4 Mobilizing System 2
Most of the biases described occur due to the intuitive suggestions of System 1 which
are unthinkingly endorsed by the usually lazy System 2. Hence mobilizing System
2 may help rethink and disregard the suggestions of System 1 [13]. For example, in
the availability heuristic, System 1 usually goes by the ease with which instances
come to mind but an active System 2 would also focus on the content of the instances
retrieved to make better-informed decisions. Additionally, it has been suggested that
some individuals are more prone to biases than others because they exhibit a certain
unwillingness to involve the conscious thinking of System 2 in many situations, or
in other words, their System 2, while not necessarily inept, is lazier [13, 25]. Hence
activating System 2 can potentially help in mitigating many of the aforementioned
biases.
One of the ways in which System 2 can be activated is by inducing cognitive
strain in the visualization interface; for example, by making the text and visualization harder to read [13]. This strategy goes against the general principles of interface
and visualization design [19, 28] which advocate reducing the cognitive load of
users. While these principles generally focus on the most effective presentation of
the data, visualization strategies for bias mitigation may require employing unconventional and even conflicting designs to mobilize System 2. Similarly, Correll and
Gleicher make the case for how embellishments and distortions in visualizations can
be beneficial to foster knowledge and decision making in certain scenarios [9].
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12.7.5 Combining Formulas with Intuition
In many professional domains including holistic reviews in admissions, medical diagnostics, court cases, and intelligence analysis, human assessments are considered
indispensable and there is skepticism about the use of formulas to make decisions.
However, research has shown that simple rules and formulas that involve assigning
values to known predictive variables perform more accurately than expert evaluations, especially in low-validity domains [13].
We found in our study that reviewers spend considerable time in visiting the high
schools to gather information and meet potential students. We can see that these
experiences and knowledge of reviewers are advantageous to the application-review
process since they enable them to be familiar with the contexts of the applicants.
However, given the low-validity of the domain and the possibility of biases occurring
during the review process, it might be beneficial to combine reviewer judgments with
formula-based or rating-based approaches.
Kahneman describes how intuition works more accurately after objectively analyzing and scoring the variables involved [13]. Similarly, reviewers can be asked to
consider each application attribute independently (as described under “decorrelating
error”) and assign a score to it based on their judgments. These separate scores can
then be viewed collectively for every applicant and based on these, a final recommendation can be made by the reviewer. This method can not only yield results with more
accuracy than a purely holistic, subjective assessment approach but they also involve
a more consistent procedure without requiring unnecessary complex thinking [13].

12.8 Conclusion
Numerous universities throughout the country employ holistic reviews. This approach provides an equitable means to review student applications by contextualizing
their performance in light of the opportunities they have been presented and supports
the shaping of a class that is representative of the respective university’s mission
and goals. However, reviewer biases are a probable occurrence during the process
because it involves subjective assessments and inadequate opportunities for fostering the right intuitions pertaining to making admissions decisions. These reviewer
biases, in turn, can have direct consequences for the applicants and also, indirect
social, economic and political ramifications for the country as a whole.
We have interweaved the theoretical concepts surrounding cognitive biases into
(i) our understanding of the holistic-review process in admissions based on data
collected from ethnographic studies and (ii) formulating visualization strategies to
mitigate the potential biases in the review process. This chapter highlights the probable occurrence of biases in consequential, expertise-dependent, low-validity domains
that can significantly affect the decisions made.
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Our proposed visualization strategies not only suggest significant changes to the
current practice of the review process but also hint at employing unconventional
visualization designs in mitigating the biases, such as ‘cognitive strain’ (as outlined
in sect. 12.7.4).
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Chapter 13

Cognitive Biases in Visual
Analytics—A Critical Reflection
Margit Pohl

13.1 Introduction
There is ample evidence that humans tend to commit cognitive biases under some
circumstances [9]. Humans also have difficulties with logical thinking and reasoning
[8]. Nevertheless, research addressing these issues has also been criticized [17].
It has been argued that the experiments that substantiate this research do not reflect
realistic problem-solving processes. They often use puzzle problems or highlight
abstract logical problems that are fairly artificial. Puzzle problems are specifically
designed to exclude context and background knowledge. There is a good reason for
doing this from a methodological point of view because context and background
knowledge are confounding variables that have to be kept constant so that experiments will yield reliable results. In psychology, there is often a trade-off between
methodological rigor and ecological validity. Puzzle problems also do not require
extended problem-solving processes. There are clear solutions and the paths to these
solutions are unambiguous, sometimes even algorithmic processes.
Visual analytics, in general, supports exploratory processes in ill-structured
domains (e.g. in medicine, intelligence analysis, finance). In ill-structured domains,
there are neither clear-cut solution methods nor easily identifiable solutions. In addition, visual analytics works with very large amounts of data, much of which is
unnecessary and distracting. Most of the domains where visual analytics is applicable require a great deal of expertise as a foundation for successful problem-solving
processes. Problem-solving in such areas often requires a heuristic approach rather
than formal logic or the ability to solve puzzle problems. Such heuristic approaches
are also based on rational, goal-directed thinking—there are other forms of rational
thinking beyond formal logic or solving puzzle problems [4]. It is an open question
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as to what extent research on cognitive biases is applicable in visual analytics. This
chapter reviews research from cognitive psychology and tries to clarify some of the
open issues using an example from intelligence analysis.

13.2 Puzzle Problem Approach Versus Everyday Thinking
and Reasoning
Kahneman [9] is one of the most well-known representatives of a dual process theory
of thinking and reasoning. He argues that there is System 1 that is fast but tends to
be error-prone and System 2 that is slow and relies on logical thinking and therefore
leads to more correct results. System 1 decisions tend to be influenced by cognitive
biases because they rely on gut feeling more than on logical reasoning. This view
has been criticized by some authors.
Evans [4], for example, argues that the concept of cognitive biases is based on
a conception distinguishing between rational and irrational decision-making. This
conception presupposes some normative framework which enables researchers to
differentiate between decision-making processes conforming to the norm and others
that do not. In general, formal logic or probability theory are defined as the normative
standard and behavior deviating from this is seen as irrational. Evans, however, points
out that human reasoning is, by design, pragmatic rather than logical. Therefore, an
assessment of reasoning and decision-making processes based exclusively on the
norm of logical thinking might distract from the actual mechanisms governing these
processes.
In addition, it should be pointed out that it is not clear how rationality can be
defined. Traditionally, it is equated with areas like formal logic, propositional logic or
probability theory. Woll [17] argues that there is no one model of logic or probability,
and that these concepts are constantly changing. This makes it fairly difficult to
define a normative foundation for identifying cognitive biases. In addition, some
researchers have developed alternative concepts of rationality, such as the concept of
ecological rationality by Gigerenzer [7]. Ecological rationality studies the mind in
its relationship to its environment and how humans adapt to the affordances of this
environment during reasoning processes. Gigerenzer argues that reasoning processes
evolved as a consequence of the humans’ interaction with the world around them. This
is a development comparable to the evolution of the human senses that are adapted
to the specific nature of light, sound and other stimuli surrounding human beings.
In the context of this approach, heuristics and gut feeling are not seen as irrational,
subjective and error-prone, but as very complex, fast and effective methods to cope
with the necessities of our daily lives. This approach deviates significantly from
Kahneman’s [9] ideas that emphasize the flawed and imperfect character of heuristics.
Heuristics in the model developed by Gigerenzer are comparable to well-defined
algorithms and are often domain-specific. This means that Gigerenzer’s model takes
background knowledge into account.
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This discussion is especially relevant for visual analytics because interaction with
such systems is seen as exploratory sensemaking processes rather than as drawing
logical conclusions. Visualizations support looking at data from different points of
view and formulation of competing hypotheses. A concept of thinking and reasoning
based on some normative framework might be too restrictive to model these processes
in the context of visual analytics.
Given the exploratory nature of interaction processes with visual analytics systems, it is no surprise that they are often seen as sensemaking processes producing
insights rather than information. There are several theories that have influenced this
approach. One of the most influential is Klein’s sensemaking model. Klein et al.
[10, 11] developed the data/frame model, which is based on natural decision-making
(NDM). The main focus of NDM is to analyze decision-making by domain experts
in complex situations with the goal of modeling sensemaking activities in naturalistic settings. Klein and his co-authors also assume that realistic situations, expertise
in a given domain and use of pragmatic and flexible strategies play an important
role. They posit that people develop schematic representations called frames. These
frames can be elaborated, questioned or rejected. This model has been applied successfully to explain interaction with visual analytics systems because it reflects the
exploratory processes going on while users are gaining insights and the importance
of domain-specific knowledge.
Another model reflecting the exploratory sensemaking processes of users of
visual analytics systems is the knowledge generation model of Sacha et al. [16].
In this model, there are three different loops of cognitive activity: the knowledge
generation loop, the verification loop and the exploration loop. This model emphasizes the importance of uncertainty about the data and the resulting problems in
decision-making processes. Incorrect or corrupt data also require complex sensemaking processes that go beyond logical thinking. Users need efficient heuristics
based on domain knowledge to cope with such problems.
Norman [14] argues that for the process of medical diagnosis there is evidence
that the main source of error is lack of knowledge, not cognitive bias. This is overlooked in a discussion focusing on cognitive biases. In addition, he points out that
extensive literature on the distinction between experts and novices shows that the
true expert relies more on intuitive reasoning of the System 1 type, while novices
apply deliberative rule-based methods.
Fiedler and von Sydow [6] provide an overview of research concerning cognitive biases based on Kahneman’s basic assumptions. They argue that this type of
research is too vague to serve as an underlying theory to explain how cognitive
biases develop. It is not clarified which cognitive processes are executed when such
biases occur. Many of the assumptions underlying the research in cognitive biases are
not experimentally manipulated to test them systematically (e.g. the availability of
information in the availability heuristics). Nevertheless, Fiedler and Sydow [6] point
out that, despite its weaknesses, the research on cognitive biases has given rise to an
extensive research program into thinking and reasoning processes that has clarified
other interesting issues.
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Woll [17] provides an overview of the discussions about cognitive biases. He
argues that there are methodological issues with the approach of Kahneman. Several
researchers pointed out that the experiments conducted by Kahneman are fairly
artificial and designed in a way to generate cognitive biases. Study participants have
to make decisions based on scant information without any context. In contrast to
that, decisions in everyday situations are usually based on redundant information.
People often possess a considerable amount of background knowledge and decisionmaking is a long-term process with several feedback loops. Woll doubts that the
results from laboratory research on cognitive biases is applicable to such situations.
In everyday thinking and reasoning people generally do not apply formal decisionmaking processes, but rather adapt their strategies to the problem at hand and use
these strategies very flexibly. Context and background knowledge play an important
role.
I want to illustrate this line of argument using a well-known example from cognitive psychology—Watson’s selection task. This task is one of the best researched
tasks in cognitive psychology (for an overview see Eysenck and Keane [5]). In this
task, study participants see four cards, two of which show letters and two numbers.
These cards also have numbers or letters on the reverse of the card that is not visible.
Participants then get a rule: If there is a vowel on one side of a card, then there is an
even number on the other side of the card. The tasks the participants have to solve
is which cards they have to turn around to find whether this rule applies or not. In
this abstract form, this task is fairly difficult. It can be shown, however, that this task
gets much easier when it is embedded in a concrete context (e.g. if a letter is sealed it
has a 5d stamp on it instead of the rule concerning vowels and even numbers). There
has been much controversial discussion about this phenomenon, and it is not entirely
clear how the influence of context information can be explained, but in general, this
seems to be a fairly stable result. The model of pragmatic reasoning schemata has
been proposed to explain this phenomenon [5]. This model assumes that there are
rules that apply to certain classes of situations. In this context, knowledge about the
world is essential.

13.3 Bias Mitigation Strategies
Several different cognitive bias mitigation strategies have been discussed in the literature. Nussbaumer et al. [15] especially discuss the following bias mitigation strategies: providing different views of the data to change the perspective; providing information about the uncertainty of the data; computerized critique questions; explicit
prompts to rethink one’s own hypotheses; discussion of hypotheses with peers; visualization of multiple hypotheses. Kretz et al. [12, 13] especially study cognitive bias
mitigation strategies in the context of intelligence analysis. They point out that there
is still a lack of systematic empirical studies about the efficiency of bias mitigation
strategies, especially in realistic contexts. They tested several different bias mitigation strategies and found that some of them are more efficient than others. In addition,
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it depends on the context which of the bias mitigation strategies are more efficient
than others.
Bias mitigation strategies can have beneficial effects on the quality of decisionmaking. In an evaluation of a system for intelligence analysts, we could show that
providing two different visualizations of one and the same data set motivated some
users to adopt a verification strategy to make sure that their results were also supported
by the second visualization [3]. However, many of these strategies require the users
to spend additional time and effort. Given the time constraints under which, for
example, intelligence analysts operate they will be reluctant to adopt such strategies.
Intelligence analysts have a considerable amount of background knowledge. They
are able to use context to arrive at valid results. Based on the discussion about the
importance of context and background knowledge it might be argued that this might
help analysts to avoid cognitive biases. As described above, there is some evidence
indicating that cognitive biases especially occur in laboratory situations where study
participants are only provided with a minimal amount of information. As a consequence, it might be argued that by providing context and activating background
knowledge cognitive biases can be avoided.
I want to illustrate this argument with an example from our work with intelligence analysts. Intelligence analysts often work with network visualizations of
co-offenders, that is offenders who commit crimes together (Fig. 13.1). This system
is described in more detail in Doppler-Haider et al. [3]. Figure 13.1 just shows a
node-link diagram consisting of icons for the offenders and links to indicate that
these offenders committed a crime together. In addition, there is some information
about the temporal development of this cooperation and the seriousness of the crimes
(which is indicated by the weight of the line) that were committed. The goal of this
visualization is to support intelligence analysts in the investigation of co-offender
networks, for example, whether the criminal activities of a specific network increases
or not or whether the types of crimes committed by such a network changes over
time. Nevertheless, for a real task of an intelligence analyst the information shown
here is still insufficient. Analysts need detailed information about the specific crimes
that were committed to be able to assess their development and the specific contacts
that the co-offenders have [1]. Such systems should, for example, provide specific
information about the offenders and the crimes they committed. This information
should be easily accessible from the node-link diagram shown in Fig. 13.1. On the
other hand, experienced analysts already possess a lot of background information
about the criminal activity in their area. This kind of information should also be activated. The information system should be designed in a way that analysts can easily
combine their own background knowledge with the new knowledge provided by the
system.
From informal observation of analysts, we know that they need to interact with
much of the data to get a comprehensive overview and a feel for the data. Nevertheless,
in practice, it is not straightforward to decide which kind of data to provide to analysts,
when to provide these data and how to activate their background knowledge.
Dimara et al. [2] conducted an experiment to find out whether adding context can
increase the accuracy of task solutions when participants work with visualizations.
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Fig. 13.1 Node-link diagram of offenders who commit crimes together. The three colors denote
three different years. When co-offenders are linked by more than one line, this indicates that they
worked together in several years. The thickness of the line indicates the weight, that is, the seriousness of the crime according to the priorities of police forces

They found that this is not the case. They found, however, that it does increase
confidence and the user experience. This is a result that indicates that adding context is
not a straightforward strategy. I would like to point out, however, that this experiment
used crowdsourcing and fairly brief narratives to provide context. From the point of
view of everyday thinking and reasoning, it might be argued that this is still a fairly
artificial situation. Nevertheless, the study indicates that providing context has to be
designed with care in order to be successful.

13.4 Conclusion
Research on cognitive biases is a very interesting and challenging area of research. It
is obvious that cognitive biases occur under certain circumstances. Nevertheless, it
is not entirely clear how relevant this research is for visual analytics. Visual analytics
operates in ill-structured domains. Therefore, it is often difficult to apply highly formal methods of reasoning (as, for example, formal logic). Cognitive bias research is
usually based on such formal methods as a normative foundation. This is one reason
why it might be difficult to apply the results from this research in visual analytics.
Another problem might arise from the fact that visual analytics, by definition, deals
with large amounts of data. Most bias mitigation strategies suggest that users should
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look at additional data or check additional hypotheses. In contrast, users of visual
analytics systems often want to get rid of large amounts of data to be able to concentrate on what they perceive as the really relevant facts. Practitioners in such areas
also operate under time constraints. This also makes it difficult to motivate them
to consider large amounts of data or too many alternative hypotheses. In addition,
bias mitigation research does not consider the importance of background knowledge
or expertise which is essential for decision-making in domains like medicine and
intelligence analysis. All this makes it difficult to apply cognitive bias research in
visual analytics.
In this chapter, an alternative method of bias mitigation is suggested: providing
context and activate background knowledge. I want to point out, however, that this
method is not entirely straightforward. There is research suggesting that providing
context does not always help. More research in that area is necessary to identify how
such systems should be designed to be useful.
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